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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon December 17, 1936

CAPITOL TO GIVE
FREE SHOW AGAIN

Co-operation in
Shooting Fireworks
Down Town Asked
Chief Sidman Parker, of the
Murray Police force, asks the
cooperation of all persons concerned in refraining from shooting fire works in the business
part of town. It is very much
appreciated bd Chief Parker the
way people cooperated in this
matter last year. Women shoppers down town 'feel safer and
more at ease when they walk
down the street without having
to jump from, such nerves
wrecking foolishness. Then too
it is much safer with these in
their place.
Chief Parker asks that this
heeded as there is such a city
ordinance prohibiting shooting
..of fire works in the business
district and is so enforceable.
With your cooperation this matter will be of great safety and
surety
to shoppers.
Besides,
shooting fire works at home is
within its place.

Next Week's Edition
To Be Out Wed.
Your Business Friends Will Be
Extending the Season's
Greetings to You

Holiday Treat for Youngsters
Again Planned by Columbia
Amusement Co.
Great news for the kiddies!
Manager Clifton Morris of the
Capitol Theatre announces that the
Columbia Amusement Co. will
again be host to the yonngsters of
Calloway county at the annual
Free Capitol Theatre Show Christmas eve morning. December 24.
The show is made possible by a
chain of free service.
Columbia Amusement Co. is donating the
use of.the Capitol and the expenses
connected with operating the show,
Manager Marris and his staff are
giving their services without a
penny of compensation and the
'Paramount Studios are donating
the films, consisting of the feature
picture "13 HOURS BY AIR" and
a Popeye cartoon, "Vim, Vigor and
Vitaliky''.
Maurice Schweitzer, branch manager of the Paramount Pictures
Dist. Co., and W. A. Wendel, the
booking manager .are entitled to
much credit for, their cooperationwhile chief credit goes to Mr. Harry R. Moore, general manager of
the Columbia Amusement Co Padueah, who originally planned the
annual free show for the deserving
youngsters of this county.

The Ledger ea Times will
issue its annual "Christmas
Greetings" number late Wednesday evening so that it may
be entered into the mails in
time for distribution to every
subscriber' in Calloway county
on the day before Christmas.
This was decided upon be-cause many
merchants had
items, they wished to advertise
for the final six shopping days
before Christmas, 'Friday and
Saturday et this week
and
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday of next week.
In next Wednesday's issue
your merchant friends will be
extending you their compliments of the season and we
trust that you will read every
one of them.
Murray stores are Mocked
with the most attractive gift
merchandise in years at reasonable prices and if you have not
Yet, completed your gift you
cnnnot do better anywhere than
right here at home in Murray.
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WAGGONER NAMED Calloway Selected for
ELDER B. W. SPIRE
DEMOCRAT HEAD
Survey
of Tuberculosis BUSINESS HEAD OF
•
FOR ENSUING TERM
HOSPITAL IS DEAD
J.
News Wanted

Leads Over Clopton by Vote
of 29 to 20; W. Rogers,
Secretary

BQON

HILL EXPLAINS
VERNMENT CONTROL

The Ledger & Times wants
news! Your help is needed and
urgently requested.
During the next week, Many
Calloway mundane will be coming home to speed the holidays.'
Others will be %Plaiting relatives
and friends in various places.
The Ledger & Times desires to
record these comings and goings.
Send to or telephone this office all news that immediately.
concerns you -PLEASE. This
, will greatly aid us in giving
all our ...subscribers a better
.
newspaper.
"'PLEASE let us know about
weddings. births, deaths, accidents, fires, parties—everything
that you know of that would
look well in print.

Dr.
B. Floyd
Outlines
Plan to Murray WomMinister to Seventh Day Aden's Club
ventists in County Suffered Paralysis Stroke
- "Calloway County will hide .an
intensive survey of Tubercuicsas,
employing two modern methods in DEATH COMES TODAY;
the Control of the disease, namely,
WAS VERY POPULAR
the tuberculin test and x-ray," Dr.
John B. Floyd, director of tuberElder B. W. Spire, superintendMMUS
State
Department
of ent of the Mason Hospital for the
Health, told Woman's Club mem- past fifteen years and one of the
bers at the meeting last week.
highest regarded and respected
In
survey conducted by the citizens of Murray, died this mornUnited State Public Health Work- ing at 1:15 o'clock of paralysis.
ers a few years ago, the opinion Brother Spire's death was a great
was given that Calloway county shock to his widow and many
was in -the geographical center of friends as he was apparently in the
the area with the highest incidence the best of health Monday as he
of Tuberculosis in the United went about his usual duties.
States. It-ayiss as a result ,of-'this
Tuesday mornatg. he was found
previous work ,hat ifilluenced the completely paralyzed, able only% to
State Health Department workers open his eyes and a few hours
in doing a survey of Calloway later he was completely unconscounty, in an effort. to either sub- cious, unable to move a single
stantiate those findings or td re- muscle.
When Dr. Will Mason
fute them.
called at the home. early Tuesday
Plans for a survey an Calloway morning he was' Unable to obtain
county- include Tuberculin testing any muscular reaction whatever.
of school children, food handlers. Death came without Brother Spire
dollegs students, teachers, and ever recovering his fiOulties.
those who have lived in contact
With the exception -of one year
with a case of tuberculosis. Public which he and Mrs. Spire spent in
Health Nurses will make home Florida about four years ago,
visits in an effort to find the Brother Spire had been the apable
sources of tuberculous infection and -pOpular superintendent of the
and to teadh isolation measures -Mason Memorial Hospital for the
and general hygiene.
past fifteen years. He was a minDr. Floyd enlisted the coopera- ister in the Seventh Day Adventist
tion of the civic clubs in stating Church and served the congregathat "Tuberculosis will) its great tions of this faith 'at Murray and
economic cost to a community, Hazel. Before coming to Murray
becomes a problem which vitally he was pastor of the Seventh Day
effects every individual insa com- Adventist church in Memphis. He
munity. Only the concerted efforts was a .native of Georgia and was
of criperation of every one can 63 years -old.
this 'Public Health Enemy Na, 1
A man of quiet and unassuming
be controlled.disposition. Brother Spire was cordial and friendly to all with whom
he came in contact and was the
soul of honor and integrity. No
person in Calloway county stood
higher in the esteem of those who
knew him.
Besides his widow, ne is survived
Portrait Unveiled and Given Col- by only one other near relative, a
sister, Miss Lottie Spire. of Nazis:a-Ls
lege. He Donates Part
silk, Tenn. -of Library
Funeral arrangements have not
On his -seventy-seventh birthday been completed but _servddes will
Sunday, Dr. John W. Carr, Dean be held here Friday auct
of Murray State College was hon- mains will be carziedIkto Winter
ored with a brief program in the Park, FloriaTfor burAar

Judge H. F. Rose, age 79 years,
ela Waggoner was selected as
died at his home on Main stteet
nty chairman
bf Calloway
in Hazel Saturday night of ills incdtinty Democrats at their election
cident to oid age. Mr. Rose had
held Saturday. December 12, an 2
not been in good health for several
P. fit Mr. Waggoner, a. staunch
months. The deceased had been
Chandler
supporter, and
loyal
a resident of Hegel for over 40
Democrat, is well known throughyears. coming to this place from
out Calloway county. He is now
Lynnville. Ky., a short time after
employed with the State Highway
the town was established. He was
Department.
then a tobacconist. Later he was
Of die 25 precincts in Calloway
engaged in banking and mercansending a committeeman and.comtile business.
mitteewomen there were 49 repFourteen years ago tie organized
resented by' proxy or present at
the Partners Bank of Hazel and
the election.
had been the head of the bank
Judge T..11. Jones, retiring chairsure that time. He erected a
man. . presided at the
meeting.
number of the substantial business'
Judge Ids& L. Langston was aphouses hi Hazel and had been
pointed -ispereky secretary durvery successful in a business way.
ing the meeting. The chairman
He was charitable- in disposition.
appointed from the committeemen
loyal to his friends, true to his
— -and committeewomen present a
convictions and a man of unBilly Gene, Son of Mr. and
committee on
credentials and
questioned integrity.
Mr. Rose
Mrs. T. 0. Bane= Died
eligibility. Serving were J. M.
was an active and influential ReLast Fritter
Marshall, B. W-. Story and Miss Recommends Clarence McDaniel
sablican in politics.
for Place on Calloway ElecInez Walston. All proxies being
He Is survived by his widow,
tion Commission
Billy Gene, manly little 91-yeareanmined and credentials shown,
Mrs Kate Oliver Roes and one
old
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
0.
the
delegates
were
seated
for
the
odopted daughter, Audry Oliver
Baucum and one of the most popuelection.
Nominations from the
Former Sheriff Clint W. DrinkRose.
. .
Mrs. Lochle Fouch Harriases-See- floor for county 'cliairman Wei:et ard announced Tuesday his resigFuneral services were held from lar little fellows in college addicumbs Following Wreck Near
Neils Waggoner and John Clopton. nation as Calloway county electhe.. Hazel Baptist Chdrch with tion, died early last Fridayss mornMaster Elvis Woods,.Jejittle son
Each precinct then 'east its votes tion commissioner for -the DemoGreencastle,..Ind.'
Rev. J. E. Underwood, Paducah, ing at the clinic-hospital, followof Mr. and" Mrs. Elvis B. Woods,
praily for their nomination. Mr. cratic party. Mr. Drinkard was
Eld. Bennie Brown. Murray. and ing a four days illness of general
died Monday at the home of his
Mrs. Lochie Fouch Harrison died Waggoner was. chosen as chair- appointed about three months ago
Pr'. K. G. Dunn of Hazel in peritonitis. His death not only
parents near Vancleave school. The at four :o'clock Friday, Deeember man with . a vote of 29 to Mr.
to. succeed Bruce Holland.
ssarge. Burial services were held prostrated ids nereave.d parents,
little fellow who was d years old 11, of injuries sustained in a Clopton's 20. Wallace Rogers was
Monday afternoon- at the Hazel sister and brothers but deeply
In submitting his dessidnation to
was
thetenty
nandia-theshousishold
wreck
near
Greencastle
Ind., Wed- selected as county secretary for
n•-atetery, Pallbearers were. sic- •touched- att-who- had- isnowa -this
the state election commission, Mr.
and
was
dearly
beloved
by
all
who
morning.
nesday
Mrs. Harrison glle -coming term of four -years.
• s NV. E. Outland, 0. B. Turn- friendly, -capable and gentlemanly
knew him and who deeply sympa- was with her brother, Gordon Both Waggoner and Rogers ex- Drinkard recommended''Clarence
se. W. E. Dick. J. E. Littleton, lad.
thize with the bereaved parents in Fouch and Lloyd Byers. enroute to pressed their thanks for their se- McDaniel, well known farmer and
It is believed entirely possible
C D Paschall and Dumas Clanton;
his untimely death. He died of Detroit. Fouch and Byers were. lecUon and promised to'fulfill their active Democrat, who lives in the
honorary. T. H. Stokes, J. W. that Billy Gene's fatal illness was
Liberty precinct, as his successor.
pneumonia after a four weeks ill- killed dit the wreck when the car office to the best of their ability.
Bailey, Felix Denham. J. R. Miller, caused by an injury received in a
Each party has one member of
ness.
asas
struck
by
a
fast
passenger
During the time the credentials the county commission and the
Dr. E. W. Miller, 11; I. Neely. C. F. friendly football scrimmage beBesides his parents, he leaves a train Of the Pennsylvania railcommittee were examining eligible sheriff is the third. The RepubliPage. T. 0. Gibbons. N. G. Hill, tween the youngsters of the Train- sister,
Mavis Gene, a grandfather, road.
voters certificates short speeches can commisitoner is Joe Whitnell.
F. A. Moore. N. P. Hendricks, and ing School the previous Friday ev- E. D.
Eldridge and a grandmother,
Mrs. Harrison suffered a broken were made by Waylon Rayburn. Murray, who has served several
ening. However, he did riot com\C. C. Osbron.
'
Mrs. Zora Wbods, A. 0. Woods, arm in two places, several broken
plain but laughed at his hurt at
former representatiae of Calloway years.
.
Murray. was an uncle.
ribs and a punctured lung. Her county and Judge Langston.
the time, when he accidentally reFuneral services, attended by a tattier. John Fouch, reached her
ceived a blow in the abdomen.
large crowd were held fiorn Elni Weide before her death early Fri- -113oone Hill. president of the WesEven when he became too ill to
Gros,
* Tuesday afternoon at two day morning. Her remains were tern Dark Fired Tobacco Associaleave his bed he still did not comthirty o'clock by the Rev. Blanken- brought to Murray Friday for tion. addressed the group concernWhen he ,sudenly grew
plain.
ing Government Control of Tobacship and burial was in the church burial.
worse early in the week. the docco and its relation to the fardter
Prof. Walter B. Moser and 27
cemetery.
Mrs. Harr:son. 26 years of age, is and present day prices. The Farm
and he was taken
New Congressman Pledges to tors were called
members of his freshman class in
survived by her .parents, Mr. and Bureau had scheduled a meeting
to the clinic with general peritonPush Project in Lower
General Science, were welcomed college 'library Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. John Fouch: two sisters, Mrs. but due to the election the meeting
itis, inflamation of the abdomen,
Tennessee Valley
visitors in The Ledger SZ Times A isortrait of Dr. Carr, painted by
Myrtle Wade and Mrs. Lucile was combined well with the elecwhich had progressed so far that
office Tuesday morning.
Miss Margaret Wooldridge, former
were
Graham;
in,
save
and
hime
all
one
efforts
to
brother.
James
tion.
Mr.
Hill
briefly
discuased
the
Noble Gregory, youthful and
The young ladies and young men faculty member was unveiled and
Fouch.
vain.
advantages
and
reasons
of
Governenergetic Congressman-elect of the
thoroughly inspected our plant and presented to the college:Funeral services were neld at the 1.i/raid:control and the crowd voted
Just an hour before his death,
Several- ifierdtaers of the college
Dean Carr made a presentation
First District of Kentucky, plans to
were kind enough to compliment
to
favor
such control. This matof a large portion of his private
follbw In the steps of his brother, when suffering had ceased. _Bills' faculty will leaya next week for a First Methodist Church Saturday
us on it.
Father of Mrs. Joe 'Ryin Dies
the late W. V. Gregory, (whom he Gene said "I Love Jesus. Jesus, two weeks vasation during the afternoon with the Rev. J. Mack ter was of grave importance and
Youngsters and those older, too. library to the college. Prof. -WilJenkins officiating.
Pallbearers will be presented to' slate senators are always cordially invited
succeedsi in the matter of _urging can do anything." He clasped his Christine holidays. '
Following Long Illness
to liam Caudill. faculty member. preThose planning to take trips are. were Clayton Dye. Bonnie Garri- and representatives to faitor in
Sided. President James H. Richa federal appropriation to start 'mother in his arms and said, "Jesus
" in Paducah
visit our office.
son,-Jimmd Coleman. Wes Lipford, their coming sessions.
mond lauded Dr. Carr's achievethe TVA power dam in the Lower help me !id get well, please." His as follows:
last words, as he kissed his mothWord was received here late
ments in the field of education,'
Preston Ordway. assistant busi- Richard Hart and Murray Miller.
Tennessee Valley near here.
„.a.1
Wednesday afternoon, of the death
ness manager, will leave Saturday Burial was in the Murray cemeCongressman-elect Gregory told er, were "Goodnight. Mother."
Billy Gene was a member of for Memphis during the first tery
of Mr. John F. Nicholson. 80 years
Swann, chairman of the
Dr. and Mrs. Richmond
of ages'at his home in Paducah.
Lower -Tennessee Valleye Assodia- the fourth grade at the Training week and will then visit his parthe
friendship
School
and
and
held
ents in Kuttavaa the remainder Racehorses Win Final
Honored by Relations Club Mr. Nicholson died of complicationsdand L. J. Hortin, secretaryOWENSBORO, Ky., Dec. 15—
tions and infirmities of age fol-treiEurer. in an interview in May- admiration of all his classtnates. of the vacation; Dr. Robbins will
Game Before Recess Dark Tobacco: Total sales 81,598
•spirit
life
and
He
the
was
full of
President and Mrs. James H. lowing a six months illness.
spend Christmas with her sister in
field today that he had a personal
pounds; total money $9,745.72; aver- Well-known Woman Taken by
Richmond and Dr. and Mrs. J. W.
Mr. Nicholson was a former
Again
showing
to well as a professional incentive of clean fun and had mans friend- .Mississippi; Miss Margaret Tandy,
smooth
and aged$11.94.
Pneumonia; Funeral
.s
Card were 'honored guests at the resident of Murray running the
to carry on to a successful coh- ships with • men downtown as he English teacher, will visit in Mason speedy form, the Racehorses won
This
Afternoon
.,ds
s
International Relations Club din- Murray Hotel for a ?limber of
clusion the fight for the Lower often spent much time at his fath- City. Iowa. for Christmas and Kan- their final game before the Christ14,XINGTON, Ky., Dec. 15—Anner last night, given in the special years. this being the old frame
sas City..Mo., during the New Year mas holidays Tuesday night ag:hst
Tennessee Valley dam, long prom- eekoffice.
Mrs.
'Ella
Willis.
well
kreiwn dining room of the National Hotel. hotel when Murray was in its
. price 'advance which was
Besides his parents, he leaves a holidays; Mr. and Mrs. John Miller the Carter Shoe Co. of Nashville. other,
sod to citizens of this areas
Murray matron. died Wednesday
Dr. Richmond told club mem- infancjit) •
"'
Explaining that his brothee Voris siste7-71darothy, and two brothers. will leave earl; next week -for The visitors had Cecil fCent. form- general on all grades offered sent
morning at six o'clock at her bers that the "easiest way to cut
had given his life to this and other T. 0.. Jr. and Charles and' grand- Hickman. Ky., to visit Mrs. Mill- er football and basketball laminary the average of the Lexington -tonis widow and two
Surviving
are
bacco market today to its highest home' on South 16th street follow- America's throat", was "tedissrm
daughters locally known. Mrs. Joe
worthy projects for the benefit of parents, Mr. and MTS. Lynch Bau- er's parents and then will drive to at Murray and Ross Magruder,
ing
'a
week's
illness
of
pneumonia.
level
of
the
season,
although
the
at
a
time like this."
Missourisfor the remainder of the one-time court star on their team.
the- area. -.Congressman Gregory, cum, of Cherry Corner.
Ryan, Murray. and Mrs. B. J. ManFor many years, Mrs. Willis and
"If ever • there was a time for ning. Paducah.
Cutchin's fast five gained the quality of the offerings today were.
who will commence his term at the
Funeral services were conducted vacation; Prof. Price Doyle, head
family
lived
between
Murray
and
inferioc
to
that
of
the
leaf
MonInternational Relations," the MurFuneral services will be • held
beginning -4d the forthcoming ses- from the First Methodist Church of the music department, will leave jump on the Shoemakers_ and With
Hazel.
day which averaged $43.36.
ray president stated. "it ii now, this afternoon mg, 4 ciao& with
sion Of Congress in January. said Sunday afternoon at two o'clock. December 22 for Chicago to attend Red Burdette in rare form was
Mrs. Willis was a member of the with all -nations laOking 'around to burial in the Paducah cemetery.
he hoped to see the $60.000,000 pro- attended by a large crowd. They the National Association of Schools leading 36-16 at the half. The final
Music, of which Murray is a favored Murray by 53-26.
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.. Dec. 15— Murray Church of Christ and was find what the other is
were conducted by the pastor, the
-ieet actually underway soon.
"Don't think that our civilization
ember: Prof. G. C. Ashcraftwill
The Racehorses have won three An average of $15,70 id hundred admired and respected by all who
Mr. Gregory was selected Octo- Rev. J Mack Jenkins, assisted by
ber la by the Democratic Execu- the Rev. Sam P. Martin, pastor of take a short vacation in Indiana; gamed in the pre-holiday cam- was paid today at the opening of knew her.. She is survived by can't fail. Rome was mistress of
tive Committee of the first district the First Baptist church. The pall- Dr. G. T. Hicks will visit in,.Cov- paign and will .open their redular the one sucker tobacco market three daughters, Mrs. Clyde Haley, the world for over a thousand
to fill the vacancy created by the bearers were, honorary, R. H. Fal- ington, Georgia, for about a week; schedule against S. I. A. A. teams here. Sales totaled 148.545 pounds Murray; Mrs. Mary .-McSwain. years. Look at the valley of the
•
s
and receipts approximately $23.007.- Nashville. and Mrs. Lottie Marcua, Nile and Euphrates."
death of his another on October 10. well. L. D. Outland, Odie Mc- Mr. William Fox,, and family will immediately after Christmas.
Headquarters of the Western
Denver. Colorado; one son, Roy
Other speakers on the program Dark Fired Tobacco
He anis heed-connected with the Daniel, Dr. E. Bs:Houston. Dr. 0. Visit friends arid relatives in Bid57.
Growers AsWillis,
Paducah,
and
four
brothers,
included
WalDr.
Carr,
well,
Hawthorne
Indiana; Prof. C. R. McGavs
Walter 'Roberts. Floyd county, is
Fidst National Bank of latayfield A. Butterworth and E. C. Jonen
sociation was visited Friday' by
Allen
Burton,
Hazel:
Charlea•Burlis,
Barlow:
Harold Edwards, Mir- three important tobacco
for tio years and for' 15 years has active. ,Catman
Graham, Jack ern will leave Saturday for Syra- keeping 105 pullets in a Kentucky- 'HENDERSON, Dec. 15-139,488
officials.
pounds; $18,403.79; average $11.76. ton, Colorado Spririgt Colorado; year. Tenn; and Edd Kellow..Har- They were William Collins,'of the•
been secretary-treasurer of the Farmer, A. B. Austin. Hersehel use, N. Y.. for a twb weeks vaca- type laying house.
L.
t.•
Barton,
Detroit"
and
Alta
din.
Mayfield Schaal Board. He is an Corn, Dr. Hugh Houston, and tion; Miss Daisy Hinkle will yisit
Farm Credit Administration. WashBurton, Orlando, Florida.
Plano were diseussed in full reelder of the Presbyterian Church Clifton Thurman. Burial was in I' Bloomingtoo- two
ington; Thomas E. Johnson, Springweeks.
Funeral stillvices are toobe held garding the Purchase-Pennyrile field, Tenn., general manager of
and is an Odifellow and an- Elk. the city cemetery.
from the Church of Christ at. Sixth game to be held February 13 in the the Eastern Dark Fired,Association
lir. Swann. Who has been active
A profusion of beautiful flowers
and Maple streets this afternoon at John W. Carr Health Building be- and ,B. H. Mizell, Mayfield:- sufferin the sada* for the dam, as- from. many places attested 1 the
one o'clock with Elder Bennie tween the Outstandtpg teams of intendent of the tobacco grading
•used Mr. Gr ory that the Lower papdlarild of the little fellow and
Brown Officiating, Burial will be the two sections.
Tennessee V liey
Association the,
service in this section.
'genuine sympathy of many
C. Hill Allen, sports editor of the
in the Green Plains graveyard;in every way in
The visitors were guests of L. L.
Dog Owners Urged to Take
wiuld cooPer
•
friends 'wi,th the' family. Floral
through
that
section
Of
the
county
Messenger,
Madisonville
and
Sam
cure a Congressthe. jeoeis IS
Veal, general manager • of the
Care to Prevent Spread
offerings arrived from Mayfield,
and
It
that
is
requested
see
that
you
all
dogs
are
vaccipublish
Livingston,
sports
writer
for
the
METHODIST'- CHURCH NOTES
Western Dadk Fired Association,
appisdr lion for the pro- Padupah. Cihcinnes, Indiana. Me- in
of Rabies
•
nated, killed or confined until such
your paper the fact that the
Sun-Dereedi at, are chairmen of the with
ads •
headquarters
here,
at
ridian, Mississippi! Drew; Missis- below named d ysoonis. men from
time that it is proven definitely
districts
and
are
conducroga
poll luncheon.
Sunday, Dec. MI, 1936
sippi, Akron, 'Ohio. -and Merril:MIX your community have been ordered
F'armerTgirth and northwest of thal' they are not susceptible to the
to
determine the best and most
Christmas week is the time set
Tenn., besides the
front TrrepOrt to the Navy Recruiting Murray should be careful about disease. No only that - but they
o,
apart to honor our Lord and there popular aggregation for the gain
FIRE DAMAGES HOME
home folks.
Station at Louisville, for enlistment dogs that were loose Friday, De- should insist that their neighbors is no better way to honor him
An atractive trophy is being
-I
The body wig laid to rest in the in-the U. S. Navy, on the adtes set cember 11. because- of the possi- properly care for their dog because
than to attend upon the services chased by the club . to be awar eel
The frame resideqpe on the'
bility of having been bitten by a in 1934 a certain farmer in Callo- at His house• So come
by receiving vault in 'the city ceme- opposite their names:
Temperiaor! as recorded
and be' the winner.
northwest corner of Main and
spring.
until
tery
either
mad
Recorder
dog
that
started
over
near
way county was advised to vacci- with us -during these services of
fl vernmer.t
Joseph'ssE. Chadwick, Murray,
egettil_streets was guttted by fire
.
....
.
:
•
Almo *and ran all day zig-zaging nate his dog because it had Peen the holidays.., The
• ssorty.
Ky., 22 Dee., 1936..'
Churchschool
Saturday night 'iliout nine o'clock
PRESBYTERIRN CHURt
Wendell B. Tidwell, Lynn Grove, Across the county and was finally bitten' bsda mad dog.
week " mber 10 to 16 inwig have er Christmas program. at
when a fire from a stave in an
Ky.. 22 Dec.. 1936.
. s. killed over near the Graves-Cal• •-ive:
He :aontendeciLthat the d.og wast 9M. At the morning iseur the
adjoining room fell to the bottom
Sundliy School, MOO
High Low
After being accepted for entiats- loway county line.
not med,ljut r discovered lacer that pastor will preach en: "Christmas
tilde
Morning Worshio„ 11:00. Sermon of a chimney and were nourished
48
36
ment, recruits
.
...seal be' sent tb the
This dog may not have been a his dog went mad in due time for in the Golden' Aged' and at the
Tdirsda'
by air from .an open flue hole in
3-8
26
The office of the County Agent
S. Navy Training Station. at valuable dog but the damage -that the disease to take' effect. in his evening hour on: "How toolieve a theme, 'The Glory of Gorr: •
Fr lay
Services will be held in the court the adjoining room.
42
17 and the Soil Conservation office
orfolk, Was where they will it ehused will cost the farmers of own dog., ;14ia.' dog bit two cows Good Christmas." We- will miss
sdurdrn 12 t
d The( dence was occupied by
house.
45
le will be closed December 24th at undefgo
Sunday. 13
indainsive training
for tirltriernen many 'times its value' and some dther livestock that had you If you are not with us.
Maguire-, minister Mr. anh airs, Damen Bowman on
••'
Bruce
31
21 noon until Monday of the follow- three months. Upon completion and shouldsa child's pet dog have to be* destroyed. Phi* Mild have
Monday, 14
Our young people meet at 6:15
one side and Mr. Roberts and fam55
22 ing week. Every one having busi- of this training, they are theu.sent been bitten and
Ttiesday. IS
due time gct all been avoided W every person and their prdgrams are, worth
ily on the other. .It was owned
59
23
office
at
the
should
ness
observe
either
to
one
Of the various trade road and bite the Aild causing the * the county woo/8 spend a pvery while.
W,dReSCIar l•
25-ton catload of superphos- by A. B. Beale &
The loss
th part week was .38 this notice.
schools for further training, dbr child's death of course there could small sum to vaccinate their dog
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
ate -eras spread on wheat and was partially covet* by insurance.
galas for week of Dec
direct to sea, on one of our
any be no repay. Again farmers should each year land thes avoid the loss
grass land by Bracken county
inches.
Reed the Claaelnest uotame. warships.
g rest 3
be extremel careful about dogs of life or livestock );lue to rabies. I
PaY5 to read the damned adii. farmers.
the
vie

tfl
a forthe larget pore collection of
'ay library. Afs
speech by Dr.
atilt. geography
ununarize t h e
Dr. Carr, Murit and present
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POPULAR LAD, 9,
CALLED BY DEATH

KISS—

NtEAT
rELD"

Unity to call
tEAT ZIEG-

Master Elvis Woods
Is Called by Death

Mager.

DRINKARD RESIGNS
AS ELECTION COM'R

WRECK VICTIM DIES
FRIDAY MORNING

coo

DR. CARR HONORED
ON 77TH BIRTHDAY

*GREGORY PLANS
FIGHT FOR DAM

IpiRIS

Freshman Welcome
Visitors in Office

,
Facility Members
— To Visit Widely

RAY

IhNDER

FORMER RESIDENT
DIES IN PADUCAH

MRS. ELLA WILLIS
DIES WEDNESDAY

Tobacco Markets

t

AY

Two From County
Called by ,Navy

'Tobacco Executives
Visit in City Friday

Mad Dog Runs Wild Course from
Almo to Graves Line Last Friday

okes

have twin
t and fun- .
IATUREl

County Agents Office
Will Take Aoliday
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title is "Kidnapping Santa Claus."
altere are 60 pupils in costume
participating in it. This is the
first operetta that has been giveh
here in about four years.
It will be presented Wednesday
afternoon and will last at least
two hours. Every one will be
thrilled when they find that Santa
is back again. The 'grouchy gebblins kidnap him but by an announcement over the radio they
find him in a cave and bring him
back in time to make his long trip
around the world. It will be free
so be sure to come and enjoy
seeing the small children act:

But the growers fiat that Dr.kced, curtailuirsot of production
New Plan to Aid Tobacco Grower - Gage's
talk coming -'just at the,
m year to year. and nci effort
opening of--the marketing season' to, hold foreign trade, will, ultiIs Discussed by Springfield Map was hardly in order.
o•-- I matelY• confine the growth of

of baby chicks that are blood tested which makes thorn free from
Bacillary White Dtrrhea and are
fed and housed in • colony house
away from old hens that might be
on the farm.
Brooder records kept In Calloway county last year indicate that
this is • very fine season to keep
Chicks tree from disease provided
the ground
where the • colony
brooder is placed is clean. The
best way to have assurance that
this ground is clean is to select

soil for the brooder that has been
at Meet twia years without poultry
Move your
having ranged on it
brooder on this range, fence it in
and brood your chicks artificially.

Dr. Gage is more immediately fire-cured e:bacco to home deconcerned at present with the flewimans which are for snuff and a
Dunnington Tobacco Co, Farm- compulsory Government
Itre-l'ured Crop.' 1936
grading.' little. Italian demand in this courtThe Government has a new and toile. Va.. is to be taken as a Under a recent Act of Congress
Kirksey To Play
try. It would be better, perhaps,
somewhat novel plan .for aiding the spokesman.' In the Novemberlith -grading is compulsory - under certhat these tobacco greewers be kept
Heath December
growers of dark fire-cured and issue, of "Tobacco" hen:mints ,out tain conditions. The act does not
out Of other lines of agriculture,
dark air-cured tobacco as to their that if the Administration is joins carry with it any arbitration,• and
The fast-flying Kirksey nigh
Mooed" overcrowded and over-proschool basketball team will go to
1938 crop. The details of it.hav,s.„tao-put any tobacco into by-pro- if grades are "lower", as the
feral- &King, and that it will not be
Heath in McCracken county Tuesnot been made pubile. but an indi- ducts it ought to be the tow grades Cr may see it, than last year they tdone without
fighting for increase
day night, December 22, for an lincation of whet it is Ts the determi- only.. but he does not favor that. will be qiute disappointed, for
of foreign
re . market . ler their tobacportaht game with the Pirates.
nation of the Ageitultural Adjust- It is his suggestion that if the that wilLcause them to receive less co,
ment Administration to take over Government wants to aid the -dark monex for their tobacco. 'Bente
But as to Mr. DunningtonVidels
all tobacco delivited 'to the Eastern tobacco growers that it guarantee. the Geverement will finance the for regaining
and - holding out
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers' As- them a price and pay it to them: 1936 crop through •diverted tariff. foreign demand,
that is another
sociation prior to February 1. 1937. "then, let the dealer sell it abroad. handled through the Secretary of
qiiestion. Not until the Adminis. and put it into nicotine and other and meet -the competing price of Agriculthre. instead of through the
tration came forward with its new
'COUNTY AGENT NOTES
by-products. For all such tobacco foreign grown leaf, and the Gov- RFC, it will. of course, demand
-plan did any of'the larger tabactto
so delivered the growers will be ernmer.t remit to the dealer the
strict grading.
heads matte,a suggestion that took
To All Our Friends
paid slightly above the prices paid difference between what he is
Poultry
Except as to Spain the outlook into consideration the welfare of
them for the 1035 crop.
able to get for St and the .peg for a greater now of dark tobacco the growers
themselves. It has
Now is the time to consider and
Films
auk Edmund Lowe In
The plan is the same, it is under- price." to'quotefrom "Tobacco."
to Europe is bona than it has been the policy of all of them as "MAD Lend!
HOLIDAY" at the Capitol plan your poultry program for
We want to thank you one and all for past
stood, for all other fire-cured toDr. Chas. E. Gage
'
been for some years. Better trade well as foreign buyers to prevent Theatre Saturday.
1937. The hatching season is apbaccos, which are types 21. 23 and ' Dr. Chas. E. Gage of the Bureau relatiorts, brought about through any Government'
favors,
also in advance for future ones.
effort at aiding
proaching rapidly and this season
24. type 21 being the Virginia of Agricultural Economics, in his Secretary Hull; a better general the tobacco
growers by way of
is
one
of
the
year
that
mukt
be
dark fire-cured, and type 24 being Springteld talk Saturday, the 28th friendly attitude toward the United price Increase.
The reason Is obvi- store of 23-9. The second team handled properly if one is to make
AS TO PRICES we have them-too Many to think
that around Henderson and Owens- of November, painted a gloomy States on the part of ohei coup- ous; there is little
profit both to also won by a score of 11-8 in an a profit from their chicks during
outlook for fire-cured dark tobac- tries: the scarcity of dark stocks the
boro.
of
naming. We only ask you to come and see what
growers themselves and the over-time period.
the year. Chicks hatched at the
co. While the decline has been on hands here and abroad; the expcirters when
Evident Purpose
Friday night, December 18, we proper time and
we
have in things to eat and the price.
foreign competifed properly have
One. of the evident purposes of steady in production yet it has short crop of 153e. better monetary lion 'as to be met, and the sic. journey to Calvert City trio:play a 'better possibility of
doubling egg
consumpffon,
he
in
been
greater
this plan is to prevent Government
arrangements 'between this and porters have considered their in- one of the best teams in Western production than birds
hatched at
TEACHERS OR ANY ONE WANTING QUALITY
Kentucky.
financial'carrying of tobacco stocks pointed oticoiThere is on hand of other countries,, ought to cause the terest the most Important.
the 'wrong season of the year and
Vhs debate teams as finally se- improperly fed.
whiett it has been doing by loans old -tobacco pf the dark type 135,- 1936 crop of 'diek tobacco to bring
AND QUANTITY WILL SAVE MONEY •
Foreign demand for our kind
----s-to--arte•-cooperatives. 'for- carrying IWI ML pounds. and. while the out- a hetter price on 'the open market of tobacco ought to be expanded lected
are affirmative,
Vernon
Another
thing
BY SEEING US
that
producers
of
hogshead tobacco. Another pur- look is better in northern Europe, than foe ao number of years.. and •and held, but ought to be by some Curd and Halline Lassiter. Nega- the county are
discovering from
pose, it would appear. is to cause it is conceded thath Spain will not it is predicted by many who study sort of plan by which the growers tive, Mara Margaret Roberts and year to year is that
chicks hatched
Yours to serve,
the buying side to take its needs be in the market for mitch.-if any. the situation- that prices will be themselves, through their own Nell Sutter.
Close to borate are less apt 'lb die
crop.
of
the
the
1936
low
grade
promptly and it a price
F. F. A. Forecast
better.
organizations and withlotgeyernthan those shipped long ,distances
Type 22- 1936 crop, is estimated at
than last season.
It is noticeable that within re- ment aid and _finance, put their
The agriculture boys of both When all conditions at the hatchery
about 61 000:000 pounds.
cent weeks-there has been a con- own tobacco into foreign markets, classes met Dece,mber 11 for dis- are the ,same.
.-Maretofore since the advent of
the eooperativei the tobacco cen-. Dr. Gage did not go into the stant barrage of propaganda about without the intervention . of the cussion of business matters and
The same producers are also
PHONE 204
cerns have. seemingly. taken only effect. of the Administration's plan the bad outlook for prices for the middle man.. But that, bas seemed the presentation of a short pro- finding that it is less work and
...WE DELIVER
their -ernmediate needs and let the fur handling the 1936 crop. as that 1938 crop. And all old timers re- too complicaotiolohi be considered gram by various members of, the troable to purchase a nice group
member that this has taken place by any Government official; and club:
cooperatives hold for them 'on is not in his bureau.
Government financing until they
It was not just clear to the grow- every season for many ".'ears. Were the cooperatives themselves have.
The programs follows:
need more.
ers why Dr. Gage took occasien it not for their having become seemingry been powerless to do it
.111
4
100
1 MICIANNalintiAlAtittigPORINMIARWOHNiff!MA OlVIMIWOIN
.
Report from tsecretary, Boyd *
used
to
this
the
growers
would
for thdafplves..
hoaddness them at this time unless
Buyers' Beaetion
Linn.
the
floors
stampede
and
facto
Under Mr. Dunnington's plan the
The reaction to this of the large it was to point out to them the
Report from treasurer, Charles
• tobacco concerns is unfavorable if importance of holding he 1937 crop tories every season and give their Government would be guaranteeing
Johnson.
Jamei W. Dunningtion -president of to at -least the planting of 1936.• tobacco -away. There has never both the growers and „the exporters
Report from reporters. Bedwell
been any occasion for this. What a profit.- We .do not understand
_
the farmers - need is 'spirit, not to that exporters of dark-fired tobac- and Curd.
Harmonica solo, Ileyword Bedibe dispirited, at the time the sales co ase such a. necessary Part of our
seasce is approaching and 'is on. econotnic life that...they need -sub- well.
Earth' Credit for Vocational Ag
'
Talk about the outlook for the sidization..
. •
culture boys, Phlenoyliedwell.
next crop should take place at or
Raising Pigs, by. James T. Robjust before -plans for the next
WE'Will sell a carload of horses and mares: also
erts.' •
crop are made.
Almo High School
Jokes by D. Y. and Vernon.
some extra good mules at
All well-informed dark growers
Etiquette in Public: by- Charles
kn .w the situation with regard to
Final exams for the first semes- Johnson.
their product. After the-program business matter will- be given from next MonThere- is some. food for thought
MAYFIET,D,'KY.
day at 1 o'clock until Wednesday ters were taken up.
in Mr. Dunningtop's suggestion
at 11:30, covering a period of two -The agriculture boys of class 3
about _holding foreign markets.
:
days. All atudents who have made and 4 hive been making excellent
Saturday,
Destruction of tobacco already priono less than -B" and fnissed no progress on the enclosing of the
more than 5 days will be exempted basketball dressing room. It has
BEGINNING AT ONE O't 1.01. K
HAPS OR
been 'furnished with a stove and
from all final exams.
-Attendance has been very ,good lockers 'are to be built in the
Consisting of some well n-ated te.ans
vearlings and 2-year
all of which was appreciold fillies, mares in foot mom- ell troteciiid h 'roes and mares
Fund:Waal Monthly Pains this year with few exceptions. This future,
broke to work. Running in age from 3 to 10 years.
is probably due to the new busses ated_ and added to the comfort of
Women from the 'teen age to the purchased by the county
board at the dressing room.
have plenty Apt we:gre
This is an extra good bunch of horses
change of life have found Cardid
• . , bone and quality and will be brought, here to sell to the
the 'beginning of this school year.
relief
for
the
helpful
gen=e_iy
highest •bidder.
The first six grades are preriato
Our basketball- team was again
funcllonal monthly pains due to lace
This
ng an ceieretta under the directMous last Forday night:
of just, the right strength tram
NO BY BIDDERs
TIME AND SEE THEM
-tion
of
Mrs.
Story,
Mrs.
Morris,
opponent
was
Faecal. The goo
food they sat. Mrs. crtS Haynes, of
sem Mo. writes: "I used Cardul was Almo 24. Faxon 22. Our sec- Mess Beale. and Miss Jones. The
TERMS (.telf
whlaa guiforwslicint and found It vary ond team was defeated by the oneChristmas, the most joyful season of the year, will soon be here
b,aeflcisl. I have recently taken Cardai
again. With the holiday season no soon at hand our thoughts at this
durati the change of 1151. 1 was very mar- sided score. of 17-4.
row had head and bask polo' and was la
Our first team will be v
time naturally turn to suitable remembrances for our family and
FOR INFORMATION CALL If CLAY SBELTON
rinilwally run-down ecrodIttoa. Catolut
much-strengthened by the additio
has hotrod ow greatly
friends.
MAYFIELD. RENTri- KY
Thousands of woman testify Cortal babe- of Ed Culve-r to the regular ii
Mod then Lf it doss nrot benefit YOU,
He has been bothered ,,with rheu▪
Neter in the histoossof this store have we displayed auch wonsoosiaLt a physician.
matism all the fall which preventOak Cross Ties Wanted.
derful assortments of
gifts.
ed his -playing. uniiL the OMB Prices at Pine 8Itiff-33c,1,,t'•
..14~0~1144XiAlfig
, Ed is a very good player. having 45c,
Fpr
ml
and-boys every counter and shelf in our store is load80c and 70c.
had 3 yeaalrexperience previous to
ed with hundreds of useful and practical holiday gifts.
this year.
R. R.ROBERTS
11:
--The Warriors defeated Murray
High Tigers Monday night by A
Pine Bluff, Ky.
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CHRISTMAS GREETINGS

and Customer:

T. L. SMITH

:. •

LADIES

1i

it:

EN'S GIFT TIES 1-1ERE,113.

.

SHELTON'S STOCKYARDS

GIFTS FOR A MAN

Try CA DUI For

Shop Early and Save

a

Big Store is Now Ready for the Halistay Season with
a-Long Array of Practical Gifts for Men and Boys Here!

Harry C. Kearney, Owner

CROSS TIES
WANTED I

____.____
gangametammuougaszawamr•

Vei4G I FT LIT

thristmas

Popular Gifts

•

-sO-WWo

Articles of Clothing always make popular Christmas gifts.

Give Him a Useful Gift

/WU& beettiltit FLAN i U E

.
4

IM •
I a1I/

LOUNGE CHAIRS$15.00 to $15.50

COFFEE TABLES:

$4.50 up
PULL UP CHAIRS$5.49--to $8.95
SMOKING SETS$1.19.to $3.25
FLOOR LAMPS- .•
$1.95 to $6.95

WE

Perhaps there are no gifts
so universallyAiven or more
welcomed by men than Anse
4 'of
shirts, neckties, hosiery,
,Iiiindkerehiefs, pajamas,'sweates,s, gloves, rubes, scarfs, hats
and caps or a suitor an overcoAt, etc?, and what an assort't of these articles we have
111 Ii&ured for your selection.

:A

SUGGEST
• Child's Rocker
• High Chair
,
• Table Lamps
• Bridge Lamps
• Card Tables
• Magazine Racks
• Radio Table
• Bedside Table
• Drum Table

1

•
A
w

GIFTS OF BEAUTY AND

vk

NAME ON YOUR GIFT LIST

)10

Base
RUGS

Selecting the "perfect gilt" is a pleasure indeed .when one may leisurely choose from
such, a glittering array as Nagel & Meyer
offer this Christmas. Bo large and varied is
our offering that it provides for every taste
-every age-every Christmas shopping budget. And each .article, at whatever price,
represents the utmost in quality, style and
beauty at that figure.

"..*

Felt
•

A

6x9

71 2x9

9x101 /2

9x12
•

S2.95

LTV

)

DR

SILVERWATZE
SETH THOMAS CLOCKS
•

_

---

Do not fail to see our showing and get our
1/1 lash price drt bed room suites, living room
• suites, kitchen cabinets, bed springs, maltresses, chiffoTobes, odd beds, dressers,
etc.

;147.

;IN;sg.ti

and `mady.other appr-Oprialt: gift

.

Hoilery

10
.
0

Crass Furniture
NORTH FOURTH STREtT

Neck wear
Pajamas
Mufflers _
Shirts
&intenders
Bath -RA-Es

a GLASSWARE -POTTERY
-DRESDEN INGURES

1

•
• A,
OPPOSITE LEDGER & TIMES
'

Gladatone and Zipper Bags

Let.„-tis
, urge you to do your Chritctmas
shopping%arly! Early in the month!
Early in /tie'day! And do it here at
a big saving!

-

IC

ONWN
ingtik
•

You are welcome to shop around here at your leisure and ...examine the many exceptional values that this
store offers in practical Christmas gifts for the men folks
of the family.

DIAMONDS - GRUEN WATCHES

S6.95 .1

-'-''is
.0
40105.4
• •
itiiA f' t ••

1
.

No Extra Charge

Our 72 years experience In assisting with
gift torobiems Is offered those in seareb .of
distinctive Christmas gifts.

to
p

All Christmas Gifts Will Be Boxed

SHOP EARLY

....1 i'ft:t•t
\
i
,

' Arrow Shirts
$1.95 to $2.50
Other Shirts
$1.00 to $1.50

DISTINCTION FOR EVERY

,
151

CEDAR CHESTS, $16.50 to :i23.50

to

;It

From a Man's Store k

December 19

OCCASIONAL TABLES$4.95 to $10.00

A

LARGEST -.SELECTION OF

, HORSES AT AUCTION

•
••

YOU'LL FIND

NAGEL & MEYER
JEWELERS SINCE 1865
Paducah, Ky.
.3rd Cr Broadway,

Garters
Belts
Handkerchiefs
Gloves
Lounging Robes
Gladstone Bags

$5.00 to $20.00

W. T. Sledd

CO

'If It's New-We Have'It"
gimilimilincoisM011101MiNiMeiiiistuoMPORIOMMiiigla
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love your
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high
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two weeks with a broken arm,
Mrs. Chester Singleton of near Lynn Grove; Anna Helen Johns- I
for all ages taught by experien
I GI-lutes. Nellie Dray Jones. Hercaused from a fall received at the Cottage Grove, Tenn., was in Hazel ton. George.. Robert Wilson, Glin
and well trained teachers. Dr.
, man Wilson, Jeanne Tucker. Loma
school building, was carried to her Sunday afternoon to visit her Bethshares Lassiter, Murray; Nellie
M. McElrath, superintendent.
I Alexander, Dcrothr Alexander,
home Sunday 'and is doing nicely. sister, Mrs. Mariam Wilson.
Ruth Jones, Lee Miller, Lynn
Baptist Training Union meets i Geraldine Darnall-. Nell Pierce,
Mrs. R. R. Hicks was in MurL. A. Erwin is confined to his Grove; Mary
Margaret Overby,
-every Sunday night at 6:40 with 1 Dell Pierce, Joe Bazzell, J. V.
ray Tuesday* to visit relatives and room in West Hazel with illness.
Martha Nelle Wells. Maurice Ryan,
jniheandtuJra
Cain.b
By Clara Waldrop
eck
if.possi
'especially
pers
e paorfedinspiration,- program beartoc-. Fulton,
insmeslg
friends.
Drs. Will and Rob Mason, Evard Conna Mae Miller, Neva Gray
Methodists of circuit in Meet
le the third
Holfield,
Luther
Thursday
morning
Missionary
Robertson,
the
U.
D.
W.
C.
H.
Langston, Evelyn Elizabeth Wala
Mrs. Maud Duncan Valentine of
8stardzY; Baptist
trine, and information that results and fourall grade are going to give
Paris, Tenn., is in Hazel this week Finney. F. F. Acree, Mrs. Acree, son, Bobby Gillis Hester. Howard had charge of the program which
Society Meets
in a better trained young. people a pi-ogram and invite their mothvisiting her sister,
Mrs. Otho and Fred Barber of Murray at- Boone, E. B. Morgan, Louise Wai_ was on the subject, "Kentucky". for the service of the Mister
in ers.
tended the funeral services for Mr. drop, James Riley Bailey, James My Old Kentucky Home was sung
.1..-.....
White and family.
The stewards
and missionary
church life. R. Wt Churchill, diThe fotirth grade elected lien-.
by the eighth grade under the dicommittee- from South Pleasant
Mrs. Lutie Gibbs of Murray was Rose Nfonday afternoon at the (Allbritten, M. 0. Thomas.
rector.
man Wilson and Milly Gingles s
Grove, Mibon's Chapel, Providence,
in Hazel last Thursday to visit her Baptist church.
Thomas Crawford, Wayne Mar- reetion of Mr. Crane. The History
Mid-week meeting every Wed- cless officers. The third grade
of Kentucky was given by Mary
Dr. Oliver of. Paris was in Hazel shall
brother, Mr. Frank Vaughn, and
and Hazel were entertained at
Wyatt, William
Pollard, Elizabeth Roberts.
Famous Men of nesday evening at rt5, i((ease note I elected Douglas-J6Fies and Wanda
Monday to attend the funeral and
the church at Hazel by their pastor
Mrs. Vaughn.
.
gival
was
Bynum the change in the hour of this Jean Brooks. Reporters are J. V.
burial services of his brother-in- Charles H. Watson, u. W. Faughn. Kentucky
Bev- K. (; Dunn, and Mrs. Dunn,
- Miss Jewell
the week
meeting.
Medians, Jessie
Grace
Frances
Fulton and Dorothy Alexander.
I'uakett.
ompared
Kentucky
was
law,
Judge
H.
F.
Rose.
last Saturday.
end in Murray as guest of Miss
Williams, James H. Blalock, Char- to other states by George EdiJonet
Worker's Council meeting for all
The honor roll -this month folHarold Baucum• who has been lotte. Yarbrough, Geneva
Sylvia Holifield at the Rowlett
Bro. Dunn in his talk commendDean Kentucky Curiosities were revt0- Sunday School teachers, officials lows: Third grade: 'Myra Dell EdIn Texas for the past few months, Outland. Johnny Perrigan.
Apt.
ed these leaders for their earnest
Charles d by Clara Waldrop. Two poems and wOrkers are urged to be wards. Martha Fulton.
"Warnings of War", Mrs. Edith
Catherine
work the past year but added, "As
Mr. and 'Mrs. Rupert Anderson returned home recently.
Ryan, Beth Sexton, Harlan Inglis, Were given by Hilda Claire Far- present at this important meeting. Williams and Wanda Jean
Brooks;
Rev.
The
W.
Prichard
of
MurP.
we reach tne goal, we should set Lee.
and
family
Lyle
of
Putnam,
the
Elm
Sue
Purdom,
Grove
George
cordial
welcome
is
exhereby
Isabelle
ley
and
Cain.
fourth grade: Dbrothy Alexander,
Prayer, Mrs. Prank 'Vaughn.
ray, was in Hazel Saturday on E. Gardner. Vernon Gresham,
another higher." Mrs. _Dunn disneighborhood,
left
Saturday
mornJane
tended
and
to
Attend
one
all
to
Loma Alexander,
^The Kingdom in Peace",,Mrs,
Gingles,
cussed the church program "frees
ing for California where they will business.
Melugin, Murray; Elsie Stagers,
the meetings of this church where Joe Bazzell and Edwat Earl FillW. B. Milstead.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Newport were Lynn Grove; Gaston B. Taylor,Sr Friday morning Mrs. Franklin
a .cciegerat.ae standpoint.
make their home. Mrs. Anderson
a glad, hearty welcome awaits all tan.
.‘"Wffs.iions and reace". Mrs. Frank
•
is the daughter of Mrs. Leland Paris visitors Friday.
The Re-, J. Mack Jenkins, pas- Vaughn.
Almo; Robert Stubblefield, Eliza- Inglish, leader of Murray -Girl who worship here.
Cletus Farmer of Murray was in beth Ann Fecishee,- Dorothy.
Scoots, had charge of the chapel
tor of Firs M. E. Church, Murray,
Morris of Hazel.
L.
Circles of the Missionary Society
"Promise of Peace", Mrs. Grace
gave an odctress on "The Financial
Mrs. Will Clanton of Paducah Haiel Tuesday on business.
Fooshee, Murray; Richard E. Jones, program. Songs were sung. "Why of the First Baptist church meet
Wilson.
Falwell
R.
H.
.
,
W.
a
E.
Girl
Marberry
Be
Scout",
Emma
Sue
Giband
Plans
her
Hazel;
brother,
James R. Scott, Murray:
Theron Wells of
a Progressive Church."
Tuesday at 2:30, in the following
Prayer, Mrs. A. M. Hawley.
New Jersey, were in Hazel Sun- and E. C. Jones of Murray.were in George D. Neese, Hazel; W. P. son, Mrs. J. W. Carr awarded places: No. 1 meets at the church.
He said !r Methodists would run
Our Part in Peace, Mrs. ColeHazel
lo
Monday
attend
the
to
badges
funergirls
who
earned
had
day
the rats:
night visiting relatives.
Russell, Dan Bernard Banks, Murthe beginning of the man Hurt.
No. 2„ with Meest. M. Perdue, No.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thur- al services for Judge Rose.
year to bring things up in full
ray; Velma Gray Duoglas, Hazel; them. Those who received these 3 with Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, No. 4,
• Hymn, "Silent Night".
Mrs.
Clanton
Will
of
Paducah
awards
Martha
were
Belle
Hood,
man and Mrs. Amanda White of
like they did from October to
Sallie
Lemons, Murray; Trtiett
with Mrs. S. P. Martin. Mrs.
Short business session.
Barbara Diuguid, Dixie Mae BeaMurray attended funeral services and Mrs. Theron Wells of Neriik. Hawley, Hazel.
Conference they couldn't be beat."
-George Upchurch. president.
Benediction, Mrs. Grace Wilson.
Jersey
attended-the
man,
serfuneral
Mcyme
Frances
Ryan,
:Sledd,
Miss Am+ -Hetsrsan-gove-aMr. Rose at Hazel Monday
"Sam P. Martin, pastor
Harry Paul Sample, Mary Nelle
Jeanne Harrison, Clara Waldrop,
vices.4.1 _their uncle, Fry Rose.
afternoon. ••
trig, aNterter Stir", and Miss Hazel
....Rayblurh, George Hurley, Faira
W. L Dick spent Tuesday
Emma
Sue
Gibson, Betty Pogue,
Jones ,a'44 a Christmas solo acMrs. Mary Witten and daughCochran, Charles Yarbrough, Mur- Carolyn
rneeks
in Murray visiting friends and
Davis and Marion Sharters, Mrs. A.' H. McLeod and Ava
eompanied by Miss Murl Jones. shopping.
ray; Carlos Erwitt -Lynn Grove;
borough. First Aid was demonLee Wilson were Murray visitors
Both thew selections were greatly
P. Hale • Oakley, Woodatiw 'D111,
Mrs. Bogard is confined to her
nil
strated by Clara Waldrop. Two
Third and Fourth Grade News
Saturday.
enjoyed t( all.
Allen B. Austin. Lala Cain, Estelle
room with illness at the home of
dances were given by groups of
Last Friday afternoon the fourth
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
J. E. UnderDuring he social hour which, her daughter, Mrs. K. G. Dunn, in
Hayes, Ralph S. Patterson, John T.
the Scouts.
The program was grade gave the third grade
prowood of Paducah were in Hazel
first day
Irvan, Murray; Geraldine Milstead,
followed delightful party plates West Hazel.
Headache 30
concluded by. Christmas songs.
gram in Mr. Riley's room. We Liquid, Tablets
Monday, guests of W. D. Kelly
were sere,i by the hosts. Apout
Katie
Tarry,
Murray;
The Christmas vacation begins at Hazel;
Mrs. J. R. Millen who has been
Nose
Salve,
props
Minutes
had a nice time. Those taking part
and family.
fifty were present.
Try "Rab-My-Tism"-World's Best
M. S. T. C. Friday, December 18, Claude C. Wilson, Hazel; James
in the Mason Hospital for the past
the
program
were: Billie
Mrs. John Ryan gave the junior on
Misses Frances and Rebecca Hen- at the close of the day's work and Oyerby, R. C. Stewart, Murray:
Liniment
boys a feed on Friday. December
son of Benton were here Saturday classes will not
be resumed until Kathleen Imes, Almo; James, R.
as guests of Miss Anne Herron. Monday, January.
Holcomb, Thomas R. Jone s, 11, for winning the P. T. A. food
4,
sale. There are 17 junior boy
Miss Eva Perry and Mrs. H. I.
Spring semester will- 'open on Dorothy F. Callis, Mary B. Moore,
and 13 mothers of these boys conNeely were in Paris Friday..
yeloruary_ .1, 1937, _ aeYeLal. isew Maurice Brausa. Ethel M. Paschall,
tributed foods, making their perMrs. Bob Lewis and Mrs. Hazel courses
have been added" to the John Ed Scott, Vernon L. Trevathcentage 76ia per cent.
Jenkins were Paris visitors Friday regular schedule, including
two in an. Jr., Winifred Keys.
afternoon.
swimming and one in physics. Th
Ralph Rogers. Mary Frances
Tuesday night, December 22. at
Mrs. James Underwood and Mrs. swimming • courses will be
made Johnson, James Swann. Paul Anti7:30 the music
‘degartment of MurWalter Wilkinson of Murray at- possible by the completion
of the bus, J. W. Morgan, James Lassiter,
ray High 'School is giving a
tended the .Rose - funeral services new John Wesley Carr
Health Edwin Curran, Bill Swann, Miller
Christmas program. There will be
in Hazel Monday afternoon.
Building, which is scheduled for King, Murray; Emily Miller, Hazel;
no admission and everyone is inMrs. Hatten Stevens of Wiswell January 1.
Jane Spiceland. Mae Spiceland,
vited. Everett Crane, music inwas guest in the home of her
The
new home
management Knight; Charles Baugh. •Lynn
sturctor Of our school, will have
brother. Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Mc- house will be completed
ice
and ready Grove; .Olin
D.
Coleman.
of
charge of this program. It will inLeod Monday afternocin.
for use by, the opening of the Murray: C. Lee Caldwell, H. 011ie
clude familiar - Christmas Carats
spring semester. • It is brick and Paschall, Lynn Grove; Lyda Sue
s,
as wele--as special numbers featurstone structure and will be fully Hart, M. Elizabeth Slocum, Muring mixed chorus, Girls' Glee
ped
a
gehcooum
tmod
It
fur
ray.
Club, grade singing. and A Cappeliscihui padequate
throuaccommodations for
Ie
Wilma E. West, Lynn Grove: la Choir. This will be a most
IN JEWELRY and POTTERY. See our selection
I all students taking home manage- Stephen Hicock,
William McAlex- interesftng prOgritin arid we are .„
ment in the department -Of home ander. Margaret
F. Gilmore, Blon- sure everyone will enjoy it.
economics.
dell Bell, Lanelle Creekmur, 0.
ttliDE OF SQUARE
The following students from Cal- Boaz Stubblefield,
Mildred Beale,
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Calloway Circuit Court
loway county.- are expected to Yancey F.
Bennett, Ethridge McJ B. Holdges Adm., etc..
spend the Christmas holidays with Kee]. James
Parker, Vernon,
Preaching by the pastot mornPlaintiff their parents and friends:
Smith. Anna H. Doran, Murray: ing and evening. . Morning subVs. Judgment on interveioing
Herod Starks, Sam Holcomb, L. D. Miller, Jr.,
Lynn Grove; P. ject; "G D'S UNSPEAKABLE
petition
of
Gladys
Scott Murray; Dennis Colson, Almo; Presson Hoffman,
Robert Hoffman, GIFT"; evening subject, "THE
,...Admx. etc. J. E. Owen, de- •Audrey Oliver, Hazel; Celia Mills-,
TX.
.Murray; C. Crawford, Jr., R. E. FRIENDLESS MAN".
ceased. vs Willie Turpin etc. Hazel; Graves Neale, Clarence
•Crawford, Lynn Grove" Martha
Sunday
School
meets
at
9:30
His heirs and creditors etc.,
Perry, Mary Curd, Kenneth Bell, rx, Virginia
Blackburn, Murray. every Sunday morning with classes
Defendants i Miliaria Elkins, Caswell 4-lays. Rex
By virtue of a judgment and 1Lashlee, Eugene Irvan. LaNelle
order of sale of the Calloway Cir-- Siress. Corinne Thurman, Lucille
cuit Court. rendered at the No- Pollard, Mrs. Beulah Wilkins, Matvember term thereof, 1936, in the tie D. Presson, Mary''C. Carman,
above cause for the purpose o C. B. Beale, Murray.
payment of $955.64 and interest
Virginia E. Wilson. Hazel; Robus
and costs herein expended. I shal1 Parker, Anita Herndon, Joe Hernproceed to offer for sale at th'e don. Jane Seay, Madge Patterson,
court house door in Murray. Ken- Isabelle Gilbert. Carmon Parks,
tucky, to the highest bidder a Isabelle Waldrop, Dorothy Roland,public auction, on. tIonday, the Jim Ed Diuguid, William Critch28th day of December, 1936, at low, W.,. Otte Lovins, • Murray;
V71
.
I o'clock or thereabout (same be- Brown Clayton, Hazel; Beauton
ing county court day), upon a Paschall, Mary C. Farris, Murray:
credit of six months, the follow- Mary B. Russell. Brandon; John B.
ing described property, being and Underwood. Hazel; William_gutchlying in Calloway County, Ken- in, Daytha Dale; Sanders B. Claytucky: towit:
ton, Kathleen Robertson, Jo RobBeginning. one hundred thirty- ertson, R. Willie, Parks, Juanita
.111
five and one-half (1354) poles McDougal, Dorothy Dale, Charles
Beautiful., useful sets that will be eternally 'tar ii-se
west of an %Ash tree, at the South H_ Edwards, Anna Mildred LassiIFf.
East corner of the North Eas ter, Charles C. Miller, Mrs. R. Lee
appreciated, 'by
Christmas shopping in Murray is the thing to
rjt
quarter of Sec. T. 1, R. 6 E. thence Paschall, Gracie Nell Jones, Murdo like trading in Murray the-year round is the
W. S. FITTS
West fifty-fife and one-half (55%) ray.
• YARDLEY
• GUERLAIN
poles, thence North one hundred
1 tg thing tro, do.
Virginia Kindred, New Concord:
;II
• HOUBIGANT
sixty (160)poles, thence East thirty Ann Herron. Hazel; Harding C.
• BOURGOIS
&s
four (34) poles, thence South Williams, Mu-ray: Dale Parker,
• ST. DENNIS
• COTY
twenty-seven and six-tenths 127 Brandon; Pat W. Wear, H. L.
Murray's Barg
6-10)
poles,
Hughes,
thence
S.
E.
fifty-six
Murray;
Pat
McCuiston.
Center
.
.
Don't fail to give."her" a box of---• K
456) poles to a rciek, thence S. W. Buford B. Hart, Kirksey; Palmer
and tell your grocer to send Tpu Parker's Bread.
forty-four
(44) - poles,
thence B. Corn, Virginia Odle, Theda
-NUNNALLY'S CHOCOLATES—
Vg ill and Cakes. AUNT BETTY'S BREAD is the b'est
South fifty-two and two-thirds Daniel
Wilkins, Ruth
Ambrose
C62 2-33' poles to the beginning, Wallis, Murray; Mildred Swann,
.04.7A
bread natd in Murray and just as cheap as any of
The Candy of the South"
containing 48 acres more or less. Lynn Grove; Charles Robertson,
•'the
good breads. YET every day many of Murray
See Deed Book No. 49 page 692, Mary Moore Windsor, Evelyn Ruth
i housewives place "Etut-of-town" breads on their
in the office of the Clerk Calloway Gingles. Murray; Sam Boyd Neely,
Greeting Cards and Gift Wrappings by Gibson Art
County Court.
Hazel; Dorothy Cain,,Murray: Reba
tables.
For the purchase piece the pur- Evelyn Dunn, Hazel;
William(
chaser must execute bond with Weeks, Flora D. Oakley, Murray;(
approved securities,-bearing legal Robbie Myers, Lynn Grove; Wilinterest from the day of sale un- liam Vinson, Charles Farmer, Witttil paid, and. having the force and ma Lemons, Opal Kathryn B:aeffect of a judgment: Bidders lock. Emma Nahum LaRue Saunwill
prepared
be
to
-- comply ders. Murray.
promptly
with
Murray, Kentucky
terms.these
Robert Miller,'Hazel: Mattie W11George S. Hart, Master Commissioner.

HAZEL PASTOR IS
HOST TO ME GROUP

••
past

•
The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Hazel Baptist Church met
Tuesday afternoon at the church
and held the regular monthly
Royal Service program. Mn. Lela
Wilson presided. Topic for the
rviths, "The Kingdom of God is
. . . Peace", was used.
The following program was enjoyed:
Hymn, Jesus Saves,
Bible Staidly, One Pearl of Great
Price. Matt. 13:45, given by Mrs.
Wilson.
"War, and the Woes of War",
Mrs. H. I. Neely.
"The Waite of Warr -Mrs.M: Hawley.

MURRAY HIGH
SCHOOL.

m12 ipent

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads- it!

:blink
Whet

:.ITY

Kirksey School

Calloway Students
at College Prepare
for _Yule Holidays

VER
•
•

COLDS
FEVER
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FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY
Rex Trailer Studio Opposite Postoff

CAIN'S JEWELRY SHOPPE
wesi

_
aMMISSIONER'SSALE
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1
OINNE
re, While We Are Christmas Shopping ....

AT
HOME

MAKE THIS A PRACTICAL XMAS

10

GIVE SOMETHING TO WEAR

itilifI~MilingailaritWfMtIONNILIII01
A. lc
A

We Can Clothe the Family!
Many beautiful gifts in . . .
'Shoes'
Gloves
Shirts
Bargain Day
Ties
is Every
Dresses
Day at
Underwear
Our Store
SEE OUR
SELECTION

A
A
•••
FA(

*GIFT

A

of

-

of.1
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• Distinction

WHY NOT

A
A

TRADE

A

IN
MURRAY
THE
YEAR
ROUND

A

A
A
,A
in

1 Vi

for LADIES, MEN, BOYS, GIRLS

.
A
ir.
IA ).; So While in Murray ... Trade in Murray Or.
rik Iv;

1
1

Wain'Drug 11 Parker Bros. Bakery
Your Home Bakers
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Give A GIFT That the Whole Family'CanEnjoy!
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PHILCO and R C A RADIOS

S.

Universal Range -

makes cooking a pleasure

-

A
•

The World
'
s Greatest Radios
Easy Washer

In any type model
Frigidaire—Enjoyable the year'
round

Models forZtarm11.9ine.s,

Those Youngsters Like Action
and they want toys and Christmas things that move
andlo -places.
— •
WAGONS, TRICYCLES, BICYCLES
-.FOR THE HOME—Kitchognware, Tiibleware, or
that circulating heater you have been wanting and
putting •off buying.

- Ends home_ drudgery

Batteries ... Tubes....AcCesiko
"ries

= Repairing and Adjusting - - -

-•
thatzez,4
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-- We Give Tickets on the Free Chevrolet

JOHNSOK4AIN APPLIANCE CO.

SCOTT-LASSITER HWD. CO._.
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I events of the -pre-holiday semen
Covers were laid for Miss Ann
Indoor and Outdoor Decorations, ent. Guests were Mrs. Lula Gat- intonation and a sympathetle--ap- Gavern provided a highly satiswas the tea giveu.Tharsday 'after- Wilkinson. Miss Wally Walpole, Mrs. Herschel Corn.
preach to the text. "Every Valley factory rendition of the difficult
lin. Mrs. 0. C. Strotther, Mies
noun by the 'Alice Waters Mission- Miss Sue Purdom, Miss
Mary
Christmas Entertaining:—
Rennie Rowlett, Mrs. A. M. Wolf- Shall Be Exalted" displayed his and unpianistic aecompaninient.
ary Societpoef the M. E. church in Moore
Windsor. Miss
Frances
Parties. Mrs. Harry Broach.
vocal ability to best advantage.
son,
It is With very great pleasure
honor of Nti-s. J. Mack Jenkins,
Johnson.
Recipes, Miss Ruth Sexton, who
This writer feels safe in forecasting
that we compliment Professor PutMrs. W.-.3"." Mecoy opened her
Miss Elizabeth
Bennett, Miss gave each one an aiSractive gift
a
successful vocal career for Mr.
College Chorus Presents Handel's
nam upon his choice of this parcolonial hooç for the occasion and Elean
atlin. Miss Edwina Hin- cook book which she had comHolford.
"Messiah"
ctiular work for performance this
it reflected:- the warmth and/ inn, Mis Madge Patterson. Miss piled.
Mr. Nelson proved to be the vet- year. Great musical maserpieces
graciousness of the famil,y.
Seay.
Carols, led by Miss Evelyn Linn.
The college chorus and A Cap- eran oratorio singer of the group,
are infrequently perforn.ad beStanding -in the receiving line
Miss Jo Robertson, Miss Isabelle
Miss Margaret Campbell read a pella Ghoirotin4er the direction of although his first recitative
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
and cause of the exigencies of time,
were Mrs W. J. MeCoy, Mrs. E. Waldrop. Miss • Isabelle GiTbert, note from Spate saying the tree Prof. 7Lealle ft Putnam, gave a
aria were marred somewhat by and it is very difficult for the nonafternoon eaelii week.
B. Houston. Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins, Miss' LaNelle Siress, Miss Marilyn held gifts for all but' they could fine amount of themselves last
faulty intonation and al* obvious musical listener to comprehend
Miss
Alice
Waters
and
Mason.
claim them by recognizing a de- Sunday when.they performed Han- inability to adjust his
resonant the full significance of this statescription of themselves. This af- del's best- known oratorio, "The voice
pupils of first, second, and third
Presiding at we tea table lovely
SOCIAL CALENDAR
to the peculiar acoustics of ment. The long hours spent in
forded much fun.
Messiah", in the Murray State Col- the auditorium. All difficulties careful preparation deserve
grades upder supervision of Miss with an imported cloth, a Christ- White Xmas Observed
comThursday, December 17th
Only 'members were -present.
Margaret Graves, Miss Lucy Lee, mas centerpiece and silver table - By Karelian Class
lege auditorium.
were overcome, however, by the mendation and appreciation. The
ttib regular sup- Mioi, Kathleen Patterson. Mrs. accessories. were Mrs. F. E. CrawB. &. P. W.:a Ci
The guest soloists, all students or time he reached the dramatic. people of Western Kentucky are
The Euzelian Class of the First
per meeting in
Club Rooms. B. H. Crawford and Mr. Everett ford, Mrs. 0. J. Jennings, Mrs. G.
former students of Walter Allen recitative "For behold, darkness fortunate indeed to be able to hear
Baptist Church had their Decem- Alpha Meeting
Hosts! -Mrs. Lois 'aterfteld. Mrs. Crane. Hour 2 p.
Public
inC. Ashcraft. and Mrs. Garnet Jones.
ip.
The December meeting of the Stults, Northwestern University, shall cover the earth" and the fol- excellent performances of great
ber meeting Monday evening at
Vera Rogers. Mrs. Laurine Doran: vited. Free.
-Others who assisted in the hosthe home of Mrs. Barber McElratlf. Alpha Department of the Woman's were Henrietta Dies, soprano; Mil- lowing air "The People that walk- music in Murray.—F. P. Inglis.Irvan
program
Miss,'Virginia
pitalities were Mrs. J. D. Sexton,
• • • • •
Assisting hosts Were Mrs. Hall Club was held Saturday afternoon dred Chinlund, contralto; Ambrose ed in darkness". In true oratorio
chairman is Mrs. Koska
Murray High School football Mrs. C. C. Duke. Mrs. C. A. Hale. Hicks, Miss Mayrelle Johnson, Mrs. at the home of Mrs. J. D. Rowlett. Holford, tenor; and Carl Nelson, style, Mr. Nelson's performance
Enjoy
Friends
_
Quilting
.
banquet in the gymnasium. Guest Mrs. Luther Robertson. Mrs. Wil- Jake Shipley, Mrs. W. J. Parker, Hosts were Miss Berta. Manor, bass.
of the air "Why do the Nations so
Mrs. Joe •Islivett, Mrs. A. M. WolfMrs Vernon Stubblefield Jr to speaker is, Mr. Ray Morrison of liam Purdom. •Mrs. N. P. Hutson. Mrs. Wallace' Lassiter, and
together?"
Friends
delighted
gathered at the home
Miss Dig' singing was marked furiously rage
Miss
son..fars. G. C. Ashcraft, and Mrs. by an expressive
t have bridge-luncheon for her club Vanderbilt University. Hour. 7 p, Mrs. -Gingles Wallis, Mrs. Albert Estelle Houston.
simplicity of the audience. It is to be hoped' of Mrs. `Mary Jane Carrawas's last
members.
in. Reservatton must be Made by Lassiter. Mrs. Joe Raker. Mrs.--WaiEach brought a gift for the G. B. Scott.
Style and ao natural, unfarced de- thit the music-lovers of Murray Thursday afternoon to %lilt a quilt
noon: Thursday. the 17th. 111 per ter Boone. Mrs. C. A. 'Bishop, Mrs. White Christmas tree and a box of
The subject for the program was livery. Particularly enjoyable and vicinity might have another for Mr. and Mra. Sam Givens.
Caplinger,
Mrs.
W.
J.
T.
Hicks,
G.
Conversation was enjoyed while
Christmas pageant and carols
,• •
lovely gifts, expressing the true "The Contribution of the Italian were Miss Dies' arias "Come unto opportunity of hearing Mr. NelMrs. A. F. Doran. Mrs. Chas. Hale,
working.
at the College auditorium under
spirit of Ore season. Was packed Renaissance". Two splendid papers Him" and "I knew that my Re- son's spirited interpretations,
Burnett
Mrs.
Warterfield,
Mrs.
'the direction of Miss Daisy Hinkle.
Miss Frances Spear's
pupils
for the Baptist Orphans Home at were.read; the first, "The Develop- deemer Liveth".
No account of Sunday's performPeaches and cake were served by
ment
of
Hour._. 7:30. Free. 'Vollowed by dance program...and party for par- Lula Risenhoover.
the
Madonna
in
Italy"
by
Glendale. Ky.
Miss Chiniund's voice revealed a' ance would be complete or even the host.
A large number called during
concert by the College band.
Joke gifts were also brought Miss Beatrice Frye and the sec- more mature use of bel canto and adequate without some comment
ent. In B. & P W 's Club Rooms.
Those present included Mrs.
the
hours.
ond
Directer--Prof. W. H. Fox.
"The Man of the Renaissance" a sincere warmth of tone. Her upon Mr. Putnam's fine work with Mary Jane Carraway...Mrs, Euva
and drawn- by those present creSaturday, December 19th
writtesi by Mrs. A. M. Wolfson and' dicticin was perfect. There can be the chorus and A Cappella Choir. Burton, Mrs. Dell Jones, Miss Dela
Public invited. Free.
ating much fun
Shopping
flu - College sophomore dance
little' question as to the high pOint The latter achieved excellent tonal Outland, Mrs. Bessie 0. Colson,
Sonday. December VI
Appropriate games were directed read by Mrs. C. S. Lowry.
wait one of the loveliest of the by- Mrs. Graves Sledd.
A
salad
plate
was served,' in Miss Chinlunes performance. balance and expressiveness, par- Mrs. Lois Outland, Mrs, Tommie
Junior
and • Christmas Music at churches.
Training School
.seiniester.
Refreshments were lerved to 41. Squares of fudge cake with Chriat- the aria "He shall feed His flock". t*--iy in "Since by man came Brandon, Mrs. Annie Falwell Mrs.
Senior party-7:30 p. tn.
The large auditorium stage was
sass wrapWnis -carried out the sugMr. Milford's: singing exhibited - a Death: and the Fortner • in the Alice Colson. 110-4.-Code-lowteriee,
Mrs. Will Higgins Whitnell will
decorated ,with real Xmas trees.
gestion of the sensmi.
fine lyric tenor quality. He COM- magnificent closing chorus "HalleIva Morris.
fdattle Belle Hays Circle
Home Depaetipent will meet with give a Christmas pageant with the The colored
lights from tba.same
Thirty-five .members were pres- 6ined a fine legato style with good lujah". Professor Clair -• R. McCharlie Taylor, an uncle of Mrs.
Assisting students in her expression class as
Mrs. H. T. Waldrop.
plus the spUi'light gave an effect- ----The Mat t ie Belle Hays Circle
hosts are Mrs. Ikslse Putnam.'Mrs, the actors at 7:30 p. m. in the audiive lighting.
met Monday evening at the apartB. F. Derry. Mrs. Henry GailSpo:_t.torium of the First Christian
The co-eds in their pretty for- ment of Mrs. Kelly Cromwell with
Church.
Mrs. Burnett Warterfield.
mals and their partners all gay Mrs. Girigles Wallis assisting host.
Monday. December list
because of the approach ofthe holiMiss Oneida Wear was leader
Sixth grade pupils at Murray, days had a' grandaUseesoo,...,
At College—Kentucky band and
of a beautiful Christmas 'program.
:e program for
orchestra directors' clinic. Under High School to giV
Offerman's 'orchestra furnished For the-devotional she read the
guidance of Prof. Price Doyle. I mothers. Miss Lola Cla,yton Beale the music.
second chapter of Luke. "Oh LitBanquet.in event% at Wells Hall. ts teacher. At 2:30 p m.,.
chopcsones_,AT.Le
tle Zawn_,21.1tettilehtta7 was sung
37Deeembeg !gar
• Tpcsga-gessionecontinue throTigh t1,181h.
John Miller. Dr. and Mrs. James by Mrs. Walter Boone. Mrs. Jona"
so_
Christmas Music at M. H. S Richmond. and other faculty mem- Farmer, and Mrs. Gingles Wallis;
Wells
Hall to have tea- audiiorium:. Mixed chorus, A Cap- ers.
Gals at
"Christmas on Paradise Farm", •
dance in Wells Hall- parlors. No pella Choir, girls quartet to take
descriptive story was told .by Miss
men included. II•oirs 4-6. Xmas part Director Mr. Everett Crane..
Frances'Sexton, and "Silent Night"
M. E. Circles
tree 'to follow.
HOW' 7:30.
sung in unison.
Circle No. 2' had a Christmas
• Public irolted.,o-free.
They had the unripping of the
-dinner for stuo
Wells Hall Xmas
party at the home of their chair- apron which had been circulated
dents—men and women. 6:00"p. m. -Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins Is
man._ Mrs. 0.• J. Jennings on Tues- and realized a nice sum. .
Friday. December 1
i)ay afternoon.
Members' had'dressed dolls for'a
Menaced At Tea
' Christmas play and Music in
-Mrs. T. P. _Cook was a visitor charity gift and had an array. ,of
tostanding social and conchithed a beautiful devo- twenty-seven lovely ones. ,
nr. of the
High School auditorium given by
,
5
.. , .
*Lionel. ;
s
A -salad plate attar...rive- in Xmas
Each person assumed the, .roll color's was served.
of a Bible character and responded
Mrs. James Beale was a visitor.
with a Bible verse 'fro* tbe same
when Santa tlaus gave her a gift Mamie- Club Members
Have
from the tree.
Lama Play Program
Mrs. A. F. Doran. the new chairman. was introduced and made a
Mrs. Hall Hood opened her home
Hundreds of the newest Mid-Winter styles at prices
short talk.
fOr She Christmas meeting of the
Mrs. Joe Baker and Mrs. Charlie Music Department. Asissting her
that will simply thrill you. It's the opportunity you
Fulton assisted the host in serving in entertaining -were Mrs. G. T.,
have been waiting for and just in time for the holidays.
ctelickvs plate of cake and cof- Hicks. Mrs. Gingles Wallis, and'
Of course you will
fee.
Mrs. Walter Boone.
Never before have we offered such a, glorious array of
The festive atmosphere
was,
want .to look your
Circle Na. 3 met with Mrs. Leslie sreatqd in the home by attractive*
last minute styles in dresses right in the heart of the
1:topist• - during the
Putnam Tuesday atearnoon.
tlecorations.
season at these low prices. You cannot appreciate
Mrs. Joe Ryan and. Mrs. Geo.
hnlidays and wha/
The members threw off their
Gatlin
had
charge
of
the
dignity
and
Christmas
like
children
enjoyed
what we are really offering without seeing, so we urge
more could you
program which was most effect- games pertaining to' Christmas.,
want than the full
that you visit our Ready-to-Wear Department and in,vely given as follows:
These were directed by Mrs. Lesadvantage skilled,
Song. Jdy to the .World.
lie Putnam, Mrs. Garnet Jones,
spect these dresses.
Devotional. Mrs. J. A. Dulaney. Miss- Roberta Whitnah, Miss Lillian
attentive operators
Prayer.
Mrs.
Wattecs,
W. J. Mecoy.
and Mrs. L. .J. Martin.
and stylists.
"How Come Christmas" by .Roark The program was concluded by the
Bradford. Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft.
singing of carols in unison.
Beauty Means a lot
Voct duet. -"Silent Night". Mrs.
Names had . been drawn
and
and that is why
Geo. Gathr.. -Mrs. -Homer Williams. dainty gaits were received from the
we want you to
Mrs. .1 T. Cochran. the new tree.
chairman, was introduced and reMrs. Hall Hood presided at the
visit our eshop so
sponded with remarks.
'punch bowl °where guests were
you can i look' your
served a fruit punch with thei
beg for SANTA
Christmas salad plate.
Crete*, Satins, Novelty Weaves, in
Miss Marilyn Mason Gives
when he comes.
Visitors were Met. C. L. SherLuncheon Fer Gskesta
the season's most alluring styleal—
'borough and Mrs. Bob Gatlin.
1 Miss Marilyn Mason entertained
APPOINTMENT NOW
perfect fitting frocks, with.
71‘y atwith a luncheon in the private din- Delta Xmas Program ing rocm-r at Collegiate Inn on Sat-tention to detail.
The Delta Department had its
urday in compliment to her houseguests Misses Ann Wilkinson and annual Christmas program and tree,
on Tuesday evening at the home,
Wally Walpole of Jackson. Tenn.
of Mrs. Robert .Jones. Assistingl
"
hosts weire Mrs. - Roy °Farme, Mrs.
Foreman Graham. Miss Evelyn'
Linn and Miss Margaret Campbell.
Mrs. Joe Lovett presided.
A
Christmas Charity project with individual gifts was. plan
...14:-'the
committee in charge—Miss Desiree
Beale. Mrs. Foreman Graham, and
Miss' Estete Houston.
In this group are outstanding values.
'the Program was unusually inA complete range of sizas'and a wide
teresting -.ád original. It *as as
Give Irsei—the luxury she wouldn't buy for herself. Dainty
follows: ---: asselection of beautiful styles.„
Mrs. Joe T Lovett, Editor

Give
to b
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WOMMI

OUR 'CHRISTMAS
GIFT TO YOU
witikomicatoosmosemumumi

a onaVAA Oa tow
nice IraatteW "
PRE - CHRISTMAS

SE..

Special
Christmas

$6.95 and $7.95 $4.87
DRESSES

MP DONNE BEAUTY SHOP

$4.95 and $5.95
DRESSES

Anotherliroup of highly
styled
.87
:DRESSES $2
at

Silk or Stifl Lingerie, beautifully trimmed. These make
glamo us gifts.
- •

Tailored- Lace Trimmed Styles in Slips, Dancetteit,Teddies, Panties, Gowns

Woman -v..5 Santa. Mrs. Jack Kennedy

$3.87

These are all new Winter
Dresses that originally sold for
$3.98 and $4.95.

IN ATTRACTIVE GIFT BOXES

A Word-to the Men:

ALL OTHER SILK DRESSES AT REDUCED PRICES!

WE'LL MARE IT -EAFrli, FOR YOU!
Our.courtestes and competent 'Salesladies will gladly'
oelp you in making your selection of gifts and will ap
rogiriately wrap them ready -for-giving.
"•

Beautiful Silk
Dresses

' A
Silk Drezi
is a Love&
-- 'Gift
L.

A. Perfect Christmas
. Gift -- You'll make no mistaks
one of our new
-.lk caresses—she'll love

Prices are Also Taking a Tumble on Winter Coats!
Our original prices on Ladies' Misses' and Children's Coats Wei—very low, but now you can buy them at
20 to 30 Per Cent REDUCTION,

A Stylish
Coat is an
Ideal
Gift

Luxurious Coats

411.

HOSIERY for CHRISTMAS!
•• •

-

A..

Last Your Beacr.
••
•
seammiknomm,

r"

, • r••rr ..d .r. pr,‘e 1,..
•
holina'y setting_

Huy-'Your Coat Here
and Save Several
Dollars

Whatever you're doing . .
letijoy yourself :. know
, you're perfectly
groomed

'La Vaoite Beauty
Shop •

REGAL DRESS SHOP
es,erssassissozosssosiossieses'oseiszeisesseer

Sheer, Ringlesst Chif,--fin- or Service
Two PAIRS for

.

r

Full Fashion,
Perfect Quality •
$1.59

Extra fine qugtry hose, chiffon or service weight.
Makes an excellent gift in the'Christmas packing.

5

TWO PAIRS for

$1-.150

Sheer chiffon, ringless, silk from (op to tde, all
the wanted shades. Buy 2 pairs and save 18c.

—OPERAIORS—
Demas Futrell
Mrs. _MOW* ttesiby Milker

rs

The Ideal Gift... No Woman Has Too Many!

- PHONE 199
PeMples Savings Bank

NATIONAL STORES CORP.
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THE LEDGER
Givens', contributed for materials
to be use din the -quilt.
• • • • •
Mr. And Mn,. Mersahall Corn
Entertain

itirsis

Mr. and Mrs. Herschell Corn
'entertained with a dinner Tuesday
evening at their home on.the Mayfield Rd.
The dining table was covered
with a Chinese linen cloth with
a centerpie, of yellow rases. On
either end of the table silver
candlesticks were placed holding
burning yellow tapers. The Christmas motif was carried out in the
Toration at the home, and the
menu.
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Swann, Mr. and Mrs. G.
__ B. Scott, Mr and M111. Wells Purdum, Mr. and Mrs. °Males Wallis,
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Austin, Mr.
and Mrs. Herschel' Corn.
• 4--a-II..
Miss Elisabetit -Lovett Is
Feted At Pali*

IC-
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Miss Elizabeth Lovett is being
honored with a round of parties
this week prior to her approach/AS
marriage.
On Sunday morning Miss. Her'lie Manor was Inist-to a pretty appointed - br'eakfast at her smarts,
ment.
An elaborate ecanie menu was
,
_served.
The guests brought gifts for the
kitchen.
Cowers. we're 'std. for Miss Elizabeth i•ovett, Miss Evelyn Slater,
Miss Margaret. Campbell, Mrs. B.
0. Langsten. Mrs. Joe 'Lovett, Miss
Desiree Beale, Miss Naomi Maple,
Misa-Adarn---bouise Wickliffe, Miss Bertie Manor.
s Miss Naomi Maple
Gives Pretty
Party For Mill5 Elizabeth Lovett
Miss Ndorni Maple entertained
at bridge in her apartment Monday evening in compliment to Miss
Elizabeth I,vett. who will be married in Memphis this month to
Mr.
on 'Ordway.
The rooMs were very inviting.
Five tables were placed for contract. High score prize went to
. M.rs. Nat Ityan Jr., second high to
M-rir Harry Sledd and cut prize to
Mrs. Eugene Hughes. The honoree
was presented a lovely gift by the
host.
A salad plate was served.
Missing were: Miss Elizabeth
Lovett, Mrs. Jog Lovett, Mrs. E. S.
•

•

Diuguid Jr, „Mrs._ Harry Sledd,
Miss Margaret Tandy. .
Mrs.'Nat Ifyin Hughes. Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Jr., Mrs. A. F.
Yancey, Mrs. Walter Blackburn,
Miss Bertle Manor.
Mrs. Clifford Melugin. Mrs. 0.
D. Edmonds, Mrs. Jack Farmer,
Miss Susanne Snook% Mrs C. S.
Lowry.
Mrs. J. H. Branth, Mrs.'Net
Ryan, Mrs. E. J. Beale. Miss Carrie
Allison, Miss Daisy Hinkle.
Tea guests were: Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield. Mrs W
T.
Sledd Jr. Mrs. Eugene Hughes,
Miss
Mayrelle
Johnson,
Miss
Evelyn Slater.
•-• • •
Fidells Clara Meets With
Miss Hollowell
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Potlartown Women's Club
Meets With Mrs. Outland
The Women's Club of Pottertown
Met Thursday evening at the home
of Dr. add Mrs. J. A. Outland., to
discuss'Christmas plans. The home
was attractively decorated' for the
holidays.

Britten, Mrs. Hugh Edwards, Dexter.. Ky,00yis. Joe Crouse, Mrs.
Edgar W
all, Mrs. Lottie Lamb,
Miss Eliza Curd, Mrs.' Joe Dumas.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Hubert Hatcher, Miss Sara Andrus,
Mrs. L. E. Ernstberger, of Dexter,
Mrs. Lee Mathis, bliss Clara Ernstberger, all of Dexter, Mrs. Dan
Owings, Mrs. Perry Cain, Mrs.
Marie King.

fair was passed upon one to another. causing much'merrimenL- In a short time the honoree*
were told that the group had
gathered for a candy making and
the
hidden
ingredients
were
brought out, and "Mrs. Betty"
joined in with great enthusiasm.
The men entered in conservation
while waiting for the sweets to
be made.
The evening hours were enjoyed
by Mr. and Mrs. Euel Jones, Lox
Lillard, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Smith,
Mrs. An4:_blas. Ed Jones Are
Miss Audry Harris, Tommy Harris,
Given Seirprise Party
Master Lox Lillard Jr.. Bobby Joe
. Friends and neighbors gathered Jories._Mr. and Mrs. Ed Jones and
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed ion Wayne.
Jones Wednesday evening, December 9. for a surprise party Santa Clans To Visit
for Mr. and Mrs. bones.
Wells Hall
As the crowd grew large, the
Santa
Claus will come down the
good ciruple, full of hospitality,
wondered just what the occasion chimney of the girls' dormitory
next
was for, and began to question of Murray State College
their son Wayne, who was in on Thursday night, December 17,
the secret and knew how to keep bringing gifts to all the girls that
it and also proving to be a fine have been good.
130
14.
A Christmss tree will be placed
. Mrs. Jones questioned the call- in the sun parlor of Wells Hall
ers, but the getting up of.the af- and all the girls will donate 10 for
Christmas decorations. Names will
be drawn preceding the party and
Santa Claus will give each girl
her gift.

The group Made baskets tO be
filled with fruit for the aged
women of the community. After
finish their work, they enjoyed a
social hour.
Refreshments were served by
the host.
Included were Mrs. Fay Roberts,
Mrs. Niva Parker, Mrs. Charity
Falwell, Mrs. Siena Outland, Mrs.
Vera Hutchens, Mrs. Lucy Boatwright, Mrs. Annie Stalls, Mrs.
Lucille Hargis, Mrs. Maud Wilson,
The Fidelis Class of the First Mrs Mellie Hopson, Mrs. Helen
Baptist Church held its regular Nance, Mrs. Voez Hale and Mrs.
business and social meeting Thurs- J. A. Outland.
day evening in the home of Miss
Lillian MilloweIl. The officers of
Sunday School Class Hasthe class were the hosts. Dutch Sapper Miss, Lillian Hollowell presided
The Lydian class of the .First
over the business session, after
which there was a social hour and Baptist Sunday School, had a
the revealing of the Sunshine "Dutch Supper" at the home of
Friends, who were freshmen col- Mrs Dallas Outland, Thursday at
8 p. m. Hosts were Mrs. Porter
lege girls.
Those present were Miss Nellie White, Mrs. Enno Doherty, and Mrs.
Mae Wyman, Mrs. s W. T. Sledd, Chas. Sexton.
The monthly business session was
Mrs. Lillie Miller, Mrs. Ira Fox,
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Mrs-T. W. Craw-, held. after which a Chirstmas box
fOrd, Mrs. 0. B. Irvan,-Mrs.- Elbert for the orphans was packed.
s,
Those present were: Miss FranLassiter.
Mrs. Wm. Caudill, Mrs. R. IL ces Parker, Miss La Nelle Stress,
Falwell, Mrs. Dallas Outland, Mrs. Miss Delia Cook, Miss Loma -Dye,
Mrs. 1.4Jig
Burgess Parker Sr., Mrs. A. W. Mrs. 0 .B.
Willard. Mrs. Rufus Saunders, Mrs. Farris.
Mrs. Mable Rogers, Mrs. Harry
R. T. Cathey. Mrs. C. P. Currier,
Mrs_ Wm. H. Lemons, Mrs. Fred Stout, Mrs. Cleburn Adams, Mss
Eurine Witty, Mrs. --Ltrcille. Kelley,
"
Mrs. Porter White, Mrs. Chas. SexMrs. Alvis- Outland, Miss Lillian
Mrs. Eula - Doherty, • Mrs.
Hollowell; Mrs. Hattie L. Bondur- ton,
ant, Mrs. T.
Smith, Mrs., Joe Myrtle Wall.
Johnston. Mrs. Cave James, Mrs.
F. M. Perdue, Miss Ethel Paschall. South Pleasant Grays
Home Department
Mrs. Ben Keys, .Mrs. Neva Waters.
The guests wove Miss' Margaret
The newly organized Home DeStephens. Miss Geraldine Ham- partment of South Pleasant Grove
mock, Miss Rebecca Hill, Miss Sunday School has-.-an enrollment
Martha Foridow,_ Miss ...Marittret ist--5.2:wiembers. It -had • its tainst
GOoawin, giss aladys Green', Miss meeting last Friday evening at the
Harolyne Lambirth, Miss Mary home of its superintendent. J. S.
Fuller, Miss Imogene Brien, Miss Smotherman. The social commitLucile Holt.
tee. ISfrisillttnl Paschall, Misses ha
Miss Dorothy Lou Herr's, Miss Nell Nesbitt and Louise Paschall,
Martha
Burnley, Miss
Donette had 'arranged an interesting proDavis. Miss Crystal Fondow, Min; gram.
Grace Medearis, Miss Anna Frankfter several songs had been
ces Oliver, Miss Jeannette'Lanier, sung, scripture reading from the
Miss Frances Collins, Miss Violet 14th chapter of St. John was read
Knight, Miss Margaret Hamilton. . by. Miss Mildred Armstrorir'23rd
• • •'• •
Psalm was given unison. . with
prayer by Mrs. 011ie Nesbitt.
The superintendent in his talk,
told of the aim of the home de- Keep the men at home by giving
partment. He also made reference them a house coat--lounging robes
. either in SILKS, RAYONS or
to many evernors in the U. S. FLANNELS.
who have writtArr-strong endorseRobes of the better makes
ment of the Sunday .School.

ifts For
"Him"

Silk and Flannel
ROBES

Remember some one wants a Permanent Wave
for a Christmas Gift

MRS. MYERS BEAUTY SHOP
Telephone 314

:
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elect-4 was honored at a pretty party Wednesday evening given by
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield in
her hoots.
Five tables were placed for contract and several friends came for
tea.

1

Hospital News

Must Women's Skin
Look OLD at
30-35-40?

were -Ind tor Mr.

• •

•

•

•
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BAILEY'S
There'.inoidift she will treasure
more! thtfir
BULOYA Watch!

Mrs. lee Dumas Honored
With Shower
Mrs. Joe Dumas was honored
with a shoWer at the home of Mrs.
Edgar Woddall last Thursday.
Conversation was enjoyed after
which a radio program was heard.
Late in the afternoon fruit salad.
cake and hot chocolate were served
, by the host, assisted by Mrs. Hugh
I Edwards and little -Leroy Edwards.
Those present included Mrs. Zula
Parker, Miss Marie Hatcher. Mrs.
lLaura Bland, Mrs. Willie Overby,
, Mrs. Frances --Bland, Mrs. hut
Lamb.
Miss Willie Owings, Mrs. Obera
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Everett Ward Qutland, Mr. Price mond, Mrs. Carlisle Cutchrn, Mrs.
Doyle, Mr. Pat Covington, Mr. Gin- 0. J. Jennings.
gles Wallis, Mr. and, Mrs. W. S.
Swann.
U. D. C. Meats
Mrs. Homer Williams and Mrs.
Mrs. A. F. Yancey entertained Sam Holcomb were hosts for the
her bridge club on Wdnesday af- U. D. C. meeting on Wednesday
afternoon.
Mrs:- Wells Purdom won the prize ternoon.
Members and one visitor, Mrs.
for high score and the consolation
Mrs. M. D. Holton had charge of
the program on Kentucky.
prize went to Mrs Harry Sledd. E. S. Diuguid, Jr, played.
Mrs. 0. D. Edmonds won the high
Miss Lovett was given a beautiful
Mrs. Penn Roberts read a paper
score prize.
pottery vase.
on the "History of Kentucky" writThe host presented each one with
ten by Miss Mary Elizabeth RobA tiny bud vase holding a bride's
a tiny package from a Christmas erts;
Mrs. Ed Farmer told of tier
rose was placed on each table and
tree.
visit to historical points in -the
a petite bride and groom stood on
Afterward she served a luncheon state; and Mrs.
M. D. Holton spoke
the honoree's plate. A plate lunch
latiffet style.
on "Famous Men Kentucky Has
was served.
Produced."
Present were:
- Mrs. T. P. Cook was a visitor.
Miss Elizabeth Lovett, Miss Na- Service Circle Meets With
Mrs. W. J. Gibson
A salad plate was served.
omi Maple. Mrs-Joe Lovett. Miss
I3ertie Maria, Miss Suzanne Snook,
The Service Circle of the First
Mrs. Wells pprdom, Mrs. Errett Christian Church met at the home
Gardner, Miss Tennie
Brecken- of Mrs. W. J. Gibson, Tuesday
ridge, Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs. afternoon.
Walter 'Blackburn, Mrs. J. H.
A Christmas tree prettily decoPatients adrnitted to the Mason
Branch, Mrs. Bill Swami, Mrs. E. S. rated on which were gifts for Hospital the Ilia week:
Diugvid, Jr., Mrs. Harry Sledd, members, brightened the cheerful
Mrs. Flora Hatcher, Murray;
Miss Margaret 'Tandy, Mrs. R. R. living room.
Mrs. J. T..Willlams, Murray; Miss
Mclean, Mrs. Clifford
Each person .also brought a gift Carmel Miller, McMimaville, Tenn.;
Melugin,
Mrs. Will H. Whitnell, Mrs. Vernon to be sent to the Masonic Orphans Mrs. Charles Raines, Murray; Baby
Home.
Stubblefield, Jr., Mrs. Will
Donald
Walker, Murray; Mrs.
Covington. Mrs. John Miller, Mrs.
Those present were, Mrs. Maur Charles Farmer, Murray.
Eugene Hughes, Mrs.
, W. T. Steed, Ice Crass, Mrs. Karl Frazee, Mrs.
Patients dB:Visaed -- the
Jr., Mrs. Frank Berry, Mrs. Hilton 0. B. Boone, Mrs. Finn Farmer, Mason Hospital tbe past week:
Mrs. RuperLJ'arks, Mrs. W.- Z.
Hughes.
Miss Anna Crawford, Almo; T.
Sock And Buskin
,Bias. marry Broach. and W. Wynns, Paris, Testa.:-Itra- etinClub Has Social
Miss Grace Cole.
ton Atkins, Murray; Mrs. C. IL
Bill Swann Is
Christopher, Paris, Term.; Miss
Given Birthday Dirmer -Party:--.
The Sock and Buskin Club held
Magazine Club Meets
Clarice Jackson, Puryear, Tenn.;
its first soFial of the year,. on TuesWith Mrs. G. T. Hkkii
Mr and Mrs. W. S. Swann, as •is
Mrs. J. R. Miller, Hazel; Mrs. Tvry.
day with Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Lowry
their
custom, had intimate men
man Williams, Murray; Mrs. H. C.
acting as host and hostess. ProfesMrs'.
G.
T.
opened
Hicks
her
sor Lowry is co-sponsor of the friends of Mr. Bill Swann for 6 home to the Magazine Club Wed- Mitchell, Golden Pond.
o'clock dinner in their home Wedclub with Prat F. D. Mellen.
nesday afternoon.
At the meeting. the club presi- nesday evening in celebration of
Mrs. F. D. Mellen had charge of
the
latter's
twenty-third
birthday.
dent. Alton Thacker, named a comthe program and. ciallected original
Christmas
decorations
in
the
red
mittee composed of Ann Herron,
compositions by local people which
Hazel, Corinne Thurman. Murray, and silver were used in the draw- were read as follows:
ing
roosts.
and Wilma Lemons. Murray, to se"Christmas In Belgim" by 1M: lect a play to be presented by the The long dining table was lovely A. M. Wolfson, read by Mr. Melclub at the beginning _of the spring with an imported embroidered, len.
cloth, a crystal bowl filled with
semester.
Poems by Prof. Leslie R. Putdui!, ase-betraytng
,After several''games'and stunts
'pink and yellow, chrysanthemums nam and Loren Putnam, read by TS
A -film robiiiisg you 51
refreshments were served by - Mrs. as the centerpiece, anti tapers burn- Mrs. Putnam.
youn-loolong skm italk,46,-41)? A wiederful
..
.
cress dirco.,ery now Wipe daissistsof women
Lowry
The next meeting of the Mg in crystal holders.
Poems by thrs. G. T. Hicks.
to Ir. tketr slum at set Nola es et dark.
vall be held Saimary 5.
raven- Poems by
.
1.`hL• bk.PatitChatildiNIMCION.Wallimt
Maryieona
mama Brings vat
roup-petay blush,
Swann, Mrs. Bill Swann, Mr. E. J. op, read by Mrs. Price Doyle.
vstavelook once ntorei 5eenr.5 Vim 5miracle for
Trail, Mr. Lloyd Allbritlen, Mr.
ptmillttt Nasld=h freckles. too' It's
Mrs. Frank Albert Stabblefteld
A lighted tree and a pretty surface
called Golden Pesaxa
Creme C.et it toPreston
Holland, Mr. Herman Christmd's plate gave the . holiday day-tee
Has Party for Miss Lovett
results for youratir
Broach, Mr. A B. Austin, Mr. Her- spirit.
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
Miss Elizabeth Lovett,--, bride- schel Corn, -Mr. Owen Barber, Mr.
Visitors were Mrs. J. H. RichCorner Drug Store

A duet was, given by
Earnestine Radford and Miss Armstrong.
After the business session some
games were enjoyed by both old
and young.

NOW IS THE TIME our hair must be in perfect
wave, for the_gaieties of the Holiday Season

;

I

IIi ke• 11111.fNM
.

SVEA

MONA
- or.

PAJAMAS
Smart new roodels and patterns in
SILKS. SATINS and BROADCLOTHS. They make a splendid
gift at any 'time.

$1.00 to $4.75

Eqiniond Wedding Ring
LEATHER.GOODS for the
Traveler and Stay-at-Home

Perfumes and Toilet Sets
by
Cara

)a;

Nome

$1.00 to $7.50
$1.00 ta $5.00
$1.00 to $4.75
$1.00 to $6.50
$7.50
$2.75 to $5.50
$1.00 to $6.50

Shari
Houbigant
Coty
Guerlain
Corday
Boucgois
Adrienne
Mut Factor

60c to $3.75
$1.00 to $6.50
• •

Ctites Manicure'Sets.. 50c to $3.50.
Gla7o Manicure Sets . . 75c to $2.50

Buovil

Ladies' Dresser Sets
$3.25
Compacts
25t to $5.00
Christmas Cigarettes and Cigars.
Medico Pipes
$1.00
Zipper Traveling Sets $I
.75 tiii $4.75
Shaving Sets
75c to $2.00
StationerY
t 25c to $1.50
Dolls
2$c, 35c and 50c
Military Sets
$1.25 to $2.50
Kodak.- .
.. ...
$1,.00 to $8.50
Bibles
0.75 to $3.00

No Christmak is Complete
Withput a ox of Whitman's .hocolates

Shaeffer Fountain Pens and Sets

•

FREE GOLD LETTERING on Leather
Gooda,Pen and Pencil Sets

WE
SUGGEST
•
Wahl Eversharp
Pen and Pencil
Sets
•
Billfold Sets
•
Belt'Sets
•
Lighter Sets
•
Compacts
•
Bracelets
•
Collar and Tie-'""
Sets
•
Silver Holloware

SILVERWARE

c

"Something More Than Plate"

.25 to $10.00

$3.65 to $14.75

W
.

• GLADSTONES
• EQUIPPED OVERNIGHT ,€-ASES

Quality Leathers
Suedes - Pigtex
Capeskin
Sharkskin
Horsehide
Leskinlamb
Caveltex

g

i
rts

Creico Jackets

A

net

--Hoimes&Edwardslnlaid

t44
Men's and Boys'

•-•

• GENTS'„ TOILET SETS z• PpacEniooKs
• BAGS
• PURSES, etc:

-04

We Give Tickets on the Free Chevrii1it
-7
•

DALE & STUBB EFIELD
g

-The Rexall Store':
;OM kit% WM ON
WM MAW*

.

M.Marks&Co.
217 Broadway

17
JEWELS

$2975

Store Open Evenings Till Xmas

••••••

•

The Jeweler
r41.•

1411.1111101N4

Paducah, Ky.

intotiwommenuomini'd.4iiiikiN
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Mr
Haze
rival
Jat
a bu
Mr

the week end to visit Mrs. Fil- Mrs. H. P. Wear. Mr. Willis will moved into an apartment own
College. who attended the Uni- arrival of a girls born Tuesday.
Mrs. Dallas Rummager and little
versity of Kentucky, received his
Miss Margaret Tandy will spend beck's daughter, Miss Mary Vir- arrive to join her on Christmas by Mrs. Ethel Ward, Mr. Wearies tniughter. Mary Ann, of Jackson,
master's degree at -Ohio State and Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Clay ginia Diuguid. who returned with eve. Mrs. Willis was Miss Callis represents Belknap Hardware Co., Ohio, will spend the holidays with
Louisville.
is now a member of the faculty of Tandy eind son in Mason city, them to visit during Christmas. Wear beofre her mai.:riage.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Will
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Ahart, of
the University of California.
Iowa. and friends in Kansas City.
Mrs. Minnie Beale, Miss Lute Starks, North Fifth Street. .
Ed Adams was in Mayfield TuesMrs. Highs
Roberts and son
Miss Marilyn Mason had as Golden Pond, moved this week day night to meet his sister-in-law Clayton Beale, Mrs. Mayrne RanJ. T. Nix, who has been visiting
Hugh •Level, were discharged from her week end guests Misses Ann into the residence of Chesley But- and son, ?Ors. Gussie Adams and dolph and Mrs. Chas. Moore were
a daughter in Princeton several
the Keys-Houston Clinic hospital Wilkinson and Wally Walpole of terwurth, on the Mayfield road.
Kayman
Adams of Baltimore, visitors-in Paducah Saturday.
Mary Rowli.nd were Mr. and Mrs.
weeks is v,isiting his daughter( Mrs.
The four months old son of Mr. Maryland. who will visit relaTuesday. Both mother and --baby Jackson. Tenn.
Miss Elizabeth Randolph of Pa- ifs is have visitors of whose
.
Johnny Evans and son. A. L., Mr.
Jaiskson,
Buchanan,
Goble
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sharborough and Mrs.
tives and friends in Murray and ducah will visit her mother, Mrs. Johnson, North Seventh street,
your re not ashamed, please and Mrs. Plenty Rowland and chil- were doing nicely.
Mr. and Mrs.- Thomas Redden have moved to their lovely new Tenn., is in a serious condition at Calloway county.
Mayme Randolph, the coming two this city.
report than for this column.
dren. Billy and Ruth Rowland of
the Clinic Hospital with bronchial
and
son have moved north of the home on the Coldwater. Rd.
Miss Kay Rudolph of the M. S. weeks.
Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. Carl RowMrs. Jimmy Moore ,a teacher in
•
pneumonia.
city residence just south of that of
Mrs. J. T. Williams is under- the Clinton schools will spend the
and Mrs.
T. C. faculty, will speritt-trii holiMr. and Mrs. Chesley ButterMiss Franeel Hurley spent the land and children.
Mr. and Ws. Clifford Melugin.
H. B. Bailey Jr., who is attending days with her parents in Cadiz.
going treatment at the William next two weeks in Murray' at her
worth have taken an apartment at
Weelt-end in Reiciland with her Pat Howland and baby. Mr. and
T. H. Stokes was a business
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wearin have Mason Memorial Hospital.
home near the college.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid's residence on school in Chicago. will arrive the
parents, the Rev. and Mrs.f. Z. Mrs. Buster Rowland and son.
visitor in Louisville last *Friday.
of
the
week
to
spend
latter
part
Main street.
• Miss Velma Tyree was the week
George Edd Overbey left TuesMr.
parents.
with
his
the holidays
Miss Carmel Miller, a tomer
Mr. and Mits. Elliott Wear wilt end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Norman day for Frankfort to take the
and Mrs. H. B. Bailey Sr., West
leave ,Sunday for Fulton to- spend Sullivan Jr.. of Paducah last week. Kentucky state bar examination. resident of Murray, now of Mc- Olive street.
the week with Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Major of Mr. Overbey has already received Minnville. Tenn.. is 'critically ill in
'AubuIn Wells, science teacher
G ingles,
Cincinnati. Ohio. will visit her his license in Indiana, graduating the Mason Hospital:
and coach at Atheps High School,
Mcvisited
Mrs.
W.
W.
of
Fulton,
Mr.
and
Funon
Farmer
parents:
University
of
Indiana
the
from the
The Rev. IN. P. Prichard and
near Lexington. Sy., will arrive
past summer and successfully pass- his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
and'Mrs. J. C. Walker visited Elrath during the holidays.
this week to spend the holidays
end.
Farmer.
over
the
week
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Prichard
Johnson and children., ing 'he Indiana bar exam.
Mrs. R.
with his parents. Mr. and, Mrs.
Luck Burt and family are spend'.Suraillay. •
The Missionary •Sticiety of the Victor Wells, North Fourth street.
Tom. Sarah Ann and Betty. will
Burrell, Valentine and sons Billy, arrive the Mid to spend Christmas ing # few days at - home. near First Christian Church is sponsorOtho Ward. of Frankfort, was
of Hobkinsville. will, visit 'relatives, with her parents. Atty. and Mrs. Lynn Grove. before going to Hen- ing a program for next prayer in Murray several days the last of
derson. Ky., where Mr. Burt. his meeting night. Wednesday, DeMussay-,zie.r.t. sm.*
H Cstle_Man.
the. meek': On.. 1244loess•
camp. cember 23. at -6:45. the feature of
'Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
Miss data Adams of McKenzie, been transferred fb -the CCC
Mrs. Flora Hatcher underwent
Elkton,
Ky.,
where
The
camp
at
laden
will
be
a
heavily
which
and Mrs. Will Rowland and Miss Tenh—and Q. D. Edmonds of
an operation at the Mason Memsuperviser,
Burt
has
been
a
Mr.
gifts
for
the
Christmas
tree
with
'Jaclison. Tenn.. were Sunday visitorial Hospital last Friday.
"
has been discontinued. ,
kiddies. .Special music will be
ors of Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Farmer.
Mr. and' Mrs. C. C. Washam of
Mrs. Charles Raines was admit- given.
Lexington. Tent.. are expected to
E. E. Brown of Oakland. Calif., ted to the Willinin.Mason Memorial
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bradley are arrive in Murray this week to
and Mrs. Mary Brovin Of May- Hospital Tuesday for surgery.
the proud parents of a baby girl, spend the holidays, with the formfield visited their sister ,and daughThree members of- the Murray
ter. Mrs. W. Nr. McElnith last State College athletic department. born December _11. iThe young er's mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Washlady has be& named Shirley Ann. am of North Fourth street.
leaving Saturday, Mrs. Mcweek.
Carlisle. CnIchin. athletic director.
MI= •
Eltiejk accompanied them -to May- Varsity Coach Roy Stewart and Both she and her mother are at* Jack Doric*, of Louisville, arfield for -*the week-end, where - Mr. Freshman Coach John Miller, at- the Deaconess Hospital. Evansville, rived Saturday night to spend two
Brown left for Kokomo, Ind.. be- tended the annual Mayfield Card- Ind.. doing, well.
weeks with his grandparents, Mr.
Miss Patricia Mason. daughter .of
feree going to his home.
inal football banquet at-the Hall Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Mason, will ar- and 'Mrs. Dudley Johnson. Jack
Mrs. Attie HUdspeth, of near Hotel last Wednesday night. Coach
was met at Mayfield by Mr. JohnYou may seldom need
rive home today from %%lard-BelLynn Grove. was treated at,. the Stewart spoke..
son and H. E. Pentecost_
the services at a funerthe
Nashville,
for
mont
School,
Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital this
The boys' quartet of Murray
al director. You ma)
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Farris
'Mason
.. . - State College and the freshmen Christmas holidays. Miss
week for an injured ;Ai.
seldom consider h-eo
is a freshman in the junior college went to Nashville. Tenn., this week
CinHolton
of
Diltz
Anna
Miss
Hazel
last
girls' qoartet went to
where Mr. Farris visited_a heart
much we can be of help
department.
cinnati and Miss Juliet Holton of week to sing between the acts
An those hours )(len.
Mrs. Voris Andrus, Murray, was specialist.
the holidays of the three act farce, "Flapper
will
Spend
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lee- Murray
you need to call upon
discharged from the Keys-Houston
with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Grandma". which was presented
our experience.
But
Clinic Hospital Friday following announce the arrivak of a nine
M. D. Holton. •
hy Hazel home talent.
pound boy, born Saturday.
when the emergency
treatment for a broken leg.
Mrs. Emmett Howe of Detroit.
Joe T. Parker was a business
We have in the real Christmas
comes VI. offer you, ,.i
retired
Rev
J.
C.
Rudd.
The
Mich.. will arrive the lath to visit visitor in Memphis last Friday,
complete though tful
gift, a brand new shipment of
minister
of
Almo,..and
Methodistfuneral service, USIDX
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Will and also visited his sister.
.
Sirs. Rudd are visiting J.f4P. Bla- beautiful Evening Dresses. Farmer
the most modern equipWe'll put your car in the proper condition for Winter Driving. -Here.
/lowland' through the Christmas
Mrs. Boeline Henslee, postmis- lock and family in Mayfield for & Hart.
ment always uith dig"holidays.
you'll
find quick-starting gasolines, Winter grade lubricants, antitress.
NeWburg.
Ky..
and
Miss
La
Mrs. Paul B. Willis. of Atlanta,
nity-, reverence a n d
several weeks.
'Misses Frances Lear, Sara Lee Rue Williams of Redden were in
economy.
and long-wearing tires.
freeze
Dreqnon, of Senna: Georgia, will arrive the first of the
Thurman
1Hargrove. Jeanette Lear. Jeanette Paducah last Wednesday on busiMissouri. is visiting his step-moth- week to spend the Christmas holio
Mary
Burnett,
Mary
Lee
Andrus
nese
'
necItery,
er, Mrs. H. L. Drennon. and broth- days with her parents, Mr. and
A
- Gillum. of Mayfield. visited 'All new fall eoatk have"been cut
.er. Roy Drennon. near Faxon. Mr.
friends n Murray. FridaY.
to fit year Xmas parses and a Drennon is the son of H. L. DrenC. H. Wilson's Book,Store
, Mrs. I. 0. Maddox: who has been special price for all new dresses.
North 6th St.. Murray, Ky.
non, Calloway county farmer, who
j making her home wth her son. Ray Farmer & Hart.
If your Christmas gifts include
died
week
before
last.
. Maddox, _left Thursday wth her
Abilene,
Barton.
Mrs. Clay
Among those visiting in Padu- Bibles and Testaments we will be
-i daughter, Mrs. Sam Da„.Yongue, to Texas, will arrive in Murray WedSaturday were, Mrs. Jack glad to furnish you. We have a
cah
.1 spend the winter with- her and Dr. nesday to spend the holidays with
Beale, Misse,Lula, Clayton Bette, complete line on hand that is brand
-i Yongneandfamity in Eleauxbridge. her mother. Mrs. Myrtle Farley.
Mrs. Jabe Outland, Miss Martha
,
Hose connections checked
Louisiana.
1886-1938
North Sixth street. Mrs. Barton Lou Outland, Mrs. C. H. Moore new stock. We have both !Wes &
Testaments priced from 3411e to Slit.
Moe 7
Murray. Ky, ! G. A. Adkins. Well known farm- was Miss Neicie Farley of Murray and Miss Naomi Maple.
1 and radiator drained and
-t-er-cd.the Lynn Grove section. left before her marriage.
We have Hurlbut's Bible Stories &
flushed.
Miss Relibie Wear left Tuesday
- 1 Sunday for Crutchfield. Ky.. to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Oldham and morning
many other good books. We 'will
Memphis.
for
Tenn..
:I spend the winter with his daugh- daughters, Jo Ann and Wilma
where she will spend the winter display them on the Street in MurAll locks, door hinges, hood
ter. Mrs. S. A. - Waggener: and 'Faye--; dr nearitarettm--have --been
We check and also
with her- niece. Mrs. Lawrence ray for the next few days. We sell
hinges and pads lubricated.
family. Mr. Adkins, who is pit. visiting Mr. and „Mrs. B. J. Stag'Your choice of alcharge your batters
Brunson, Mr. Brunson and chil- below
catalogue
prices. Many
i 73 years old, has been .making his ner and Martha Jean of South
cohol or aney -popudren.
And then it's refillthanks
past favors--('. H. WilI home alone on his farm near Lynn Twelfth street.
,
lar brand of antiChassis lubricated throughCharles Farmer. College son.
Mrs.
ed with pure, certi: Grove.. He Is the father of Ozell
Miss Martha Lou ' Houston
men
Our
freese.
J out with Winter grade lufied water.
AtiCiret. graduate of Murray State near Murray was discharged from Addition.. is an operative palled
•
at the Mason Hospital.
'
know how much you
bricants.
the Keys-Houston- Clinic Hospital , Dr. Wall. of Gloden Pond, was YOUR FEET serve you for
need.
Thursday following a tonsil opera- in the city Friday to bring a pa- two-thirds
of each day,
Anti-freeze solution inspect-'
tion.
tient. Mrs., Futrell. to the hospital. about 16 hours. If abused
ed for safety in cold wea-B. J. Stegner is having a house
Mrs. Sophronia Ross, of Kirksey.
built ,pn South Thirteenth street. is spending this week with her .son,-, you really can't blame them
ther.
Dr. and Mrs. D. H. Siress and Autry Ross, and family.
for "kicking" occasionally.
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rayburn left Mrs. William Grogan. of VicksAll tires carefully checked
Wednesday for
Louisville
and burg,- Misits, visited friends tri - Mur- They won't kick at the kind
inflated to correct
--and
Frankfort for a trip of several ray this week. '
of work we do on your shoes
sure.
days.
Paul Perdue. of Hardyville. Ky.,
-Miss Mildred Johnston will leave will arrive next week to spend his
Transmission and differenFriday for Greenville. Ky., to vacation with his parents. Mr. and
spend two weeks with her parehts, Mrs. F..)&pacue
tial grease changed to WinMr. and Mrs. J. B. Johnston.
ter grades.
Mr Bd
k end Mrs. Kateil
Mrs. Ben Keys and daughter, Kirk were in Memphis, Term.. foil
East Maple Street
Miss 'Winifred Keys. and Bob Mill-All inside surfaces, top and
Uneven tire preser will leave Saturday for a two
upholstery cleaned.
weeks' vacation in Florida,
.sure causes uneven
Powerful, quick.
Mrs. Chas. Smith has been ill
• wheel drag on slipGa,
Crankdase drained and restarting
with a severe cold this week at her
We'll
streets.
pery
thateases all
grade
Winter
filled
with
home on Main street.
more
starting
units
.
inflate them correctmotor oil.
J. A. McCord has .grine to Hopthan Si per cent in
ly.
Winter.
kinsville where he is employed
with McCord Bros. Coal and Wood
'Co.
Oury 'Garrison. Murray.
was
treated at the Clinic Hqspital Wednesday for an injueed hand.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Darnall of
Dawson Springs,' will -visit Mr.
and Mrs. Errett Gardner during
the Christmas holidays.
ANSIAIERS
-tkle
‘
Miss Martha 'Lou Lassiter, teacher in -4he Jonesboro, Arit., State
Collhe, -will spend ter vacation
with, her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Li
Elbert A. Lassiter,
Mn; and Mrs. Wade Jackson of
GIFTS WOMEN WELCOME
• St. Louis, Me,J,.,and Mr. and Mrs.
'Huglrerir of Kansas City. Mo.,
The Grunow "11" (the 11-tube radio at a 6-tube price as com4 latering tribute to femiline charm to'
There is a f
will spend a few days in Murray
pared with other makes) now priced at such a low value as $79.95.
gifts
like
and
you
have
a
wide
variety
from
in
these
next_ week with Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert Dunn.
'
...
Which to choose.
,Nothing contributes more to family happiness than a wonderMiss Mary Lassiter, who is teachful radio. -You'll make them supremely happy with the MARVELOUS
ing at Lebanon Junction, is ,exBath Salts
• GRUNOW. There's a Grunow for the farm home, too, and table
Perfumes • -Powders
pected to arrive home Tuegday
models that are' extremely attractive in looks, performance and price.
Cot
yl
Creams
•
night
to
spend
the
•
lrinrsileY's
holidays.
'
See our display.
The Rev. and . Mrs. J. Mack
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The World's Foremost Radio.

For Her.
... Fine Toiletries

••

PRUNOW

The_Telediir.1 2" now priced as low as $ 1 09.95

Purses and Bags
Bath Robes
Shoes
Underwear
Bedspreads
Gifts for Baby
Jenkins will go to Nashville to
Sweater Sets
spend a part of' Christmas with
their daughters. .
Hosiery
-Baby Donald Walker was admitLuggage -ted to the Mason Hospital Tuesday
for. treatment.
•,
Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston of
W.
Louisville will spend Christmas
the
It
Where
Quality is Highest and0
_1 Shop
with Di. and Mrs. E. B. Houston.
ii.•
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson of,
4j. Milburn
Price the Lowest
are the parents of a son

IL-

All Diamond Products Sold
on Money-Back Guarartee!

l

Rouse Slippers
c,Kid Gloves
'O.. Towel Sets
Blankets
fg• .Sheets
k Sheeting
Paialn..3
k Gowns
IC Dance Sets
gri

.
I

USE
D-X
Lubricating
"Motor Fuel

Check Tires
for Winter

••.

This store open until 8:30 every night
"
till Christmas 1-.....

IC

.
- =-. K.iiio.itikitkiii.copyiiiiNi

44oubigant's, Hudnuiss and other famous makes
Johnston's fineerhoeolates

IE We Give Tickets on the Free Chevrolet
itP.ti isOiisVil WIOM WMif/

Keep him warm with a Heater
Tropic-air and Arvin
Comfortable . . . Inexpe4ve

, Cigarettes in Christmas
packages

N

.4

A Grunow Motorola, 6 or 8
tubes and a dial to match
the dash

For the MAN who smok4s,
there is a limitless supply of
things to give him.

i

born Saturday. December the 12th
. at, the l'uller-Gillarn- Hospital.
Mayfield.
He has t !en named
Randal Fink Robinson_
I Dr. F. B. Crawford, Dentist, Tint
ft
Noel. Bonk lade. Tel. 1914.
NY
Mr and., Mrs, Dick Hogan of
bo isville will spend iht,holidays
wii Mrs. W. H. Graves. and Miss
Margaret Graves.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Keed have
taken an apartment in the 'Rowlett
home.
Mr and Mrs. John Rowlett and
Master Bill Rowlett ha...e moved
to their attractive new hot* on
Poplar street.
- Mr, and Mrs. Hallie Adait. of
nett Browns Grove, announce the

FOR THE CAR OWNER ...

. fine Sationery,

Memory BqQJc, and many, manyi gift
items are to be found,ih dace's' complete gift list.
DiarT's .

Cigars, or a' fine Pipe like he
has always wanted, but put
off buying.
ritg
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carroll, of in PaducahsMonday
goner.
..
Hazel Route 1, announce the arT. Waldrop was a Mayfield visitMr. and Mrs. Herschel Pace are
rival of a girl born Sunday.
the proud parents of a baby boy or Tuesday.
Jack Kennedy left Tuesday for born Sunday, December 13. The
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Williams have
a business teip to, Frankfort
named Ronald taken an apartment with Mrs.
infant has been
Mrs. Herbert Hatcher underwent Hughes. Both mother and baby R.• A. Myers on North Fifth street.
a, major operation at Mason Host ere getting along
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Davis atpital Friday night.
Miss Charltine Henry of Buc- tended funeral services for Mrs.
Mrs. Rube Rowland, of Almo, hanan. Tenn., was admitted to the
L. R. Wheelee- in Hickman Sunday.
visited Mrs. Ftanklin. Maupin Tues- Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital Tuesa
Mts. Wheeler was the mother of
day. Mrs. Rowland% young sistet day for treatment.
John Wheeler who visited here
has been ail Operative patient .in
Esq. and Mrs. C. B. Fulton left frequently with .his wife who was
the hospital for several weeks.
Wednesday for a several days Miss Mary Washam, before ,her
Mr. and Mrs, .1
ker of visit with Mr. Fulton's son, Leo marriage.
Klrksey were Sunday lueats of Fulton, and family In Jackson,
Mr. and Mrs.'Penn Roberts were
,Ctotrinol• Walken.
their daughter, Mrs. Oakland Cun- Tenn.
visitors in Paducah Thursday.
ningham. and Mr. Cunningham,
CINDER if Harris would
The Rev. W. le Prichard is conWill Moore Beale, of Memphis.
cars? Shall I do it, then
Mrs- Ralph McRight of Hopkins- fined to the clinic-hospital for Tenn., will spend Christmas with
lie, underwent an appendix ope- treatment for heart trouble.
ask him afterward," Rahis mother, Mrs. Minnie Beale.
ration at the, Keys-Houston Clinic
Wilson Hunter of Mayfield was
Mrs. L. Z. Hurley of Reidland chel Stanton, the morning of Christmas eve, looked admiringly at the
Hospital. Saturday night and is admitted to the Clinic Hospital visited friends here Tuesday.
living
dqing nicely.
*Tuesday for treatrnenteef an infectNoble Dick, of Detroit, is spend- brilliant tree in the pleasant
hurried to brush snow
Word has been received here 14 ed throat.
ing the Christmas holidays with room, then
A. L.- Rhpdes of the. serious in•Mrs. E. W. .Maxedon, Memphis, the home folks. Noble is an em- from Harris, who, stamping in
from the back porch, panted:
jury of his mothers Mrs. L. C. Tenn., Mrs:. Edna Berry, Oakland, ploye of the Fisher Body Co.
"I've cleaned the driveways to
Rhodes, who tell last Saturday at Ky., Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Luther
barn, and road but will have to do
the home of her daughter, Mrs. W. of Meridian, Mississippi, and Mr.
It again today. What were you
A. Reid, in Jackson, Mississippi, and Mrs. Leland Baucum, Mayfield,
saying?" he was interrupted by
and fractured her hip. Mrs. Rhodes attended the funeral Ltd burial
R a chel.
has many friends in Murray where services for their little nephew and
"The radio announces that the
she Spends each summer with her Cousin, Billy Baucum, hem-Sun"The Christmas Story," will be snow plow from Warnton has stuck
son and family and they will day.
presented, at the First Christian at the corner and will Save to be
doidatlesil be gad to write her
Floyd
was Church, Sunday night under the dynamited out. No one can get
Stokes, Mayfield,
et Slat Baptist Hospital In ,Lecluton, discharged from the Clinic Fleiepital direction of Mrs. W, H. Whitnell. through highways farther than the
where .. she is
confined. _Mrs. Tuesday after; being confinect- ,tor The service will begin at 7:30.
crossroad's corner," Rachel hurRhodes is 81 yeat'a old and will be sevels1 weeks with pneumonia.
"No Room in the Inn," will be ried to the telephone's jingling.
. 82 en January,,2.:
. Mu! Rupert Parks and son will -the sermon of A. 3;.-=-Haversr,--rnin"It was Martha tailing. She end
Miss lanrea Poyner Of Fulton west with her mother, Mrs..' W. A.
at the morning worship ser- Gene and the children started here
"wag discharged from the Clinic Flowers of Paducah, a portion of
vice. 'Special music will be pre- but are blocked in at a home of
Hospital •Moriday after undergoing the holiday season.
sented
the chorus choir, direct- kind strangers. I wish weeeettid
an appendix, Operation_
•
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart and ed by
rette Crane. The -ser- get food to the Harrison family in
Mrs. Molly Hodges, who has been Lockie Fay Hart who have been
the Bottoms. They have no telein at 10:45.
vice will
making, her horrie----With Mr. and vacationing in . _Florida for two
phone, no nefir neighbors, and
The Young \people's Society of
Mrs. Jack Lawson for the past y
would freeze if they tried to get
- ear weeks are expected to pet
Christian Endeavor will meet at
here-through high drifts. Such a
haavions tee lirmlin where she will today.
6:30. sponsored
by Mrs. George
winter! It looks as though our
resi•e. *the Mrs. 141. M. Eldridge,
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love and kart. ,
idn
Christmas will be "we two," she
postmistress' there. ,Mrs.. Lawson children, Jimmy and Joan and
Endeavor
The "Itnior Christie
sighed at the eolos-lighted tree.
will leave next week to join Mr. Miss Eunice Walters will go to
Sciciety will meet at 6. , led by,
"Well, I see fir have to shovel
Lawson'in Detroit. He went there Columbia. Term.. during Christmas
Mrs. Ira Morgan and Mras, 0. B. out the driveways again," Harris
about oi month ago,
to visit Mrs. Love's parents, Mr. 'Bowies'
announced, pulling on jacket and
&forge Upchurch and C. C. and Mrs. J. C. Walters.
Sunday School will begin at .30, gloves.
Farmer attended the auction sales
Mrs. Frank Holcomb visited rel- Sunday morning,
Later when he went inside to
on the Hopkiiisville tobacco market atives and friends inbParis this
The annual Chrisimas Tree pro- warm his fingers he heard Martha
last- Friday.
week.
gram
will be held
Wednesday
ming and was thankful that
Ms 'Juanita Harts of near- Mrs. Gatlin Clopton, Miss Grace fright
at 6:4e. The program will sh Was cheerful over the disapMurray, underwent 1
'n operation Cole. and Mrs. Rupert Parks were be held at thie earlier time in
pointment of Christmas e .e without
'for the rerneval of her appendix visitors in Paducah Tuesday.
order to accommodate the kiddies her relatives. Odors of savory food
at the 'Keys-Houston Clinic HosMrs. 011ie Broach of Sedalia is whose bed-time comeitelley.
and the\ attractive table with
pital Monday.
at the bedside of her husband itho
1.1
Christmas 'colors, were inviting as
I Mts. Gussie Craft and sons, contihues seriously ill in the Clinhe stamped In after evening chores.
CHURCH OF
curtis and B.,bby Joe of Evans- ic. She is staying with Mr. arid
•
were finished. •
"'Le
ville. Ind., bare been visiting her Mrs: Ora Broach.
ss.
"Tonight will be.. the worst so far
Regular Service next Lord's day:
sister, 1S7ts Vera Adams -for 'the
Miss Kay Rudolph, teacher at the
Bible study 9:45 a. m. -Preaching, this winter. The wind :s rising and
past flirts weeks.
college, is' staying in the home of by Vernon Smith, 10:50-lem. Even- snow blowing. A terrible night.
L. L. Veal was a business visitor' 'Sfr. and Ml's: George Hart.
•
'
Surely no one would venture -on
ing service 7 o'clock.
e_
'The, Rev, and Mrs. A. V. Havens
Prayer service, and Bible study -highways-why-where is the tree?
were in Princeton Monday night Wednesday 'evening at 7 o'clock. ,Did you dump it outside because
and Tuesday.
"
COUg
?
A cordial invitation extended to our company didn't come?" he
Mrs. M. F. Anderson and seri all to attend all services.
looked, to be sure Rachel was sane,
No nurt:sr how many Medicines
you have trod for your cough, cheat MarVin F. Jr., of Chicago, will
cold or brenehial irritation, you can spend Christmas with her mother,
get relief now with Creomulslon. Mrs. J. W. Mecoy.
Serious trosble may be brewing and
t J. Beale weist. sto Frankfort
you cannot afford to take a chance
Regular
meeting' of Murray
with anything less than CreomUl- Wednesday on a bulkiness trip.
C. C. Duke has been confined Lodge F. & A. M. Monday .night,
ISM, which goes right to the neat
°Utile trouele to aid nature to to his horne.setNeral days this eleek December 20.'
e and hetUthe inflamed Mem- beceesse . of 1,11ness.
Work in the E. A. Degree. _Muros the germeleden phlegm'
AniorinSturray visitors In May- ray Lodassis conferring. a First
letteened and expelled.
Rain if other remedies have field Tuesday were Mrs. Elmus Degree on a candidate from Smithfailed, don't be discouraged, your Houston. Miss Estelle Houston, land Lodge. All members are reIs authorized to guarantee Mts. Ottis Valentine, Mrs. Fannie quested to be present.
ulsion and to refund your
W. E. Clark, Master
money if you are not satisfied with Williams, Mrs. 011ie Barnett. Mrs.
realism. -fripin the very first bottle. Herman Doran, Miss, Nelle Wage:let Creomulsion right notts: (Me.) gonee and Miss Mary_lsoue„tiag-_ It Pays to Read axe Clasailloda

-

Christmas Play at
Christian Church

PACE SEVE14

The, pastor will speak on -41E1 bulk good and choice 190-300 lbs.,
Christmas Pageant, Band Program
.prasom AND WORK, OF.' 9.904 10.10; cbmparatie 40480 115S.,
This will be the fotfrth largel7 9.35ii 9..85; good wider 500
To Be Presented This Evening inCHRIST."
a series of twelve messagee on lbs., sows racietly 9.40(e9.00; few

On

Thursday evening at 7:45, a
Cetrisonas pageant entitled "What
Child Is This?" *ill be presented
in the college auditorium by the
music department of the Training
Sehool, under the direttion of Miss
Dopy Hinkle, supervisor of music
in_the Training Schad, assisted by
Mrs. Mary Ed Mecoy Hall, supervisor of .art.
Immediately following this pageant, the Murray college symphony
band will present their annual
winter concert. The' band is conducted by William H. Fox. The
college woodwind quintet directed
by Franklin P. 'Inglish will present two numbers on the band
program.

The

combined programs follow:
"WHAT CHILD IS THIS?"
First Reader: Mary Elizabeth
Bennett. Second Reader: Marilyn

mu°
Scer e

I: The Angel and the
Shepherds.
Martha
Robertson,
Charles Callis and Richard Gholson,
Scene II: The Three Kings.
Kings: Ralph
Brausa, Charles
Stamps
Gen,e Graham. Pages:
Rodney Drennon, Junior Robertson,
and Bill Rowlett,
Scene III: Good King Wenceslas.
Wenceslas: Oliver Hood; Page:
Richard Hood; Beggars: John D.
Ldvett.
/Scene
"Away in a Manger".
Pages of Three Kings. Grade
School Choir.
Beene V: Christmas Brings Joy
to _Every Heart. Jamie Branch,
Crawford, Sam Elliott, Anne
Lowry,. Naomi Lee Whitnell.
Seene VI: The Waits. Herman
Ms. Gene Graham, Bill Hoppe,
Floyd McClure, .t. K. West.
Scene VII: Madonna and Child.

Martha Lou Hays.
Angels: Helen Hire, Alice Parker, Elizabeth Thomas, Nancy Mellen, Evelyn Call, Martha Belle
Hood, Louise Putnam, Margaret
Morris, Josephine Broach, Mary
Chorus: Selected
voices from
grades 4, 5' and 8, junior high and
high school, augmented by students from college music classes.
SYMPHONY BAND
Overture, The Merry Wives of
Windsor, Nicolai.
Suite, Sigurd Jorsalfar-(a) Vatspiel (b) Intermezzo ci Huldigungsmarsch-Grieg.
fa) Prelude et Minuet (Cap'-tame Fracasseo, Pessard; (b) The
Harmonica Player, Guion-Barrere.
Woodwind Quintet.
Bolero, Ravel.
Capriccio Bspagnole (,t) Alboredo (b) Variations (e) Alboradb
(d) Scene and Gypsy Song (e)
Fandango of the Asturias-RimskyKorsieFoVv.
. • .

questions of eternal importance.
Why is the Virgin Birth of Christ
so important? Can one who denies the Deity of Christ be- a
Christian? Was the death of Christ
expiatory? For whom did Christ
die? These and other questions of
like nature will be dealt with In
this message.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday
evening at 7 o'clock. Teachers
meeting after prayer meeting.
Bible study each Thursday night
in the church building. The study
begins promptly at 7 o'cloek. Lesson for this week: Matt. es1-23.
Our annual Bible Institufesivil
be held. this-lime Febfuary 14-19.
The iseeseern is- now in the making, and- 11T besprinted and ready
for 'distribution shortly afters the
first of the year.
All are cordially invited to worship with us at all times.

9.651
Cattle 8,000, calves 1,500; general trade more active, receipts
smaller and all interests in market; steers and yearlings strong to
25e higher; upturn erasing part of
Monday's downturn; all grades and
weights sharing advance; heifers
steady; cows steady to strong and
vealers barely steady; best yearling
steers 12.75; this price paid for
prime 985 lb., offerings; several
loads 11.75(112.25; heifer yearlings
up to 12.00; big weight steers 10.75,
these scaling 1,592_ lb., not many
1,400-1,62 lb., steers in crop; stockers 7ariffliffeedere weak; bulls 5.05
down; vealees mostly 10.50 down;
very few 11.00.
Hardin county farmers. .
George Crum, Floyd counts', has
bought eight purebred Holstein
yearling heifers.

FIREWORKS

Livestock

CHICAGO. Dec. 16-(U, S. D. A
MEMORIAL-BAPTIST CHURCH 'Hogs 24.000. including 8,000 direct;
slow. mostly 10101.5e higher than
The Sunday School opens at Tuesday's average; top 10.15; early
9:30 a. m. 'Lesson subject: 'The
Supreme Gift a Love." 1 John
4:7-19. We have adequate classel
and separate class rooms for all
ages.
Is as elegant toilet preparation
Morning Worship at 10:45
for the skin.
o'clock. The pastor's subject will

Melorine

be, "THE SUPREME GIFT TO
It Is healing, soothing and coolJESUS". We call attention again
ing.
to ow spatial offering for the
Its
use insures healthy and brilbuilding fund at Cris service. All
liant complexion, and gives
members of the church are exthe skin a velvety softness.
pected to be present and to have
an offering. Any others who may "Try a bottle-25 Cents, at
wish to have part in this great
work are invited to do so.
Evening Worship at 7 o'clock.

Drug Stores

of ALL KINDS
•

in College Addition next to
MURRAY LAUNDRY
(former location of bakery)

•

1RECFtACKERS, ROMAN
CANDLES, TORPEDOES,
SKYROCKETS
_
Everything
•
$2.50 in Fireworks to be
Given away Xmas Eve
•

Everett Outland
Tom Rowlett

FOR
LERMAN
SHOPPERS

Still

Notice

Mtst

•

"
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_ Male Visitor

Pointed Toward Umi
1WaSS..,"That Light Guided Us."

I
We
Thank
You.
,.
•.
1
NI
tri
;I
Ve

C
L

MI -

111:

.
then ,at the empty corner where
the ttiee had stood.
"Yew the radio announced the
temperatures will be lowest of ea's
son, so far."
"The tree, Rachel! -Die you
6. throw it out?"
We wish to thank all those who took an interest inour contest
"That's exactly what Isdid-only
FAre
TA didn't throw-"a shout from outin which we gave away gi. beautiful beslroom suite and 'a high-grade,
side sent Harris quickly to' the
modern living room Amite which _ended last Saturday with two happy
Mrd
,
.
M
"Come WI-rem tke terrible bile.winners.
C.
.
_ .
_..._.
eard, you poor frozen'-how did you
,
You were so kind and generous to us during the time' This ran
RTC get here?" Rachel helped Har4m, ris unwrap five shivering visitors,
t ift- vit,regret we were'not able to have a piece of furniture for all of --, •
Mr. and Mrs. liarrtateand chityou.
dren.
"Oh, it's been terrible getting
Your business, no mattetihow small or how large the transachere. But it was either to freeze
and starve at home or Tisk gettion, is always appreciated.
ting here," Mr. Harrison wheezed.
"But, how did you?" Harris began.
•
"Outside -- see the dogs. We
hitched these 40 the slecl.
The
blessed creatures helped vs over
1. drifts which are new frozen."
al Steaming food was soon on plates
and faithful dogs were lapping milk
.
4 and broth near the kitchen range.
"How did you find the directionthe way in blinding snow?" Harris
4.
,.looked puzzled.
''Well, we got to the top of King's
Refge in the pasture, and' crme toInflation may send commodity prices sWrOcktting; financial
ward the light. The light near
manipulations may increase the cost of living and' the cost of labor,. . isr your grove, back there," the visitor
pointed, toward the west. "That
, enduring values are,the intrinsic worth of material property.' Tour
light guided us."
home'provides a bulwark against the unertaintiei of the future. Go.
"What light?" Harris stammered.
s.
forw,ard with your' building plans now. Let Us- supply quality build"Herrisf dear, will you please
ing materials while the prices are low.
carry our Christmas trees back into
the house? I carried it ,outside
this morning to the grieve and put
food on it for s
, wild ducks
and any other wil
nimals that
need food and shelter.,
en, tonight,
I hung that large lantern with the
Let us worry about building costs-andrepair costs, too. We'll
sttong light on top the
e to guide
whoever might ne
e!•t.mate them for ii,ou without any obligation. We'll supply build6r's
' Merry
rang into. the
pietist, competent workmen, and aSkure
the lowest possible charges
night a nuts were cracked and
for satisfactory work.
corn popped. Christmas morriing
Mr. Harrison helped keep snow
from driveways and a pat.h to the
grove 'Where, the children carried
food to a static of fodder which
the men had placed for the wild animals.
"Snow may be drifteJ fah outside. But kindness inside of me
Incorporated
needs _never be blocked so it can'
not be scattered and be a guide to
others," Rachel, mused after the
happy Christmas of the worst winW
. ter.
Wettern Newspaper Union.

Take Home Some.of Them...Select From Many Fine Gifts . . Just a Few Shown
Here!
You've had Lerman gifts before and we know
that you liked them tremendously. This time
we've outdone all previous attempts at showing appreciation of your fine patronage.

1

li
*-°NI
ft

vt;

Plans--and Estimates

3-piece

decorated

Refriger-

ator Sets.
Jug and Reamer Fruit Juice
Sets

These attractive gift pieces are nice enough to
take honored prices in the best of homes and
to ge them is quite a simple matter.

Now's The TimeYour
HOMEL
t
r
:
Own
:
„
.
1
,
IA
Ilki
..-

Large size chromium trays.

9-oz. sue Georgian Tumblers.
14-in. Glees Cake Plates.

Pepper Shakers in Florentine Design.
es 5-piece -Rolled Edge Mixing
Bowl Sets in Rose. Green &
Crystal. Sizes 5, 6, 7. 8. 9.•• 14-piece Blue Crystal Luncheon Sets. Complete with
four each of plates, cops,
saucers. One each sugar and

Pair of Nickel-Top Salt and

WorthiNhile Gifts To
Encourage Rapid Shopping!

•

5-Piece Assorted Size Green
-Amber Glass

ralt,cti

Nr-r

Sparkling, useful and attractive Mixing Bowls. . . so dear
. ...
to_ every housewife.

you

This Is MORE
Than Just a
Sale--It's a
MONEYSAVING
TRIUMPH!

urray Lunrther Co.I.
:„Ifk
-EX,erything to Build Anything"

Depot Street
ifAIWA AN

Phone 262

NOMA AA WOMOMA

Mi09.4*VA Klifierant

It

441

•
Pays to 'Read the k.,taaidtleclft

C
.

s
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•
4.
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•
•
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•
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It-twelfth. 95. North Pleasant Grove
Rachel Lee, Vera La Vanda Reed.
DO RIGHT, FEEL RIGHT
of just himself and never thinks
Baked
School to Give Play Miss Stanley, Mary Opal Jones.
No man can ever be noble that of his neighbors.
Miz Walker, Venice Jones. "
First-second, 91;
fourth. 87;
,New Orleans Times-Picayune)
does meanness to his neighbors
Always do unto others as you
Bonita Lakey, Murriel Ramsey.
hth, 92;
94; sevil
On Saturday night, December 26,
An English visitor's criticism of and ju'st thinks of himself. And would like to be done unto.
nWthstenth, eleventh-tWe
93. the
will be a play given at North
Lelya liallowaY
sPlebant Grove School House. The' We are planning a Christ:01as
the narrowness of American high- no man.alin be noble who thinks
_Rirksey- High School
program which _will be presented
(*leanly Officer Stresses Importanee
Fire-second,-89; third-fourth. 9: lay is a fast moving drama of the
endorsement from the
ways
wins
qf Regular School
thweet. eiititled, "An Arizona in connection with our Christmas
fifth-sixth_ 98; seventh-eighth. 91;
Asheville Citizen and the MontAttendance
Co
" /t is being given by tree Wednesday, December 23. We
ninth-tenth.--elowenth-twelfth, 95.
MAUhave drawn names for giving pres,
Advertiser. "We have done
gomery
the
tr
of.,the
school
to
raise
Lynn GroCi High School
PACKAG ES
Miss Ob Mae Farmer, county
library books. A ents and each one is planning a
a great job in highway building
First-second. K; second-third. 97; money to
FOR.
attendance officer, gives the fol- fourth. 98: fifth-sixth. 94: seventh- small admission f ten cents will Merry Christmas for another.
during the past decade and a half,"
CORN FLAKES, 2 boxes
15c
lowing' lirsf of schools and their at- eighth. 97; ninth-tenth. 95; eleventh be charged.
'EARL(
been one of the most magnificent
tendance percentage for the sec- and twelfth. 92.
The cast is as follovaost„.,
CRACKERS, 2 lbs. salted
14c
DELIVERY achievements of its kind in hissix C'eeks in Murray and the
Farley Gnatt. cowboy Aberiff,
tory. But already our traffic has
Concord High School
• c
•
TOMATOES, No. 2 can,3 for
25c
fourth in the county. ,
Kelly Rogers.
outgrown our roads." Says the
First, second, third. 96; fourth
Paul Quillian. his partner, Ja
SUGAR, 10 lbs. for
48c
Miss Farmer stresses that your and fifth, 93; sixth, seventh, and
Advertiser: _ "We need wider roads
ss
Virginia, county
health
.
child is really Missing something eighth. 93; ninth. tenth, 'eleventh. Cunningham.
for
MEAL,
10
lbs.
25c
beyond a doubt and the next great
and two other ladies of
Duke Blackshear. a stranger nu
in his or her education when aWay twelfth. 96.
step in r4d development will be
Our Royal Gem COFFEE, lb
19c
the hea
clepartrneue, visited Our
from Frisco. Ned Coleman.
Intim school. Seldom iloes "tint
in the dWection of width rather
Coldwater High School
eek, and gave tests
Hezekiah Bugg, a glorious liar, school last
SLICES
lb
ORANGE
CHOCOLATE
DROPS
10c
&
stop to thing that one d'hy'R:educaWhat a Motorist
than length.
First. second ;tharii, fourth, 90; 011ie Hale,
for tuberculosi
lion is valued at approximately
needs is ,ace."
ORANGES, dozen 4'
15c, 24k, 25c, and 30c
fifth, sixth. seventh:' eighth, 93;
Yow Kee, a "heathern Chinee",
Mary Monico B
$11.60 Illness arid death are the
n has been
Few or none will deny that
ninth. tenth, 98.
CIGARETTES, all popular brands, pkg. ..
15c
Prank Parker.
out of school for th
only legitimates ,exceuseS for abt two
some-perhaps most-of our paved
Mo.)
1-2
Room
Schools
(5th
Big
Elk,
a
Navajo
chief,
One
weeks on account of illne
sence from school. Cooperation in
are
too
narrow.
The
highways
•
Blakely. 89, Backusburg, 83: Dunn. „
school attendance is greatly apL. W. Burkeen, small son
eighteen-foot width adopted as
Grizzly .Grumm. a:, cattle thief, Mr.
prteiaied by school authorities and Brooks chapel, 79; Center .Ridge.
and Mrs. Paul Burkeen, is
standard in some states has been
We Sell for Cash, Therefore We Sell
ta 'of greater importance to yotu- 68: Cherry. 86; Chestnut. Grove. 89; Fred Cook.
recovering "from scarlet fever.
•
Bu
-vneted school last week. rendered obsolescent and potenMarguerite Moore, the pretty
elsild as a " day missed is gone Dexter. 95.
for Less
Oran and William Jr. Hopkins
There re 15 pupils who have tially dangerous by the developWeyer.
Elm Grove, 84; East Shannpn, ranch owner, Lillian Rogers.
busses
and
ment
of
.motor
trucks,
have
moved
twill.
-Alm°
'School
neither 'bee absent or tardy durMrs. Pettinia'augg, from old
98: Edge Bill. 95, Kirk Ridge, 81;
Second Six Weeks
District. .
ing the school 'ar. Their names trailers of such broad, beam that
Grindstone. 87; Hickory Grove. 92; Indianny, Mary Coleman.
Murray High School
We
are
going
to
have
a
program
are as follows:. Pa ne Hill, Mary passing them on an eighteen-foot
BRING US YOUR BUTTER AND EGGS
Coralie Blackshear. Duke's sister,
First grade, 90 percent; second. Heath. 92i Independence, 70; Keland Christmas tree on December Frances Burkeen, 3.' .nie Bur- road is a difficult and risky busiBessie Parker.
ley,
86.
.
95„.; second;-93; third. 97: fourth, 98:
there
the
touring
ness.
1-1`ere
'and
keen, Alfred Duncan.
Fawn Afraid. an Indian maid, 23.
Rob
fifth, -'94; siktle 95; seventh. 93;
Locust Grove. 97: Landon. 88;
s that have
motorist finds rokgit
J. B. Burkeen is out of school Haley, J. C. Schroader,
Maurine Rogers.
ninth. 95.5; tenth. McCuiston. 79; Martin's Chapel,
eijhth.
t or additinbeen widened by a
this week on acc6unt of illness.
Duncan, Irene
Hill, Geraldi
Youngum,
Not
much
of
anybody.
95.4; eleventh. 95.6; twelfth. 97.3.
86: Macedonia. 81; Malory, 715:.
paving on each side. arigk, wel.;
Marvin Bell, Mrs. Eva Bell Ber- Smith, Charline Haley, Mary FranMarie Philips.
them.
I pr,ovidence, el.,. Outland, 9,2.
4Colored)
kman, Glenn Burkeen, and • Euple ces Jones,- Bardeen Duncam Nadene CO
'First and second 0
- -ade: 98 per
Palestine. 91; Paso-mil 14th. rno.),
Duncan, Ervie Richard Schroader,_,ANN
cent: third, _fourth. -anti fifth. 96: 99. •5th. mo.). 96: Pleasant Grove,
and Molene Peeler.
sixth. se-vsnth and eighth. 98; 97
.
; Rosin Ridge, 89: Russell's
ninth "and tenth. 97; eleventh and Chapel, 8.3:' Shady Hill. 77; SteelyThe South Pleasant Grove MisHarris Grove
teielfth, 96.
ville. 89.
Spring-s-Creek. 80; Stone, 87: sionary Society met last Wednes
1 Training School
First grade. 97.7 percent: second. South'. Howard. 85: Thompson, 89; day with Mrs. Duncan Ellis.
Well, instead of dust we now
936: third, 95: fourth,'97
fifth, 3Jtterback, 90:
Vancleave., 85;
Why sot .yoskparents remember
have mud to wade.
OPENING for., one capable man to
fat sixth, 96; Seventh, eighth, ninth. Woodlawn. 69.
you, children lied a -Ilible, and
The farmers are busy stripping
serve established McConsion Route
tenth, eleventh and twelfth. 98.
think how lositly a gift for a
tobacco, sawing wood and killing
in Calloway County, formerly
County High Schools (4th Mo.)
Artrnah..TaylOr.• McCreary coun-- Christmas present.
hogs.
served by Dealer R. A. Saltzgiver.
ty. has built a laying house for
Almo High School
The annual moving season is
Mrs...Alice Ellis is visiting her who secured a very fine business
First-second, 94: third-fourth,' 95: his flock. of high-producing pul- sister. Mrs. Bell Story of near
here. Mr. and Mrs. Gatlin Philfor several years. No experience
fifth-sixt)i. 94: seventh-eighth 94: lets.
lips have moved in the house with
Boydsville. necessary. Splendid opportunity
his mother. Mrs. Mat Phillips and
Mr. atad-htrs. uwignt Jones visit- for industriou's' man to secure a
•
ed- Mn. Jones parents. Mr. and good, steady. permanent income. Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Paschall, of
Mrs. Charley Jones. near Bell City. No investment in stock necessary near North Fork Church in Tennessee, love moved into Mrs. Philfirst of the week.
-we furnish capital. Prompt
lips' tee/knit house.
Mrs. Gordon Pouch, whose hus- answers get first consideration.
Mr. and Mrs.-Milton Hart of St.
band's funeral
lastsaw
tuarsday
tield
by at
r Write at once to McConnon 8z
With Free ChatiCes on Chevrolet Car
Louis, Mo., spent the week end
.1 chU h
Elder Company. 1093 McConnon, Buildvisiting Mrs. Hart's parents. Mr.
.Castleberry,. has the sympaihy of ing. Winona. Minn.._
D17p
and Mrs. NUMTLovier and•the latmany relatives -and friends, and
LETTUCE, head
Sc
also to the other bereaved- ies WANTED-good dry. white or ter's son. Alfred Haneline, near
Groceries
yellow snap corn. Market prfee Harris Grove.
COF,WE, 7 lb.
99c
l especially the little son.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Richardson
ORANGES,
Sc
RICE,'lb.
Fouch , was Miss
Ony Adams, paid. Will Broach, Depot a Tel.
Latest Duett Sets, also Engagement and
tf have, moved to the Icy Cooper
L med. size, dozen 15c
10c • 'daughter of the late Davis Adams 369.
GUM, 3 for
farm
for
the
crop
year.
Wedding Rings at SALE PRICES:
of South Howard.
•
APPLES, large,
FOR SALE-Large, best grade,..20Charley Suggs has moved to a IL
" Mrs. Shannon Ellis. who had oz. duck truck sheet, a bargain at farm near
Hardware
dozen .. 10c and 15c
Detroit and John Cath- .
A1 $12.50 beautiful Solitaire Rings . 307.95
been visiting with her uncle and, $30.1ee N. P. Hutson.
Up cart of near Taylor's Store has
Xmas Lights .
29c
COCOANUTS Sc & 8c
aunt. Dr. and Mrs. C. R. Ellis Of
moved _to the ,house vacated by 311;
$27.50
BICYCLE
CANDY.
Lexington. Ky_ returned home FOR SALE-Ill. Blue Ribbon coal Mr. Suggs, near Harris
Grove.
delivered in country: 50 bu.. I8c
first of the week.
Chocolate Drops, OrRIFLES, Winches $4.49
Duett Sets, $25.00 values for
No sickness, deaths, or marriages
per bu; 100 bu.. 17c per bu. Also
A
large
crowd
attended
the
Toy
Mixed,
ange Slices,
WAGONS, large $2.75
good wagon cheap. J. T. Taylor, to report this week.
Phillips
sale
last
week.
Mr.'
and
Stick
So long, for this time. Hope to
Small
98c
D17c
Mrs. Phillips will go to Detroit Hazel, Ky., Route 2.
Others from $10.00 up
do better next time.-Tatler.
°
Oc
per lb.
.
AIR RIFLES,
where their three children are re- FOR SALE-Living Room Suite
PECANS, large paper
Daisy
95c
siding. _ WEDDING RINGS-Beautiful handGenuine Mohair. Call 328 or ,see
LADIES' RINGS-Ruby and Birth-;
Read the Claadfled Colgan,
shell, lb.
20c
Bot 22 Blanks and
Mrs. H. E. Wall,
Mc
carved guaranteed solid gold, $6.50
stone aria Cameo. Beautiful desigqic;

RECORD OF SCHOOLI"-th-ten.l.
ATTENDANCE GIVEN

Wider Roads Needed

SI

SATURDAY'S SPECIALS

Independence School
News

S.

Thurmond's Cash -Grocery

S. Pleasant Grove
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CHRISTMAS BARGAINS

A

DIAMOND RINGS

1

$18.50

A

Ch. Cocoanut,
fresh, lb.
CHEESE, fresh

18c

cream, lb.

23c

CELERY, large
2 for

15c

Pistol
35e
No. 2 Lantern
.., 98c
FLASH LIGHTS,
ciimplete
47c
See our Bowls, Cups &
Saucers, before you buy

J. T. WALLIS & SON
PHONE 4

FREE DELIVERY

KROGER'S
Piggly Wiggly Store
HERE is just a few oi our many outstanding values.
'This sale ends SATURDAY NIGHT, DEC. 19th
SUGAR, pure cane, extra fine
10 pounds for

48c

SHORTENING, snow white,
TWO pounds

25c.

"1-s

t -

-PEACHES, very special, pound .Shad
:
.- _,
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, pkg.
TWINKLE, the perfect dessert, pkgs.
SALAD DROSSING, qt. jar
FRESH COCOANUTS, 2 for
,
BACON, sliced, sugar'-cured, pound .
COCOANUT,long shred, pound
SUGAR, powdered Or brown, pound
PRUNES, new meaty, pound
BLACK PEPPER,.pound
COFFEE, Jewel, 3 pounds
Pound bag
BACON,sugar cured, s 11 sides, pound
•
eatz
'
f
.3 pounds
Crown M
ANDY

Swann's Grocery

• Rings
$4.50
latest styles, solid gold, also sterlint. an w
54.95-'01
.
$1.50 up
$
ei Other Rings at
$6.50 Rings ta
!.1W
•
-Be Sure to See Our DisplayOthers 1.00 up
Lfg W.
An
Gentlemen's Diamond Set CAMEO RINGS ra
Xi
_‘
$18.50 values for
$15.00
in
m
.
Other Cameo Rings
0
$4.00 up
OtIll!Zi<
Ca
llk
iPirst,
.
BEAUTIFUL RUBTRINGS--Solid gold guaran- nit
XI
teed. $10.00 rings
..
$7.95 A.'.
)111r1111
/111
531,
,„..
Other Rings
$2.50 up
•-41
al
le Beautiful Wrist Watches, latest styles, $2.95 up
A A
See our American made watches-Elgins, Hamiltons, etc. Also
51
lei Swiss made Bulova and other style Swiss watches, all at sale
LA
c saving prioes_ Don't wait until the last minute to buy.

l

24-PHONES-25
ILLINOIS EGG CONTEST 1936.
The honor roll for the 'fifth --Matings contain hundreds PerilGovernment Ap- We have full store- of oranges, tanmonth follows: First grade. Norma, greet,. Males.
Jean' Jones.. Howar.d Culver...Har- proved-Officially Pullorum Tested. gerines. grapefruit, apples, bananas,
old Culver; third grade: Ella Mae Order now-SAVE 10",. Delivery cocoanuts, and other fruits.
Waldrop: fourth grade: Orbie Curia later_ 1{ELM4CHICKS, Paducah, CANDY-Buy here and save!
ver Jr.; seventh grade: Doris Cul- Kentucky.
D23p Dozen Tangerines _
40c or 15e
ver. HugheoCulver, Dorothy Jones,
Dozen Oranges._ 15c. 20c or 30c
lot
on
-House
and
FOR
SALE
Marie Jones.
.
Sc, 7c or Ilk
South 8th St. Modern and new. Cocoanuts
To Present Play Saturday, 19
Elgin girls Bike in excellent con- Pound of Long Shredded
"Wild
Ginger",
a
three-act
Cocoanut
2Se
komedy that will furnish plenty of dition. W.-T. "Tam" Raker, 417
Icfp OMEGA FLOUR, 6 lb.,,
35c
good, hearty lakighs. with occasions South Eighth St.
for some sympathetic tears be12 pounds
65c
FOR REN-Ii-9th st. modern house,
tween times, will be presented at
S., rooms including . bath, hot and Snowdrift, 1 lb. 22c; __6 lbs. $1.10
Brooks Chapel. school Saturday
30e
chid water; basement with wash 1. lb. extra nice Cheese
night. December' 19: The play is
and bed room, circulating heater; 5 lbs. block square Cheese __ $1.33
coached by our teacher. Mr. Mizell
grate and flue; garage. Girden - 1 bu. fine Turnips
-Jeffrey.
if desired: on paved street, black 7 lbs. Turnips
lee
The cast follows:
top, near high school. Possession New Cabbage,-illit
3e
Jake Tallman. Mizell Jeffrey.
Jan. 1, 1937, earlier if necessary.
Geoffrey Freeman. Edward Jones,
1 lb. Hershey's -or Bakers
t
t
If interested, come and see for
Sanford Lakey,
P."Jones.
Cocoa
15c
yourself. .1. M. cgle, 822 Main
Marwood Lakey-, Edward Culver.
15e
at 9th.
Itc 2 lbs. l'oodcraft Cocoa
•
Wuzzy Walker. Phlenoy BedSell large brown Eggs, doz.
30c
well.',
FOR SALE-Chestnut posts: 6 foot Se oz. Campbell's
Tomato. Juice 25c it
Mr. Petersori."- Edward Chadwick. posts; 7c put on the road; 7 foot
3 No. 2 cans Tomatoes
25c
Virginia Tallman, Marjorie Jones. posts, 10c.
Cordwood, 4 toed
2-1b. jar Peanut Butter _
25e
lengths. Stovewood all len
IF•
Sunny Brook Coffee, lb.
25e 4•
See Lemon Falw
urray
6
(Buy 2 lbs and get Cup and Sau3 miles east
Grove.
cer FREE)
HAVE Y461.1R PIANO tuned aging holidays. Special price 82.30.
Swami's Grocery
/
John Trasle. Phone 372-W. D24c

i

l POCKET WATCHES-Big assortment Elgins,.Hamiltons, Ill-

i

Special Food Sale for Christmas

RAISINS, California Seedless,
FOUR pounds

Brooks Chap4I School BABY CHICKS - HELM MAX)
CHAMPION HEAVY BREED PEN
_ News

25c

C

25

CIPF,
IttiCK CANDY, 2 pounds
ORANGES,'Calif. Nave1;2Q0 size, dozen
TANGERINES, dozen
APPL,ES, No. 1 Ark. Black;-5-pounds
CELERY, bunch ,
•
POATOES,tdalscreirking, 100-lb. bag

f,„25c
25c
'
3
15c
. 25c
Sc
42.25

SALTED PEANUTS Pound 10`
See Our Handbills for More Bargains...
Our Store is Full of New Xmas Mdse.

10 lbs. SUGAR
50c
8 oz. Salad Dressing
10c
26 oz. Salad Dressing
25c
2-lb. box Oats
15c
1 box Flake Hominy
10c
Tuna Fish
15c
Oranges, doz. 15c, 25c, 3I3c
Apples,
doz.
15c, 24k, 25c, 34k
14k
Grapefruit, 3 for •
and Sc
Cocoanuts, each,'
Wainqts, lb.
20e
-Paper Shell Pecara, lb •25c
Chocolate Candy, lb. . 14k
Grocery Mixed Candy, 14k
Other Candies, lb. 15c to 25c

Idr
.

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

Bar Pins, Clips, Diamond, Cameo, Eastern Star, Masonjc W.0, W., Rebecca-in solid gold and plate. SALE PRICES!

C
•M
?

••

A Complete List tncluding GIFTS FOR ALL '--

•

Let us help you make Xmas merry and the
Xmas parties a success. We have what you
want.
ORANGES, 2 dozen
ORANGES, peck, any size
APPLES, good eating stock, peck
CANDY, assorted stick, lb.
CHOCOLATE DROPS, lb.
1-lb. box CHOCOLATE COVERED CHERRIES ...
(Tax not included)

I
-1..

••••

Ladies' Beautiful BRACELETS-Yellow and White Gold, 1
some stone-set. Fine quality. $8.95 values for . .. $6•50 t
Other Bracelets $1.50 up. See our big line.
•
..
Gent's BELT BUCKLE-and TIE- SETS. Initials engraved A
free, and swank style. Be sure to see them
$1.50 up 1

WHITE WAY
. MARKET

Saturday Specials
25c
25c
27c
15c
29c
19c
5c
5c
10c
47c
17c
25c

inois and other standard makes in green and white gold. Biggest values ever offered in fine watches,
BUY NOW AT THE LOWEST PRICES-525.00 Elgin:
$18.50
Other. Watches ....-...- $1.00 up
,
Sale Prices on WATCH CHAINS, yellow Or white. $10 Chains/.. $1.95
Other Chains'
25c up
,

:a
A

V
AI
;
.4

4
:..
V

25c
49c
45c
10e
10c
24c

4
A
w

•

v
k7
FINE CHINA-Dinner Sets, 32 and
finisit. $15 Guitars for
i
45 pieces. Beautiful patterns, attracOthers from
LI* tive shapes1
Violins, French- Harps 15c u$1,3,$.91J52e.wu5P0s
RAISINS, 3 lbs.
2.5c
$7.95 sets tor
,
Ltsrps.1.0c...up. -Strings Picks, Bows, .'
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE, No. 2 cans, 2 for';
25c Xi Other sets
4
everything.
-k•
TOMATO JUICE, 20-oz. caii
10c III
Bill
..'
Toy WagonsMUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
-Guitars,
Silverware,
ir
Cut
Sets
Glass,
Toilet
,
.
4
MINCE MEAT; Armour's pkg.
9c
Folds, Cigarette Setsetc.
newest shapes„ fins. toned,'beautiful
$1.00, $1.50„ $2.75.& $3.50 BOSTON. BROWN- BREAD; Richlieu
25c
NO. 2 1-2 PUMPKIN,..'2 cans
22c
Tricycles.- •
:A
Open every night till Christmas ... Lay away Gifts with
$2.25, $3.25, $1.75, $4.50 No. 2 can Del Monte CRUSHEll
P114EAPPLE, 2 for 35c
' small deposit
,
I
Scooters
25c
$1.50, $2.25 COFFEE,2 Ilss. Pingdinger, fresh ground
,
JELLO,
any
flavor,
2
for
Wt.
rl Sc
Coal Scuttles 35c, 45c, 54k
X-• ''. '-=
ROYAL GELATIN, each
6c
Heating Stoves
1
I
We carry full line of the best FRESH MEATS and
iE
FAIN & BELL
JOE T. PARKER, Mgr.
DRESSED POULTRY

Parkers Jewelry Store

Phone 85

We Deliver WE DELIVER

CALL 37

'

411110,11/11

e-
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
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promotes charactr and citizenship'
ga sp? students.
The unit would be ihatructed by
an. army officer who would be a
member of the faculty arid would
. Correspondents and local adverbe paid by the government. All
Will linss Matter of Reserve equipment including uniforms and. Thoroughbreds Give- n Banquet at tisers who get their copy in by
Monday:shoes would be provided by the
°their Unit Before.
Wells Hall Saturday
governient. Regular classes with
Regents
Evening
Superior Laundry & Cleaners
college credit would be scheduled
Murray Milk Prod. Co.
Rein
military
of
a
training.
"I am hi/11y in honor
Elmer Cochran, guard, Padueah,
R. H. Falwell Ins, CO.
unit
serve Officers Training Corps
Ky., was selected captain of the
Brooks Chapel School
on the callous at Murray State
1937 football squad of Murray
Ky.-Tenn. Light & Power Co.
College."
dared Dr. :James H.
State College at the annual grid
Cedar Crest News
Richmond, resident eV -Murray,.
banquet held in Wells Hall here
Peoples Savings Bank
Dr.
9.
Saturday evening. December 12.
Yednesday. December
Locust Grove News
Richmond dded that he would
James Pate, son of N. A. Pate, Frank Jones, end, Lincoln, Ill., was
Corn-Austin Co.
1'rli.18 the
tter before the board well known farmer of the Harris elected alternate captain.
.3'. 0. Turner
of tegents
the next, meeting of
The newly elected captains sucLynn Grove Hi School
Grove
neighborhood, sold
750
the 'body
d discuss - the possiceed Captain Julian Henderson,
Kirksey Kinklets
bility and
visability of the pro- pounds of burley tobacco on the fullback. Fulton, Ky., and AlterKirksey School News
ject. The
among
originated
Hopkinsville market Friday for nate-captain Burnette "Bob"- Millea
Faxon News
the student and was called to the $174.80.
er, halfback, Springfield,'Tenn.
Faxori-Facests
attention of the administration of
Young Pate, who grew the to- '.Pr. James H. Richmond, Murray
Cedar Knob
the college through the Student bacco on an acre and aliiarter of president, .67./iis princiiitil speaker at
-Eagle
Organizatiu
The Student Coun- his father's farm, got $49 for one the banquet. pnd Dr. Herbert DrenColdwater Junior High
cil showed
mediate interest in basket, $44 for a second and $38 nan, head of the Englisht'clepartChurchill Funeral Home
the prop(
and accepted it for a third. James was highly ment, was toastmaster. Miss Ruth
=aftmots!
elated at his sale as he had hoped Sexton, dietitt5n, was in 'charge of
This type f. military education, at the most to get $100 for his arrangements for the banquets
La'accepted
most all the larger burley crop.
Others ea the- program included:
dalleges a
universities of the
Dr. J. W. Carr, dean. who gave the
state and
motes character and
Read the Classified Column.
invocation;' L .J.• Hortin, publicaA$ the regular weekly meeting
tions director, who spoke on
the Press-box"; Captain and luncheon of the Princeton Ki"From
Julian Henderson,. "We're Giving wanis, Clan, held Thursday at
You the Reins"; Captain-elect moon in the" basement of the OgCochran, "We'll Drive On"; A. B. den Memorial Methodist church,
Austin, former dearrof men, "Ear- Dr. James H. Richmond, presiin' to Go"; Coach Roy Stewart, dent of Murray State College, was
guest speaker bringing a delightful
"Thoroughbred Races."
Speaking on the .topic, "The message on '"Equal Opportunities
Round-Up", President Richmond for Kentucky Children." Mr. Richcommended the team for playing a mond is a former State School
clean game throughout the season, Superintendent, and at one time
adding that he hoped the college was a candidate for the Demowould be able to back some big cratic gubernatorial nomination,
teams for the-1937 schedule, Mur- Hewas introduced at the Kiwanis
ray's president paid tribute to the session by Prof. K. R. Cummins,
freshman squad, which, he ex- of the Butler High faculty, who
plained, would be invaluable aid stated that the speaker had an
in replacing the loss incurred by intimate acquaintance with Prehgraduation. Henderson. Cochran, ident Roosevelt, and to which Mr.
L RE lots of festiatesaacAsions this holiday
THER
and Jones spoke briefly thanking Richmond refeded in his address
The college and ttammates for the -when -he stated that he had con. season
d you'll want to look ?Our best. - Let us ferred with President Roosevelt on
honor bestowed upon them.
put yo wardrobe in A-1 condition for a smart apcommended the matters pertaining to education.
Stewart
Coach
peara
wherever you go.
team and the student body for the He gave unqualified endorsement
cooperation evidenced throughout to 'New Deal' policies. and gave it
the year. He prophesied that, if as his opinion that progressive
the squad would "get a little more educational measdres would be infight", next year's season would be cluded in the New Deal program
within the next four years.-even more successful.
A. B. Austin offered words of ,Princeton 'Leader.
caminendation to the players for
TICKETS on the FREE SUIT or
their achievements of the past and
be iven away December 24
encouragement to the 1937 aggregation.
The roster for the past year:
Burley Scott, Murray Route 5,
Bland, Herndon," Allison, Deibert,
Jones. DiUguill, Wright, Sny,sler, and little Miss, Martha Jean StagLand, Cook, Applegate. Russell,- ner, daughter of Mr. and Airs, if"
Cochran, Organ. Tolson, Horlander, J. Stagner, Murray, Won the, two
Neese, Gunter. Hardin.- Putnam, suites of furniture, which were
Thompson, Finle y. Hendersoo, given away Saturday afternoorriby
Fowler, Jasper, Miller, 'Mitchell, Murray Lumber Co. at their plant
'Nunn, Atwell, McRaven, Basan, on Depot street.
The first ticket Wit• that of Mr.
arbrough.
Scott's who got the bed toom suite
and the second that of Little Miss
Stagner's. who was awarded the
living room suite.
.I3e
The drawing was done by Little
ihc,,student of Miss Mildred Jones. daughter of
Paul Twitchell,
Murray State College ands now Herman Jones, who was selected
with the WPA Recreation De rt- from the crowd. The affair was
supervised by Charley Whitnell,
ment has announced that a baske
arles Williams and Will Hors?ball rules clinic will be held in
, who were nominated by
the Paducah Junior College gym- Wor
nasium Saturday afternoon, De- persons • the 'crowd.
Despite t
fact that attendance
cember 19. at 1 o'clock.
-to be a prize
Those who wilt • explain the was not n
ryes are Carlisle Cutchin, athletic winner a large croWelsattended the
director and varsity 'basketball drawing.
Mrs. Stagner, mother of t'ltw4ittle
coach at Murray State College;
John Miller, freshman coach at girl who drew the living rcknis
Murray; Philip A. Bevarly, coach suite, had kindly furnished the
at Tilghman High; and Lee Powell. handkerchief with which Miss
former coach at Fulton High and Jones was blindfolded.

ROTC ADVOCATED
BY DR. RICHMOND

ELMER COCHRANE
IS GRID CAPTAIN

HONOR ROLL

Jams Pate Sells
Burley for 49c Lb.

Dr. J. H. Richmond
Kiwanis Speaker

&Otter get Ready fOr
The Holidays!
We Will Renew Your
Wardrobe
Complete

Chiropractic: The science that
makes people well and
happy.

SECURITY
1.

DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Chiropractor
M .
4;y
609 West Main
Murray: Mon.. Wed. & Fri. P. M.
Benton: Tues.. Thurs. & Sat.

Stout walls and a cheery fire'de. . . These are the priceless
iossessions of the man with a
growing cash reserve in the
bank. Give yourself.a savings
account this Christmas.._.

Paris-Hazel Road"
Open To Traffic.

Refreshing Relief
When You Need a Laxative

,..7.NotwoMg0.101 4.40..1101_

Peoples Savings Bank
.r-

i

'

Remember Mother and Dad with a new room
of paper. Maybe Thatyou could also add to their- k
comfort by painting the wood trim and floor. Colne
today and arrange to give them a gift that they
•-app tiate.

You'll Find Unequalled
Values in this Sale of

1

DRESSES
FOR STREET, SPORT, BUSINR-SS,YORMAL AND INFORMAL OCCASIONS

$6.00

t
X
le"
4

Actual $7.95 to $12.95 Values
New, smart up-to-the-minute
styles. Every one specially selected for this event in order to being
you the greatest values of the
year.
All Sizes-12 to 20
38 to 50-18 1-2 to 24 1-2
You can choose from soft crepes,
matelasses, woolens, new metalic
trims, black and. all the new
colors.

MURRAY PAINT- &
WAtLPAPER CO.
North Fourth Street

Murray, Ky.

NifigNIONILMOld

This Store
Will Not
-Charge the
Cosmetic
Tax on Any
Items During
the Month
of
December

I

PERFUMES and
POWDERS
IN A CHRISTMAS SETTING
•
Yardley . Bourjois
Corday . . . Coty
Guerlain
Rogers & Gallet
Hudnurt . . Houbigant's
Beautiful Gift' Sets- for
Ladies and Men

$L to-116.50

41.1.•

s

Oak Cross Ties Wanted.
Prices at Mill-35c, 45c, 60c
and 70c.

.
10

W.D.SYKES

Loirelineia for, Sale/

Santa Will Be in
Our Store Each
Day From
2 to 5 O'clock

_

$3.98
and bottom makes this satin ,slip very, very luxuriouss-one of a group of silk slim some of them handmade, at $3 98.
: !-. ----- ,
Other',ft Slips
,,
palendof$20.u9sr
..
.
Printed , ' in nightie; distinctive, slim and a.lovely example
$398 gowns in beeutiful yellows, blues, rose, as well as tearose
and shell pink.
Other Silk Nighigown4-,
$1.95 to 97.98
Tailored silk pajamas. alse-lice-trimnied styles. come with short
sleeves or sleeveless, light or dark colors
52.98
Other Silk Pajamas
_
- - $2.98 to 116.98

Linejn 11,,,S. Table Clothr-

1

Handbags
1

)
•
We are showing the largest and . most
complete assortment that has been our
-pleasure for several years. Fabricorti,
fine leathers, fabrics, silks and velvet
.'
Also a large selection of Evening Bags.

s

-1111

GIFT UNDIES

'Shaped lace, top

HOLII)AY SPECIAL
54 x, 54
'
50 x-60
60 x 80'
60
90
60 x 106 ..,
Napkins to match, d en

$1.50
.2 92.50
$2.65
$2.75
$2.96
$2.95

Appliqued Rice Linen
Bridge Sets. Luncheon Sets. Runners,
Round and Oblong Doilies, Vanity and
Buffet Sets.

1 98c to $6.95 $1 to $6.7$

4

Ak't
,

To be given away December 26 on
Court Square in Murray, Ky.

PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

•

•

FREE CHEVROLET
COACH!

see

• 1000011CM00.
1
ifliii/
l
•
l
i41•
1011thi

4,„

With each 25c purctase or paid on
account you will receive one ticket on

The Store of a
Thousand
Gifts

CROSS TIES
WANTED

Louisville'it Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
,-_
Reasonable Rates
,
Write TURNER MILAM, AWL Manager
for Reservans
tio
.
•
.--

REMEMBER!

Wig WOUNIVOLWOMONA. NOMISAIMIIIMIRM•

are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and convenience of the

There is No Botter Time
to Build Than
NOW!

ii-

BLACK-DRAUGHT

It pays to Read the Classifieds

It pays to read the citmorled ada.

KEN'TUCKY
HOTEL
,
..

bers of Murray Post No. 73 of The
American Legion at their next
regular meeting at the court house,
January 7.
The doctor is a former member
of the Kentucky legislature, serv-'
-ing five consecutive terms through
1934 and was former floor leader
for the Democrats in the house.

several days in Murray, Calloway
county and. the first district in
behalf of the government's efforts
Twenty-six baby beeves were
to stamp out tuberculosis. 'After
the first of the year he will spefid exhibited in the Clinton county
show, and $50 prize money awasesixty days in this section.
Dr. Floyd will address the mem- ed to 4-H club members.

Because of the refreshing rills( it
Paris-Hazel highway has been- has brought them thousands of men
and women, who oouid afford much
opened to vehicular, traffic from more expensive
laxatives, use BlackParis to a point approximately two Draught when needed. It la rid
miles south of Puryear. Two small economical, purely vegetable, highly
concrete bridges remain to be fin- effective, .. Mr. J. Lester Roberson,
ished on the road, together with well known hardware dealer at Marorreelh17
rounding up of gravel shoulders, tinsville. Va., writes:
recoomend Bleck-Draufht as
before the entire stretch will be elledlotne. I hese taken It for
and the tell feellogs that tenet.
turned over to the county.
WM,veer saustastorr."

THE BEST TRADITIONE'. OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME

a Savings Account

Volume CIV; No. 51:

Dr. J. B. Floyd, Richmond, head
of the U. S. Public ,Health service
in Kentucky, has been spending

-aaL

ball Clinic To
He n in Paducah

now a basketball official. ....The purpose of the clinic is for
the clarification of basketball rules
and all coaches, players and fans
are invited to attend.

-CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2.935, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Master .Tack Durick, little grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Dudley JohnVandy Coach to Speak at Foot- son, returned home Friday from
the Baptist Hospital at Louisville
ball Banquet at High School
where he has been undergoing
Friday Night
treatment since early last spring.
Ray Morrison, coach tit the Van-.alack's many friends and admirers
will be pleased to learn that he is
derbilt
University
Commodores,
much improved in health though
will be the principal speaker at he is still confined to his wheel
the annual football. banquet for chair.
the Murray' high school Tigers, to
Jack - was suddenly stricken -a
... be held Friday evening in the year ago last spring with a mysauditorium of Murray high school. terioils:splood stream malady and
for months his life was dispaired
For the first time the dinner will of. He has undergone a
number
be open to the public and plates of operations and one at Louiswill be $1 each. The reason for ville soon after he
went there was
this price is that the high school particularly critical.
is paying Mr. Morrison's expenses'.
His appearance is splendid and
The dinner will be served by the
young women of the Home Eco- he will remain at home for an
nomics 'department. It is expected indefinite length of time. When
that a large crowd will attend to hi--s strength is sufficiently recoverpay homage to the Tigers and ecl he will return to Louisville for
another operation. Jack has been
hear Mr. Morrison.
going to Seliool while at the hosMr. Morrison, who is one of the pital and has kept
up with his
highest regarded football coaches education.
in 'the county, was a classmate at
Numbers of little friends and
Vanderbilt and , is an - intimate several adult,
persons jsave called
friend to Edd Filbeck, Murray to see Jack. .
highs principal.
He has visited
Mr. Filbeck here on more than
it pays to read the
one occasion.

Furniture Given by
)11I
Murray Lumber Co.

Be

nil

Jack Durick Federaltfealth Head
TIGERS TO HEAR Master
Home from Hospital Visiting in Calloway
RAY MORRISON

an Depend on-Our Cleaning for
Better Results
•

CL NEM;

el nn

a year In Calloway,
4,'"""idarshall, Graves, HenAry and Stewart Counties,
ti qt.' • year elsewhere Is
a ''''`"the State of Kentucky.
t9
a year to any address
V'"•''''other than above.

Christmas Sale of Table
•
Lamps
With
ith Decorated
so.,Nletch

iot
!it

98c 1

Bought to Sell at Much Higher
Price
2-Heat:tinily desitil base of 'pottery. 9
inches tall wit
andsorne parchment
shade-lamp and
ade 20 inches talr The
colors are red, glippeti. white and -ivory.
150 of _them go off sale tomorrow morning Select severg for your gift list

A $1.50 Lamp for 98c
...

Rik
rik
Tag
31k
I*

-Basement-7

iirM411kniWVIOW WU illffiliNICRIOXIMMONIAV"10.41WW1.111e

•

•

•

C.

•le
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1 said Hargrove's.
Four Taylor county farmers had
Murray they
., Cedar Knob News'erederitials
wee Wrong. By and a 15 per cent higher corn yield

UST JOTS
By Jae

J

Todd; naming ;vest fifty 450) rods; Grogan; 8. H. Loitaa. and hie Wife,
thence north one hundred sixty Jessie Logan;CaBle klaYsi and' her
with certified seed than with COM- sellgi rods; thence east fifty 5501 husband, W. C. Hays; L. H. Logan,
rods; thence south one hundred and his wife.
sun seed.
Logan;
sixty (1410) rude to the beginning, and Pearl Aiexatuler,
Due to the high ccst of feed. containing -fifty (50) acres lying
_Defendants
Jefferson county farmers are cull- and being a part of the northeast
By virtue of a judgment and
quarter
of
Section
19, township 1 order of eale of the Calaway
beg poultry closely.
Cirringe 3 east and a part of the cuit
Court, rendered est-- the No,
'northwest quarter of 20 township 1 vernber term thereof, 1936,
in the
range 3 esiet. Being the same land above cause for the purposes of
conveyed to J. T. Jones by deed division
and settlement and costs
from Anita Enoch Jones and hus- herein
expended, I doll proceed to
band. dated Aug. 4, 1920. And re- offer for tale at the
court botise
corded in Deed Book 46, page 370. door in Murray, Kentucky. Us the
Tract No. 2. For's, (401 acres off highest bidder at public
Calloway Umiak Court
aoactton,
the entire south erid 'et east half of on Monday. the 28th day of
DeThe Federal Land Bank of Louis- the southeast quarter of Section 18,
cember, 1936. at 1 o'clock ..r thereville,
Township 1, Range 3 east. Being about flame being
cotinty 'court
Plaintiff the same land conveyed to J. T.
day), leon ei credit of six months,
Vs.
from
J.
Jones'
by
deed
and Sallie
the following described property,
J. T. Jones, De:,
M. Cook and W. M. Cook dated
Defendants Nov. 11, 1924 and recorded in deed being and lying in Calloway County. Koew
ntnuckayn,a todweistigna
:
By :virtue of a judgment and book 511 page 601.
order of sale of the Calloway CirFor the purchase price the purcuit Court, rendered at the No- chaser must execute bond with" southwest quarter of Sectio.n 14
vember term thereof. 1936, on the approved oecurities, bearing' legal T,pwaship 1 Range 4 itast except
tw
aide
ento
yf (20)
above cause for the purpose
interest from the day of sale until
art,gorn th
)
d licr
ques
heeretn
payment of $1681.03 with interest paid, and having the force and efOerth
/Ore
deeded to Celia Miller, and also
thereon at 5% from the 12th day
fect of a judgment. Bidders will
about
3
acre* ill the southof May, 1936, until paid, and costa be prepared to comply promptly except
herein expended, I shall proceed with these terms.-George S. Hart, west corner of said enterter heretofore sold off; the lead described
to offer for sale st the court house,
Master Commissioner.
being all of said quarter that lies
door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
south of the creek. It being the
higheAi bidder at public auction,
same laud conveyed to •M. L. Loon Miiiihday, the 28th day of Degan by A B. Miller by deed Octocember, 1936, at 1 o'clock or thereber 11, 1896, and now of record in
about tssime being county court
day). upon a credit of six months,
Deed Beok 9, Page 107,the following described property,
For the puecham price the purchaser must execute bond with
being and.lying in Calloway CounCalloway Circuit Court
ty. Kentucky, towit:
approved securitiee, bearing legal
Consisting cif ninety (90) acres, Mrs. Edith Logan, and Nat Ryan interest from the' day of sale-until
and located 13 miles- southwest of Hughes, Administrator
of
the paid, and having the force and
Murray. „Ky., on a public road. Estate of M. L. Logan, Deceased, effect of a•judgirient. Bidders will
Tract No. 1.
Beginning, at the e
Plaintiffs be prepared to comply promptly
southwest corner of a ea_ecre tract
with these terms.-George S. Hart,
Vs. Decree and Judgment
of land deeded to Maud and A. C. F. L. Logan. and his wife. Pauline Master Commissioner.

by five men met, put •,:it a dif"Well it won't be long now",
fereAt man, unknown to the genhis
Santa
will
make
Until Old
ere' public. Then what-Qom:My
yearly reend, with the kiddies. Jordon,
Republican. was elected
The oldest merchant in Marshall Several aer expecting Xmas gifts. sheriff and Tom Patterson, Recounty and the longest in busetess 4de the Christmas use . at Mace- publican, elected county judge, and
Editor in Benton retired last week when donee Scheel Houk December 23. all dow nthe line for the first time
3oe T. Lovett
Mr. and Mrs. Sip Williams have in 40 years.
J. D. Peterson sold his basiriees.
All on account of
Mr. Peterson is a native of Caltto7. moved to.the farm of Dewey Wil- 'Sounding braes
and
a-tinklin'
way county and was a brother to liams, north of Macedonia.
symbol". Shoo fly. don't bother
the late Ese. W. F. Peteeson. of this
Mc and Mrs. 13ill Simmons spent me!! 1 beloag to the "coinpanee".
county, He owns the farm on Monday night with Moe Sin:imams'
This way'of giving tickets to get
which the latter's widow now re- garents.
Mrs. Tom
Mr. and
prize is . second hand geinbling,
sides. Another local connection is Vaughal. Buchanan, Tenn.
equal to slot machine*. Just as
that Mrs. J. D. 'Peterson was Miss
Hoyt Like, Buchanan. Tenn., was well play -seven up" with a deck
Luella
Acree.
of
Hazel.
before
her
a caller on his aunt, Miss Louisa of playing cards for "a dollar a
A
isSiiZLSA
•
marriage and is a sister to F. F. Parker. Monday.
game". All that I ever drew was
Acree,
local
attorney.
She
and
Hog killing and bean shelling is a black china doll and it stark
Entered at the Postollice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail mattRr
Mr. Peterson's son, J. D. Jr„ is a the order of the day in our neighnaked. That soured my' milk!
eee• *ubscription Rates:-In First,Congreseiooal District and Henry ana liceused air pilot.
borhood. More "pork and beano"
The Arch-bishop of Church of
StewIrt Counties, Tenn., 11.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere $2510'
Hcpe there will be less Scoco
England said to King Edward:
Advertising Rates and Information •about Calloway County market
The
19-year-old
who
has
seen.
married
gravey
furnished upon application.
"You shall not marry an Ameritwo men above sixty within two
Truman Oliver was--.among the can woman
out of our church!"
Such traps when found, should years, apparently believes that the number in Hazel
Saturday.
Wanted the King to marry one of
oe,
e-eeeoe
_ , I-be destroyed. They are an abomi- male, like wine, improves with age.
Hortie Hutson left SatMrs.
his cousins of the dethroned King-.
,urday for Detroit, Mich.. where dome of Europe. What
nation in the sight Of -000:1- ande
(Glasgow Tlmee)
the world
abe Will Ran her husbend who Is nedds is free
republics. I am
Hunters daily report the lazrible man; and it is nothing short of The edrue Christmas spirits are
sinedaved there.
truly glad that "Edward" abditortures of the steel trap now that criminal to set these instruments not liquid.
--Kr. and Mts. Bill Simmons were cated his throne. The whole epithei_are ablp to teat the field and of torture indiscriminately and
Pearl Williams'
Millers
at
Mrs.
We
like
tb
see
the
eourt
square
sode. is a huge joke.
Woods in search of quail and rabSaturday night. A radio program
Wrong to buy your children toy
bit. ..;What they find is only a without regard for the safety of but none of our citizens lit up for
_
enjoyed
was
a.1L
Christmas.
by
pistols and Western murder novelssmell-- part of the terrible toll these harmless animals. We fu-mly beMr. and Mrs. Johnny Simmons It is no wonder we
•
•
e
have bandits,
illegal instruments of torture take here man will be punished hereSenator Albert. W. Barkley's an- and eon. E. H.. were shoppers at robbers-aloe murderers. Look at
each year-IL only h small ._art after for such - wanton and needthe
George
Freeland
store
Saturnouncement that the rumor he is
John Dilling,er, ,Col. Barrow, and
of t
uffering they inflict-. Nettie:lea suffering
he inflicts :Amon
to enter the President's cabinet is. day.
his Bonnie Parker, on and on. Had
able:dogs. harmless lambs, lugs,' dump animals in the use of steel
Fry"
The many friends of "Uncle
"absolutely without foundation"
to be shot down" by Goeerrunent
and even larger animals are-mainie,oraps.
merely confirms the cos1clusion of Rase. Hazel, will be sorry to hear G-men.
li1ed In attempt te eeeePe
ed Q
-Whenever, wherever, you find political observers that
Mrpark. of his death.
Now Christmoseis at hand are
•
the jaws of -death.
one of •these. hellish traps make ley will be a cendidate
Mrs. Kittie Simmons and daugh- you going to act an
to succeed
idiot? Worse
One hunter told of having heard sure you do the job well in de- himself in the U. S.
Senate in ters, Penne Mae. and Lucille spent lien the devid has "done done":
piteone v.lortipers neer the path straying it. By so doing you may 1938.
Sunday weth Mr. and Mrs. John
-"Eaglehe toe walking. Investigating, he prevent torture arid terrible hunger
Mooney.-"Ky.
P S.: Brother Crawford to Ainus
found a large shepherd dug, and finally a lingering death.
Mr. Barkley would be foolish to
And Andy: "My wife is very uneaugell in a steel trap, •hanginge.
accept .. an appointment fit the
(saPPY."
by his .foot-drom 'a* fence: He was'
cabinet. wereoffered- him. -Not
alma( done foe but when released.
onlyeisethere. jaelelaryser that the
wagglid his tail in feeble Mow - of
1949
Henry Neal and Mrs. Bill Neal G. 0. Pe will come Sack
Mrs. Ida Cochran is improving
appeorintiore •The let wee- almost
were business visitors in Murree but if Mr.- Barkley can be re- from her KIX weeks' illness and
TILL 5:00 P. M.
torn eff. was swollsr to 'twice its
elected t3 the Senate, as undoubtednesday.
managed to go to "town" Saturday
naturl siat. M from the looks of
(Except Sanday)
edly he can, he is sitting high.
eve.
the animal. it had 'been in the trap t Mrs. Annie Henderson_ and son wide and h,andsorne
until 1844- •.Capi. Wayne M Pickets, Mrs..
se
are guests this week with the for- e
sevemd days.
at least as long as he could at in
Another. reported finding the rr.er's parents, Mr and•Mrs, Denny the cabinet under the most favor- Halite Peekele and their two sons.
Harris.
VAC and Don. figure on making a
dead body of a dog that' has starvable circumstances.
Christmas holiday, short visit - to
Melvin Moore was a visitor in
ed to•cleath in a heavier trap. Both
their country home pa "kin"
presents
froneiRgeweilid been caught; and Murray Saturday.
STUDIOS
around Stella, .from San Antonio,
HAL-ROACH
deate came after long-agony.
A large crowd attehded the
. He lit't'
ess Texas
Orbit victims reported found singing Which was given at the
.
t
-o
Back in about 1911. the DemoSunday
home
of
Miss
Audry
Harris
wert
.
e..eoon, opossum. pigs and
Vsr1/110
/es,
.
cratic' party got into a wrangle
sheep, the _ latter caught in I. evening Group singing. duets, and
siAN
electeruj
. precinct committeemen
doubtestrengtki trap. The leg--of cl,:aseriation was enjoyed.
Lcithatikr''
arid' esistaiery ehairnhan. Well sir.
ace animal. the tail of another-a
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Neale of
.Frank Hargrove was elected over
tALA
.nsout*ood i nose-all these were Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Gay of
his opporien fel at Coldwater1141165111,
the perteal. but positive evidence Olive were visitors with Mr. and
Brinkley precinct by. 3 to 1. At
of a 'Fibry of terrible sufferilik in- Mrs, H. B. Neale last week.
•-•
°LIVER
Thcti
the use of a steel-trap.
-Weekly Reacjer
Coesolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Time, and The
Times-Herald, October 20, 1926.
Published by The Calloway County Publishing Co, Inc.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
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At the many jovely social events of
this time -of year You must be alwaysimmaculate.
'
t

▪ Our skillful workmanship and ex- ljv
treme care is your assurance, and it costs
•ro
- u no rnore!
We can leandle the most. delicate garnients
71C satisfactorily. Send us your heavy wraps, -anclite.
all cISsories, IflOves, scarfs, jackets, sweaters. '
MEN'S HATS cleaned and blocked t6L-lheir
trriginal shapeliness—a real job of re-newing

:

•

•
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yew

A
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WI
A ay your accOisaitlind get free Tickets - lit
IX
on the FREE CART..
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CLUB
LAKEVIEW
rx.
iucah, Ky.
. December 24
One Night Only
•

PHONE 44

Coming

IAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
0 •
:OF
ASANiiniiioNVANOilif

CARL MOORE
and his Orchestra
December 25
for one week

Calloway-Circuit Court
•A. B. Beale.ds Son,
Plaintiffs,
4 Vil.4tidgment,
V. G. Hopkins, etc.
...
. -, - .Defendants
By virtue of a Judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court. rendered at the November term thereof, 1936, in the
above cause for the 'purpose of
payment of $216.88, with interest
on same from August 15, 1931, and
costs herein expended, I shell proceed to offer for sale at the
court house door ip Murray, Kentacky, to the highest bidder at
public auction. on Monday. the
-26th -day of December. 1936, at
1 o'clock_ or thereabout (same being county court day i, upon a
credit of six months, the following described property. being and
lying in Calloway County, Kelt,
tucky. towit:
,
Forty-five 145) acres of land
which eS the Hopkins place. lying
on waters of Rock House, Creek,
beginning at a poind in the West
line of the N.W.,Qr. of Se.-9. T. 2.
R. 4. E., twenty-nine (29) poles
North of the S.W. corner -of said
Quarter. thence North ,with Sectioneline'one hundred'twenty 4 120/
poles,- thence East parallel with
Meth line of said Quarter sixty
(4101 poles. thence .South • parallel
with' the West line one hundred
wnty 4 1201' poles. thence West
sixty 4 60) poles to the beginning.
See Deed Book Noe 32 page .117.
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with'
approved . securities, bearing legal
interest from the-a-4"ot sale until
paid, and having the force and effect- of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared' to comply promptly
with these terms.-George S. Hart,
Master Commissioner.
e
..
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"FRESH FROM
THE FLEET"
An All-Star
Comedy
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FAVORS FOR ALL!

One of the year's best comedies has been secured for
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smalessiercieserensicnt homes thAt really ii a
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mittee members as T. W. Pardue,
HopkinsviLle; Charles W. Webb,
Smithland; Mrs. R. H. Walker,
Clinton; and Mrs. Roy McKinney,
Paducah. The injunction was filed
by John T. King, attorosy for the
contesters in the hearinarscheduled
at Murray last Friday.
The petition for a permanent inunction claimed that the Demoratic conventions held last Saturay were condocted according to
party law, and that those asked to
be contestees before the executive
committee Friday were selected. W.
H. Hook and G. W. Ryan brought
the action ageinst the committeemen of the 11 precincts concerned.
The' petition Ns° claimed that
the papers served by Hook and
Ryan, seeking' to onseat those
elects Saturday,,'were illegal because they fail to give grounds of
the contest, and because of insufficient notice. The restrainer was
issued by Circuit Court Clerk A.
C. Burnett' of Trigg county.
Only two members of the district committee appeared here Friday morning, and, consequently,
no attempt was made to hold a
A restraining order enjoining hearing.
members of the State Democratic
Pasture, is now being provided in
Central Committee of the First
District from hearing evidence in several Jackson county 'communiMurray last Friday on an action ties from late plantings of wheat,
unseat committeemen and com- rye and crimson clover.
mitteewomen frorn 11 of 25- preRecent
estimates in
Fleming
cincts in Trigg Circuit Court late
county intlicate that 85,000 bloodThursday Of last week.
were
The suit named the central com- tested, accredited chicks
bought last spring, though large
sales leave a small crop.

Locust Grove News
of
Mrs. Jane Belt bed aof stroke
paralysis at
her son,

spent Tuesday riatht of .last week
with Mrs. Manning's uncle, George
Bell and family and her grandmother, Mrs. Jane Bell.
Dr. J. V. Stark was called to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Kniipt Pace
when Mrs. Pace fell and injui•ed
her back.
Thursday was the regular day
for the Baptist Missionary Society
to meet but it rained all day. Their
last meeting was
Thanksgiving
amid the snow storm. We hope
the society success.
Hardin Byers and. son, Clendon,
had a wreck in Illinois when a
car trying to run a red light bumped into them. No serious injuries
were reported but minor bruises
were received. Mr. Byers' 36
Chevrolet was greatly damaged.
They were enroute to Detroit.
Ms. and Mrs. Hardin Manning,
Mr. Quinton Manning and son
Ralph were in Paducah Saturday.

the home
George Bell, near Mayfield. Another son. Clyde Bell and family
called
of this neighborhood we
to her bethode Tuesday nitht, but
the stroke was reported to be a
light one.
Dr. J. V Stark was called to the
home of Mrs. Bessie Manning
when she Upset a kettle of hot
water on her foot. The burn is
a serious one,
Gee, what trouble and heartaches a mistake can cause. The
aillillagrhoOd--was all Upset over
he death of Lloyd Byers when it
was reported to be Rochie Byers,
brother to Mrs. Reba Alexander.
The mierepresentation caused quite
a stir and trouble before the truth
came to . light. We still bow our
heads in deepest sympathy with
the parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Byers, in the loss of their beloved
sop Lloyd and also the serious illness of their daughter, Mrs. Lora
Duncan.
_Men around here took advantage
of the rainy weather to take down
their tobaCco and new they are
spending the prettier days ia getting wood
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Copeland
were'llt Nashville last" week to see
their daughter, Thelma, who :recently underiirent an operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Manning

lik

Democratic Quarrel
Gas in Court Housi

‘tc.iL

.,„110/40

ST.LOUIS
invites you to

You awake refreshed and full
of pep when you spend a night
at fictel Melbourne. Splendidly
convenient-clo§e'to everything
worthwhile — with fine food
in the .Coffee Shop alx1 the
Main Dng Room.

HOTEL

MELBOURNE
E. Bryan, Afgr.
J

$250WITH
BAT
•
400 ROOMS fron
.•

T. 2, A. R. East, containing eighty
(80) acres, more or less and is located on the West Fork of Clark's
River. C. L. Morris .derived title
to same by the following deeds;
Maggie C. Owens tt al to C. L.
Morris' of date D. 22, 1934, of
record in Deed Book No. 59, page
421; W. M. Chunk's Exrs. to C. L.
Morris of date, Nov. 13, 1934, of
regord in Deed Book No. 59, page
391; Ben Grogan, Master Commissioner to C. L. Morris et al, of
date Nov. 28. 1921, of record in
Conir. Deed Book No. 4, page 90;
all of said deeds of record in the
office of the Clerk of Calloway
County Court.
•
Tract No. 2. Beginning seventyeight (78) rods and ten (10) inches
south of the north west corner of
South East Quarter of Sec. 34, T.
2, R. 4 East; thence east eightytwo 482) rods or to within sixteen
and one-half (161
/
2) feet of S. F.
Holcomb's west line; thence south
seventy-eight (78) rods and ten
(10) inches; thence west eightytwo482) rods or to the center of
the New Murray and Hazel . Road;
nter of
thence north with ihe
said road seventy-eight (78) rods
and ten (10) inches to the beginning, containing 40 acres. .A strip
of the above land has been deeded.
to the Commonwealth of'Kentucky
for Highway purposes, Its shown
by deed of record in Deed Book
No. 56, page 556, Calloway County
Clerk's office'. C. L. Morris derived title by two deeds of date
Jan. 1, 1920; one of said deeds from
A. W. Outland, of record in Deed
Book No. 43, page 462, and the
other from Alonzo Outland of
record, in Deed Book No., 43, page
483. Calloway Cotorry Court Clerk's
office.
• Tract No.
A part of the southeast Quarter of Section 2'7, T. 2, R.
4 East and described by metes and
Calloway Circuit Court
bounds as follows: Beginning on
Elwood Morris, Executor etc..
Plaintiffs, the south side of the -road made
Vs. Partial Judgment and Order by and between R. L. Ellison and
Ann 0. Mansfield forty (40) feet
Of Saje
west of E. H. Stewart North West
L. D. Morris, et al,
Defendants Corner; thence south parallel with
By virtue of a judgment and said Stewart's west line and forty°order of sale of ,the Calloway Cir- 'V) feet from same to a stake
cuit Court, rendered at the No- forty (40) feet west of said Stewvember term thereof, 1936, in the art's south-West corner; thence at
above cause for the purpose of the same bearing of said Stewart's
payment of debts and division of south line, west to the quarter Secproperty and costs herein expend- tion line; thence north, with said
ed, I shall proceed to offer for quarter section line to the South
sale at the court house door in side of road made between R. L.
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest Ellison and Ann 0. Mansfield;
bidder at public auction; on Mon- thence east with the south side of
,
day. the 28th day.
' of December, said road to the beginning. con.
1936, at 1 o'clock or thereabout taihing six and three-fourths (63O)
(same being county court day), acres, more or less. Being the
upon a credit of six months, the same land deeded to C. L. Morris
following described property, being by Thomas P. Cook and Sue W.
and lying in Calloway County, Cook by deed of date Sept. 13,
1890, of record in Deed Book No.
Kentucky, towit:
Tract No. I. The norzo half of 3, page 136, Calloway County Court
office,
the south east quarter of Sec. ill.
Tract 4-a. Part of the Lot
89 in the City of Murray and a
strip of land three and one-half
(3½) feet wide along the East
side thereof, said lot being at the
N. E. corner of 4th and Maple
Streets and fronting forty-five 145)
feet six (6) inSties oh-Maple Street
and forty-five (45) feet on 4th
Street.
Tract 4-b. A part of Lot No. 89
in the City of Murray and a strip
of land three and one-half (32O)
feet wide along the East side thereof beginning on the West side of
4th Street forty-five (491 feet south
.of the intersection of 4th and
Maple. Streets and runing south
zlong the West side of 4th Street
sixty-five (65) feet; thence West
parallel with Maple Street fortyfive (45) feet six (6) inches; thence
North parallel with 4th Street
sixty-five 1651 .feet; thence East
to the beginning.

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

cliesk's

•

mussimiaami--

FORD

II

'advances into 1937with the

10111ST PRICE IN YEARS
e
ffRdlleiroftemllfigecoliomf
it

.

THD ADDITION of a new 60-horsepower
engine to the Ford line for 1937 brings
you a new, low ,price and gives you a
choice of two V-type 8-cylinder engines. 85 horsepower for maxi um
rerfortnance. 60 horsepower for maximum economy.
_
The 6O-horsepower V-8 engine was
originally developed for use in England and France, where fuel costs are
high. It has‘en proven there for two
yeara with rilliant success.
Now, brongh . to America, it

r

OORDIA61 PRICES FOR 1937

.480

AND UP
At purist's
Plait

Tess,

Delivery. and Handling, Bumpers,
Spars Tire ond Accessories Additional
.

e

.

•• AUTHORIZID POWs PINANG/ PLANS

.$23

A MONTH...atter soul aefif•qmoretoet,
left.
47 4..141 1.911.
741erd yr* Car+ freq. ono
Ford dealer — sayeillore ht./he 11:1•044.1k•••••
At& your Ford dealer Ahem ci. osts7 promoont
else. of the %Seem& Coedit ceehfr•ef•

creates an entirelv new atanclairel of
modern motoring ecoraeno.y1
The "60" engine, available in five
body types, is built in exactly the same
body size and wheelbase — to the same
advanced design —with the same comfort and convenience as the "85." And
it delivers V-8 smopthness at speeds up
to 70 miles an hour.
Two engine sizes—but only one car
and one purpose—to give you more
miles and more satietaction for
your enoneyin 1937.

FORD FEATURES FOR 1937
APPEARANCE— Distinctive design.
Headlamps in fender aprons. Modern lidtype hood. Larger luggage space. New inin/Cm -Slanting Voype

windshield.

IRAKEE---4,Easy - Action

Safety Brakes
with "thesafety of steel from pedal to
wheel." Cable and conduit control. About
one-third less brake pedal pressure required.

Top,

SOOT—All

steel.
sides, .floor and
frame welded into s single steel unit.
Safety Glass throughout at no extra charge.

COMFORT AND QUIET—A big,
-roomy car. Center-Poise comfort increased ,
by moocher spring-action with new pressure
lubrication. New methods of mounting
body and engine make a quieter car.

FORD MOTOR CONPANT/

•

-

___AMM11111121111111

p.

•

Tract No. 5. A one-half undi,
vided interest in the south half of
Lot: No. 61 in the City of Murray,
Kentucky. Being the same land
to which 'C. L. Morris derived title
by deed of date July 28, 1905. from
S. H. and E. A. Dees, of record in'
Deed Book No. 18, page 21)ti, and
Ning the same land which C. L.
Mbrris devised by his Last *ill
and Testament, a one-half interest
to Elwood Morris. Said Will is
of record in Will Book "F". page
50, Calloway 'County Court Clerk's
office.
Tract No. 6. The east, halt of the
following: Beginning two hundred
forty-five (245) feet, east of the
east boundary line-of 'the old corporate line of the Town of Murray.
Kentucky, on the extension of
Linn St.; thence east_ about one
hundred, eighteen (118) feet to
Downs Street; thence south with
DownS Street about one hundred
forty-one (141) feet to a ten (10)
ft. alley; thence west about one
hundred eighteen (118) 'feet with
said alley; thence north parallel
with said Downs Street about one
hundred forty-one (141) feet to the
beginning. Being the same land
to which C. L. Morris derived title
to a one-third (1-3) interest by
deed from Ella and L. Y. Woodruff of date April 13, 19, and recorded in Deed Book No. 18, page
45 and which he derived title to
two-thirds (2-3) interest by deed
from .1: B. HAY et al of date May
13, 1905, and recoreded in Deed
Boar-No. 18, page 298; both of
said records in the office of the
Clerk of the Cativay County
44114,
Court
For-the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with •
approved securitiel, bearing legal
interest from .the day of sale until
paid, and having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidders -wiii
be prepared. to ,00mply promptly
with theae'terms.r.ge S. Hart,
Master Combilssioner

16.
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5.

TRADE IN MURRAY!
Because a Dollar spent out of
Calloway County is gone FOREVER.
Spend it at home and it REMAINS in this community to
buy more goods and servites
and will eventually come back
to you.
Think Before You Do Any_
Trading Out of Town.
Foreign stores pay no taxes here. They make no donations to
charity here. - - They give nothing to the.support of local institutions. The* tafie all and return nothing.
We earnestly solicit the trade of the people of Calloway
County and Murray, not only during the holidays but throughout the year, root alone out of a sense of loyalty to the community but because Murray stores offer you
•

A Complete Selection of
Merchandise of AllAinds
find anywhere in this srection and in
As low prices as you
many cases lower prices.
Courteous Service and Honest Faithful Counsel in Selection

And You Must Remember:
Local blisiness men are constantly called upon and faithfully respond with donations to churches, schools and dozens
of other requests whic'h come from many places.

--- TRY MURRAY FIRST
Mc,Chants and Business Men of Murrciyi
Corn-Austin
Love's Studio
Graham & Jackson
Ryan's Store
Ben Franklin Store
H.A. McElroy
Lerman Bros.
H.B. Bailey
Ky.-Tenn. Light & Power Co.
Fain & Bell
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
Wm;R. Furches
E. S. Diuguid & Son
W.T.Sledd & Co.
T.O.Turner
Peoples Savings Bank

• 4'

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
National Stores Corp.
Frazee &Melugin
Jack & Jill Shop
Farmer & Hart
Murray Garment Co.
Porter Motor Co.
Parker Bros. Bakery Co.
Regal Dress Shop
Murray Auto Parts
Economy Cash Grocery
Al B. Beale & Son
Parker's Jewlery Store
Chamber of Commiirce
Bank of Murray
44.

•omerealo

41116,

a
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Burr, Everett Burr, G. A. Starr
and William Mason Memorial
Hospital,
- by G. A.
tsi
Defendirn,
This is good hog-killing weathBy virtue of a judgment
er,
but
most
people
have already order of sale of the,Calloway Cirpromises and after election pro.Our motto should be. -God first
butchered their .hogs, on accbunt cuit Court, rendered at the Noceedings. We must stay clear of
in all things"
of the shortage of corn.
dictator. We must stay clear
vember term. thereof, 1933, in the
sehh honesty of purMan next -Grandma Lee, a gentle, fi‘ old above cause for the purpose of
pose to fully hoefbr our motto. But ef anything that takes our constiwoman, has been in rather bad divtaion of property and costa
man has drifted from our moms tutional rights and privileges away
condition at the home of.. her son, herein expended, I shall proceed
so far, that he has get to a polka grUm. our ePoPle• We must get
Frank Lee. She had a fall twb to Offer for sale at the court house
almost to ignore God and take settled some way on our national
weeks ago, but she is not suffering door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
things in his own hand, Putting affairs and quit trying out new
so much pain liow, is somewhat highest bidder at public auction, on
the people of Arrierica• in a stage things that the people know nothbetter. She overcame a severe Monday, the 28th day of December,
of the blind leading the blind. .And-pna about that possibly would take
attack of pneumonia last year, 1936, at 1 o'clock or thereabout
unless we change .our ways and a generation to understand. We
must
not
sell
our
birthright for a
despite her eighty years.
(same being county court day),
honor God first and our grand old
Juanita Roberts, a junior in upon a credit of six months, the
Constitution next we will all fall mess of pottage, or in other words
Faxon High School, is in the following described property, being
in die ditch. We must put up a sell our conscience or votes for a
Clinic Hospital for observation. She and lying in Calloway County,
halt sign with common sense and few dollars or a lot of whiskey
has been under the doctor's care Kentucky, towit: (said real estate
good judgment on this sign to be or cold drinks.
for a nervous affection for several be sold as a whole and same is
We must not be led by flowery
read carefully and considered well
weeks. The doctors suspect a fo- described as a whole, towit:
before we start across the dan- speeches that would, carry you the
cal infection of the appendix
gerous crossing with our votes, to wrong way, for God's sake use
Beginning seventy-nine (79) feet
Juanita is a splendid student and West of the South East Corner of
select men to run state and na- the brain that God gave you in an
a good debater. She will be miss- lot No. 36 as shown on the plat of
tional affairs. We must have men honest way and help make a better
ed at school during her absence.
that will wholly observe our con- America in wiisch to live. Yield
the town of Murray, Ky., and at
Another good
student, Relma the North edge of the Concrete
stitutional rights and do away not to promises of office to get
Ross, is improvingsvary &Wetly.
with so many unnecessary offices your vote when it is against your
Sidewalk, at the South side of said
that is costing our nation millions honest conviction. Think honest,
LlttIe Lera Nell Walker is not lief, thence North Three Hundred
of dollars that is needed for other vete honest and soon we will be on
yet able to attend school.
Fifty-Two and One-Half (352%)
purposes.
Keep down taxation , the road to progress and happiness.
Ilene Celson is not so well again, feet. thence East Seventy-Nine (79)
is
said
things
that
Ishave
These
arid bring about a confidence as
is going to the doctor again.—Alf. feet, thence North Two Hundred
cur people that will put them in the way that I see and feel about
1200) feet; thence West One Hundifferent
a stage of hope and happiness. , thern. if anybody sees
A total of 6,000 pounds of les- dred Eighty-Five and One-Half
Without these things it will be im- that is their business. I do not
Pedeza seed threshed during No- (185%/ feet to the East side of
possible to succeed.
wish to say anything that would
vember is the tecord.sd two Powell Clayton Street as shown on plat of
By Carnal' and Morgan
We must think of campaign harm anybilk but I do want to
county farmers.
said town; Thence South, with
Monday finds most of us awakthe East Side of said Clayton
ening to the fact that Yule-tide is
Street. Five Hundred Fifty-'Two
almost here. The advertisements
and t
sHalf (552%) feet to the
fairly scream, "Just a few more
South
eat Corner of lot No. 36;
shopping days until Christmas!"
thencet with the sidewalk One
Andy many a child's heart beats
Hundred Six and One-Half (106%)
faster as he speculates on ''hat
feet to the beginning and said real
There are only six more school "Sandy Claws" has stored away
estate betng parts of Lots 135, 36,
days until the Christmas holidays for him. This is the one time of
10 and 11) thirty-five, thirty-six,
and the end of the first semester. the year when most of the older
ten alb eleven as shown on plat
We are very sorry that Juanita boys and girls wish that they could
of tow of Murray, Ky.
Roberts and Relma Ross are out be a few
years younger for'
' In making said sale the Comof school on account of sickness, awhile.
missioner* is directed to first sell
but we hope they will be able to :The seventh grade is maldfig
the South lot -fronting on Main
come back soon.
booklets based on the - htstori ,of
Street, which is 106% feet East .drsd
We have three intra-mural de- Christmas Carols, much interest is
,
. Wese and 200 feet North and
'bates scheduled for Wednesday. being shown in this project.
Calloway Cireatt Court
South. Lot No. I.
•
Thursday and Friday of this week.
The primary grades are busy Jtiliet Holton and Mary Coleman
He wIll next sell a lot 75 feet
We will probably be able to select making Christmas greetings to
Plaintiffs, North and South, by 106% feet
IS A COVETED POSSESSION, something you can
the teams soon.
Vs. Judgment
send to their friends.
East and West, immediately North
give ycrurself, your family and your wife. Though" p.
Athletics •
• •
Pur Radio Negro Minstrel was S. E. Head, G. E. Head. Walker
The Faxon Cardinals lost'a very presented Friday night. December Head. J. J. Head, T. E. Head Jr,,, of and adjoining lot No. I. This
the children may not realize the importance of
close basketball game to Aline 4.rt6 a large and attentive audi- Juliet Hart and husband P. A. is lot No. 2.
your purchase, you and yair wife—the guardiansHe will next sell a lot 75 feet
Friday night by a score of 24 to 23. ence. It was termed a success by Hart;Lauda B. Stewart and husof your income and posse•Ssions--0411 know that
North and South. by 106% feet
The Faxon boys led by a Small .everyone. The most
band,
Alien
Stewart, Alfred H.
you have ()ten wise'in instrrhys_Ast_whact you altedious -la*
gin until the latter part of the was the blacking of the players
ready'have.
third quarter. Faxon led at the faces, but the fun came when 'Sae
half, 1342. The line-up follows: tried to remove Pie unnatural
YOU'CAN HAVE A 'BIG CHRISTMAS withFaxen (23)
Pos.
Almo 1341 color.
out insurance. BUrin case you need 4t, then -year
F
Roberts 6
A few years ago some boys takThompson 2
F
Beale 11 ing part in a program here sported
entire Christmas and months, probably. years 'to
Barnett 2
C
Herndon 0 black faces for quite awhile due
come, will be ruined by the loss.
Gantt 9
G
Stroud 5 to the fact that they applied black
Donelson 2 ,G
Edwards 2 stove enamel to get the desired efWe do not suggest that you take ont-insurance
Substitutes: Faxon: Cunningham. fect. The players Friday night did
_as your lone present to the entire family, but we
Almo- Barnett.
not make the same mistake.
suggest that if you are not amply covered against
Referee: Colson.
We were equipped with a publoss that noping would be, so arlpreciated by you
The Faxon second team
won lic address system through . the
over the Almo seconds by a score courtesy of Turneri Garage. Coldand yO`nrs.
of ,17-14.
water. Ky. Mr. Turner is to be
First and Second Grade
complimented for _his patronage to
We are very glad to have the ther school and eagerness to help in
new students in our room. In the every way possible.
first grade we have Lannie Kirk.
We regret to say that Mr. J. M.
Kenneth Joyce. and in the second Bailey. one of the oldest residents
_grade we have Chailene, and Mary of Coldwater and a friend to the
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Frances Evans.
schoolSP`assed away Sunday. DeThose making the honor roll for cember 6.
r
We have been pestered by not
less than five magazine agents in
the last few days. The first two
were successful, what they had to
sell was a bargain to themselves).
The only kind of an agent that
III OM 00144101•11 NOM TOOM
will be welcome here is one who
Teel Gad the po-fret gift light
sells signs reading. "NO AGENTS
imatvia oar alara. Ies an Apo.cof
WANTED:'
4011•110, from ow compliate stock
' There are many ways to have a
cethelairmooew models.Thwe
"Merry Christmas." but the best
011 m hIIIuMsIky,
tazlesfoe a e
way is to help some -unfortunate
ndefr
person. so let's begin planning for • WIIII7tI ha flawiem de•S`--happy Chirstmas by making ,' pimaabia,asearata. sop le today
someone else happy.'
ad &loam the cass that wal carry
pocketwiammacmCinisanumaday.
say something that will do somebody some good.
I want to say a few things to our
young boys and girls that are
entering into manhood and womanhood, the future welfare of this
nation is depending on you. As
you are the oomitig govertunent
our nation you can help make it
good or you can help snake it bad.
. It is up to you te make the
choice, use the brains that God
gave you. Don't be led from your
honest convictions by eloquent
speeches or easy money. Study
honespy, act honestly and you
will , win a victory.
Fathers and mothers don't put
In all your time making money —
take a little time off and answer
some of the little fellows' questions. It 'Might mean quite a lot
In later :years, by answering the
child's questions. It helps him
form opinions of his own that he
might never for if it was not for
your help.
The child is More
precious than money.
Now, in conclusion let all of us
serve God and live in away that
we can honestly say that this nation is for the brave and the free.
Sweet land of liberty.
Editor's Note: The above was
written by Mr. Odkins on his 75th
birthday, on June 13, 1936. He
hadsplanned—id deliver it in the
Lynn Grove high school auditorium but the condition. of his
health
not permit

Thoughts on Being 75
Adkins

•-•

the fourth month of school ere as
follows: First grade: Merlin* Dyer,
Dorothy Jean Bale. Betty Roberts,
Melba Schekell, Aisne Cook, Glen
Roberts. and second grade: Otis
Elkins, Rudy Holland, and Maths
Evelyn Morris.
FRIA and Sixth Grade
The grades are perparing a
Christmas program, and Christmas
tree for the 23rd. Some of the
smaller pupils have already heard
Santa Claus prowling around the
house. If this pretty weather continues it isn't going to be like
Christmas. Several pupil are out
on account of illness, but we hope
they will be back soon.
The fifth and sixth grades have
some very good health posters on
the walls this week. They seem
to be praeticing the health rules
they are learning.
,
We are sorry that the third and
fourth grades have' no news this
week.
4,‘
The following program will be
given by the grades: Christmas
Mitchel, Samantha Changes Her
Mind, Puppet Show of "Cinderella".
and The Little Grass Clipper, The
Christmas Story.—Vernon Billington,

East and West, immediately North
of and adjoining lot No. 2. This
is lot No. S.
He will next owl a 'Jot 75 feet
North and South by 165% feet
fast and West, immediately North
of and . adjoining lot No. 3, but
runs beck further East than let
No. 3. This is lot No. 4.
He will next sell a lot 127% feet
North and South by 185% feet Esst
End West, immediately North of
and adjoining lot No. 4, and all of
said lots lying east of and adjoin-

mg 7th Street in town of Murray,
Ky.
He will next sell all of property
as a whole, and will accept the
highest and best bid.
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with
Improved securities, bearing legal
Interest from the day of sale until paid, and having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms
George 5, Hart,
Master Commissioner,

OF SMART FOOTWEAR

Not 'Everybody in
-Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but neatly
everybody reads it!

%axon School News

Copy fc
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COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

from your,
Insurance Confpany

Let us Remind you that Insurance

-14

To someone you

really care for...

_QUALITY and STnZat

T. O. TURNER'S
West Sick of Square

WilfAitfilM0111NOMMICIMMINOOKAWINieftWOOMilftWANA.VAr4
te.
Your Electrical Dealer Has a World of Practical,
Useful and Economical..

156 Students Get
College NYA Aid
According to R. E, Broach, business manager of Murray State College. the niaber of N.Y.A. students employed by the college is
156. The amount .of money spent
by the government for-this work
is $18,000.
Student employees are not restricted to the state of Kentucky.
Students from any state in the
uriiorj are eligible for work.
As a whole, the students who
are employed are doing very satisfactory work and are showing an
appreciation of such an advantage
offered to the young men and
women of this college who desire
an edue.ition. Mr. Broach said.

.10 THIfFINEST FAMILY IN THE WORLD"
Twnt _Dad'

Ilesert IS Jewel semi.hereette 10111.75
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ELECTRICAL GIFTS -Things to lighten
and brighten her every day are gifts she'll K
m
appreciate,most- of
Give an electrical
Xs
gift to those you wish to please most... any
one of a hundred different things to make
!It
staying at home a real pleasure.
31t
AN ELECTRIC RANGE... ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR .:or RADIO makes a wonderful family
gift. However; there are many small an inexpensive
electrical appliances that are suitable for every name
on your list. Many electrical gifts are priced as low
as $1.00.
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CHRISTMAS
CHEER

Faxon Facets

• accou

cash
Mesa:
place
• cold c

NOON

Nest ColumbIa Tlanstr•
Psdccah,

Ky.

e are filled with muny atThe str5res everYwe—
tractive and userul selections—low priced and giving service and4omfort every day in the year.

-

You can't go wrong when youPgire ;in electrical
gift made by any reliable manufacturer.

•

NEW HIGH-COMPRESSION VALVE4N-HEAD ENGINE 00, NEW ALL-SILENT, ALL-STEEL BODIES

•

(With Solid Steel Turret Top and Unisteel Construction) • PERFECTED HYDRAULIC.BRAKES (With
Double-Articulated Brake Shoe Linkage) • NEW DIAMOND CROWN SPEEDLINE STYLING •
GENUINE FISHER

NO DRAFT VENTILATION • IMPROVED GLIDING KNEE-ACTION

RIDE*

(at no extra cost) • SAFETY PLATE GLASS ALL AROUND (at no extra cost) • SUPER-SAFE

\by
DANCING...ENTERTAINMENT!
Whether yotr.actuttty dance or not, you'll get

SHOCKPROOF STEERING* (at no extra cost)
.,t_ Room in
s thrill out of vüi4 the 1.31!iciptas

•••,...

THE ONLY kOMPLETE CAR—PRICED SO LOW
CHIL1ROLPT

mo,roa

ISkel• General I1010040 &a.* Cdrpore I eon. 11111101T.

the Brown Hotel! .Merely sit and listen, if you
wish--,but dOnli miss the superb dance music,
the amusing entertainment. Dinner-dancing

mei
Slite4wee/IC
ism me Moo, Dv /.ata
reefeto nmIr.

4EV

or

POO((ONO.
,C.• L T

Genond

Mater. bussaiim~
Pe,elftelir se•4

from (r.50 to 9--30. IS4ght.c1oh from 10 p.m.to 2.

SPOIITA TiON

THE BROWN HOTEL

PORTER MOTOR CO.
Phone 97

See our display and those elsewhere, too.
-* _

ii

Select Electritht Gifts From Any .
vi . Reliable Dealer Anywhere!
1

purse.

todatents

West Maple Street

VE

Murray, Ky.

Nail G. WA..id•wp•

0

FLKENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHTs & POWER CO:

1

Murray, Kentucky
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•ter, Mrs. Harold Poysser, Mr. and
Marvin Howard and Mr. and Mss appreciated and lots of tobacco wadMn. Joe T. Lovett, iklitor
Mrs. Obert Garland. Mr. and Mrs.
Phone 3/1. Pleass
Tabors, all of near Bell City.
taken down from the barns.
Alvin kaafell.
"Uncle - -Frederick" Gillen of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Humphreys
Mrs. Amos Burke*. Paul Lane
Backusburg is on the sick list at and sots -Gerald, visited Mr. and
I Burk's, Mrs. Carrie Stamps, Mrs.
this writing,.
Mrs. Raymond Story of Alm° FriTom Morgan, Mrs/ Festus Futrell,
"Aunt Amanda" Edwards is con- day night.
Mrs. H. H. Wicker, Muss Ne9la
futed to her bed now and is very
Burlie Callie is building a new,
Uree Jeffrey, Miss Mary McDougal.
to
feeble. "Uncle Monroe" is up and
house. Mr. Callie's house was deMrs. Floyd Outland.
somewhat improved.
i •
stroyed by fire a few weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Lassiter,
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Edward and
Miss Gladys Modell Miller, Mr. and
Ted Cote of Harris Grove is
afternofin each week.
family visited Mrs. Mary AlexanMrs. Buron Poyner, Mr. and Mrs.
visiting his father, Tell Cole. and
der last Sunday and attended the
tiesimamemsToin McDaniel. Mr. and Mrs. Thanbrother, Edward Lee, this week.
am-vices at Locust Grove Church.
rite Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Tellous
Mrs. Camel Outland Honored
lis Willie Mae Conninahlum
agr. and Mrs. Lee Humphreys
Wed_
it
will
soon
be
Christmas
On Friday, December 4, a sur- McDougat, Mr. and Mrs. Lee McEnteraidlis With PiirtY
and son went to Paducah Saturday.
and
and,Santiii
will
come
and
make
The children of Edge Hill school
Willie M. Cunningham prise birthday party was given Dougal.
Miss
the children glad and happy by
are preparing a Christmas program
ntertaised _Thursday night. Dc- Mrs. Cassel Outland at her home
OR many years Martillishadmat
Mai iPaulde Stroud, Mr. and
bringing
them
little
gifts
and
playfor December 24.
"
been exactly happy aii Chrlittmber-td, ith • toady Inakind east of Murray from 5:30 until 8:00 Mrs. W. T. Hatcher, Wow Mildred
things that they enjoy so much.
Coty Jones has tone to Detroit
mas; somehow she had !fever
honor 'lig her bretber, Lei& oiclock.
and Hakim Katcher, lar, and
Wishing
everyboy
a
happy
Mrs. Outland, who had spent the kayora McDaniel, James
in seasoh of -employment.
received the pretty things bestowed
seffigbara of the A. & S. De.
Christmas. I will ring off 'till '37.
day with her brother, returned and -dies,
Mrs. Alice Ellis of South Howard
Wen other girls. "If they all ady
chment. Fort Knox, Ky.
Porter. •
,
4,—"Lazy
Ned"
with
to her home at 5:30 and
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Bell
Thome sending gifts will kini. know how I have secretly longed_Sar
Each one enjoyed singing and
found a throng of relatives and Keith Morris, Mrs. Betty_
Story. ,
pawns. those soft, dainty luxuries," thousht
usic Played by Carmon Parks,
friends awaiting her return.
Ira Keel has purchased a new
Mrs.
Wallace
Futrell,
Mei.'"
Lane Nadu, as she sat before the fireBraswell
hn
and James Rallitt
place.
Just
three
nays before ChristThe rooms were beautifully Mayer, Mrs. Ethel Miller, L. D.
Ford V-il this week.
ells..
adorned with Christmas decors.' Miller. Mrs. - Hollia,Norman, Mrs. mas.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hill and
jahes at delicious candies were lions and many gifts were attract"There are those kitchen aprons,
We are having beautiful weather children have gone to Detroit.
Bion Poyaer, Mrs. John Overby,
covet:
for instance, from dear old aunt
ively arranged on the dieing tables and Mrs. Bradford *Lynn.
for the time of the year, and every
—"Hill Billy"
Lucia. •Every year, as far back as DODWIPOISTII MINH EDITH COSTIUGHT,
•••••
one is preparing for Christmas.
ose present were James R.
A loWny plate was served to the
Asset
is
a
mime
from
May
m
sal
I can remember, it has always
GSM
Or=1111 :Ira! The recent rains here were truly ft Pays to Bead the %Airmailed,
Paidell Parks, Jahn Brea. fo.110Wing:
Mr. And Mrs. Paschall Are
te
I Theisen itaaility
been aprons,. I must have almost a disk Lewis' 'Haworth," which
11, Clifillen Parks, Horace Clyde
Mr. and Mrs. Cassel Outland.
and Mended. The film la released ik
Given Shower
Anita&
dozen by-mw. Then thert is cousin
th, Oilmen Wells, Lesther Cum Mr. and Mrs. Van Clark, Mr. end
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Paschall.
Lynn
ar els to eroe e ao in e ass
ghain; Miss LaRue Trease, Jane Mrs. Roy Lasidter, Harold Lassiter, who were recently married were Marls, who has been sending the
drove
- rooms, study hall and on the aimks. MISS Sera Peaks, Miss Irene Mr. and Mrs. Wynert Morris, Emily honor guests at, a miscellaneous ineviiable handkerchief right along,
year 'after year. There must be
pus may be seen a display of
rk, Miss Willie Mae Cunning- Dale Morris, Mrs. rale Craig, Mr. shower given Saturday evening.
mats a collection of them, too."
_ . bright colored yam, The most
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Gooch, and Mrs. Virgil McDaniel, Joan November 14`, fn the home of Mrs.
-While she had
The sophomore play, "The Wks& popular article they are making
ad Mrs. Luther Gooch. Mr. and Yvonne McDaniel.
Paschall's oropier, Mrs. Wesley
been grateful and ing Road:' will be given Saturday seems to be purses.
Taylor Gooch. W M.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Purdom Lassiter, Broach.
thankful for these night, December 19. The cast of
Tuesday evening. December 22.
Ingham. Mr. and Mrs. Ray- Mrs. Milton Outland. Mrs. H. C.
Refreshments were served.
kind
reme m, characters 7tresorder of:
their first children of the first six grades will
d Parks. and Mr and Mrs. Vinson, Mrs. Jake Outland, Mrs.' .The guest list included the folbrances, she had appearance: "Camilla Ray.
an or- present the follqwing program:
ud Cunnis4liani.
Ennis Hodges. Mia., WaTtei. Lassi- lowing. Mi. and Mrs. Clifton Pasnot been emelt'
, phan In search of a mother, Evelyn
A Song, by the older children:
chall, Mr. and Mrs. John Heynes,
thrilled.
Lou latelchart; Billie Ray, her resole, Charles D. Butterworth;
EVERYONE A KNOCKOUT TO PLEASE
Mr. and 'Mrs. Raiford Paschall.
A happy Christbrother- ditto, Charier Caldwell; operetta, "Santa Claus", Christmas
HIM. THEY SOLVE THE CHRISTMAS GIFT
Miss •Euna Broach, Mr. and Mrs.
mas thought sugPansy Black, an ebony treasure, party; reeding, by Maurita Morris;
George Rhea, Elvis Broach, Mr.
PROBLEM FOR MEN. You'll find a comgested _ itself to
Edith Cochran; Mrs. Lily MAMA, a operetta. "No Room in the Inn";
Marelu as she
and Mrs. Chester Mathess, Marvin
plete array in our store.
good imitation of the real thing. A Goodnight Song, by the small
gazed out at the
'Paschall, Mrs. Miles.
Ruth Cole; Dick Mason, alias, Dad- chltdran.
,
s Le n-der icicles
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hale, Mrs.
dy Johnny Harrison, not what he
The grade Honor' Roil this-w—
egi
shining like silNoah Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Irwin
Elmo Tinsley; Sheriff Theo- is the following: First grade: Ames
seems,
ver in the modbMEN'S FINE
Enoch. Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
dosia
Flicker,
the
law
in peiti- Marie Ford, Moyne Arnette, Marlight. "I know
Broach, Miss Gertie fallehalk Mira
coats,
Mary
Ella
Marton;
Skidwell" sae Sew Myers, Bonnie Sue Hall,
I what I'll do. I'll
Laurine Jones, Mies Mesa Hail.
sheriffs
husband. Junior White and Jimmy Crouch,,
start right now Flicker, the
Miss Yvenna Blom MS Lillian
Colors and patterns, well made,
and wrap up all Ralph Crouch; Kay Ellison, with it second grade: Willie Rue Cole, An.
Mathess, Miss Cowie Iltraseli. miss
carefully finishe& all sacs. -...
these things into problem and a secret, Rue Wright; tilt lays' •Mitier. Bratry Killer;
Nixola Wrangler, and MIS Naomi
pretty Christmas Ralph Gladden, in love with Kay, third grade: Naomi Brooch, Gene
Broach.
Thruston Furchess; Jim Smith. an Miller;
William
fourth grade:
Those sending gifts were Mrs. parcels and give them to some one ungrateful
(?) son. Alvis Ed Jones. Brown, Marie Jones, I:airline CoehBettie Brooch, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar .who really needs them.'"
Vanted:—A Mother, runs the ad- ran, Norella Kelso, Gine Galloway,
When Christmas day arrived
Broach. ,Mrs. Connie Hall, Miss
vertisement inserted in a local Reba Jo Cathey, Leetta Morris,
Dona Broach. Mn. Abner Gallo- Marelu started out with her basket
beautifully paper by the orphans. Camilla and Shirley Durham. Mary lo Farmer.
full
of
way, Mrs. J. R. Weather, 'Mrs. brimming
Billie Ray who want some sweet Hugh Arnette; fifth
Finest patterned silks, exceptiongrade: Martha
Frank Wratber, Mr. and Mrs. wrapped and tied Christmas gins.
ally well made am* a wide selecEvery step she took over the holi- soul to take their mother's place- Jo Miller, Johhruiy Pat Boyd.
Frank Radford. Paducah.
tion
from which to choose.
People
who
_answer
The
their ad- Maxine Crouch, Artis Reeves MillDEAR SANTA CLAUS:—
Noah Miles, Miss Virginia Suitor, day carpet of snow represented a
IN GIFT BOXES
vertisement are potorious crooks in er, Treva Delle Cole; Sixth grade:
cheer.
of
thought
kindly
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Jones, St.
cried, reedit*, but are posing as genial Gene Ed Watson, Charlene Cochshe
Christmas,"
"Merry
Louis, Mrs. Tule Miller, Kr. and
I am just thumbing my way. I want to ask
a bright colored par- village finks to establish an alibi. rum, Maurits Morris,
Mrs. Aub Miller, Macon. Tenn., as she hooded
Their daughter who earns an honcel to dear old Linda Larsen.
you for a lift.
Mr. and Mrs. Powell Wrather, Mr.
"The very same, to you," said est living by hard waft stages a
and Mrs. Jesse Crouse, luitT-W.
'
she, with a questioning look of sur- dramatic' struggle to cause her
,Will Broach.
— I owe a lot of, money for merchandi that I
prise. The oext moment she was parents to give uAttheir wicked
A fine variety of colors and
proudly unwrapping a pair of pret- lives. Only when
atal accident
sold to your folks, and I want to speak to them
smart new patterns. Reefer and
Mo. Harlan H. Kemp
Bro. Underhill filled his first ap
ty With towels. Marlene and_Dolly,' occurs do the old
pie turn from
square
styles.
two little girls around the corner, their shady career. This is a stir- Pointment at Coldwater Sunday at
about it through your spirit, insist upon them to . „Monered
Mrs. Nuel Kemp and Miss Agnes danced up and down with joy when ring play, breathless with suspense 11 o'clock.
vo
.
50C
meet their obligations.
Kemp surprised Mrs. Harlan ',Willi they' saw the snowy handkerchiefs and full of strong heart interest.
The sale of the late Louis Ross
Mamba The Masterful hick woman sheriff was well, attended lailt-illaturday
borders.
colored
with a beautiful linen shower at with
,
the house,„of her. parents. Mr. and smiled haippily as she left the little and tile_ old black mammy furniah,Wt4 1 things sold very niseassabla..
Practejlly
xriecths4
*pit scumSmart, Dressy SUSPENDMrs. E. C. Sherman. of Harris girls 'and proceeded to her nett the right touch of comedy.
Dennie P. Alexlmiselr .isit last
m
modating.
course none of the chain stores do
ERS
50c up
Grove, Friday afternoon. December stop. 191Ike Lynn was overwhelmed
Saturday for the Korth, sesidne ,.,.
Basketball News
handgift
was
when
a
sinie
effth
II.
cataloges.
or the
We have a home game with work •
He went to battilindP°Its•
The honoree received many love- ed her. She explained that it had
Sharpe, Friday night, December Ind_ first and if be demon find k
received
had
since
she
years
been
ly gifts for her new, modern
work there- he .is headed for Cleve- oo
18.
I don't believe, Santa Claus, you know about
home, which is nearing comple- a Christmas present
The Wildcats were defeated Fri- land and on ' to Detroit. Curt ......‘kt.,,,,
interesting
other
several
After
" No man ever has too many or
this condition. People come in and ask for credit
tian.
day night, December 11, by a score Newsom operates the milk truck IR
even enough. r Fine linens in a
Dainty refreshments were served. calls Marelu started for home. The of 40-18
Dennis
since
and then spend their money with.,stores they do
left.
wide range of patterns.
by the Kirksey Eagles.
the
Those present were Mrs. Leonard street light1 flashed on and
The Reverend Moss of Nashville.
Christmas trees joined The Eaglets also defeated the Kitglimmering
not get accommodations from.
Wilson, Mrs. George Steele, Mrs.
10C
the ceremony on all sides of tens by a score of 31-30 in a Tenn., filled his regular appointRoy Graham. Mrs. Nora Cote, Mrs. in
ment at Locust Grove Holiness
ost
her. As she drew near her own thriller.
Neely Wright. Mrs. Hervey Turner.
I have been crediting people for 42 years. It
The Ag 3 and 4 boys are building Church last Saturday night and
borne she stood still a moment and
Mrs. Conn Moore. Mrs. J. C. Kemp.
VIE and HANDKERCHIEF
Visitors &attending werb its helped many people get by a tight place and
admired the grandeur of the dark a new concrete walk from the gym Sunday.
Mrs. Frernan Wilford. Mrs. Otto
vices &Andes, were Mr. and Mrs
pines encircling the house tinder a to the class rooms.
•
SETS
$1.00 up
many appreciate it. INA some neglect to pay; so
Swann, Mrs. E. C. Sherman, Miss
The bony economics girls are Earnest Derringtoh, Mr. and Mrs
white burden of snow. The variaChristine
Graham.
Miss Agnes tions of colors gleaming from the
we do not know who will pay, so many merchants
Kemp, Mrs. Nuel Kemp, and the windows seemed to be stretching
have cutout credit.
honoree.
out to meet the pines.
Inside the house was warmth and
In either heavy wool mixed maI ant apPealing for help and must collect some
terials for winter comfort or soft
J. H. Branch's Father,
joy and Christmas cheer as the
silks.
the
about
Christgathered
family
accounts to raise' money.
Z7, Dies in Tennessee
mas tree, pointed
with the star
H.
R.
Branch.
77
years
old,
To our cash customers: You know that our • prominent citizen of Maury City, of Bethlehem.
cash prices are as low al+ any place. Our courte(
• Tennessee, and father of J. H. Merely was just
BELT and BUCKLE SETS
time for the
sies are not surpassed, and our store is the warmest , • branch, Murray, representative of in
for
$1.00 up
the Purina Mills. died Wednesday celebration. Bobplace in town; so when you come to town these 1 of last week at his home. Mr. by had been ehoi.
read
off
gen
to
cold days.come right to our store to get warm.
Branch lived between Dyersburg
the names upon
and Jackson in Crockett county.
Besides Mr. Branch. he is sur- the gifts and•all p
cenCapeskin. Mocha and
pigskin
vived by his widow and two eyes were
A generous amount of milk adds to the flavor aisd
t
tered upon the
etoves, finely maile;' slip-On and
daughters. Mrs. J. B. Lee, Gates,
button
through
styles.
He'll
basket
consurehuge
texture in all fine cooking and is used freTenn., and Mrs. M. N. Thompson,
§:
ly appreciate these.
taining them.
••
Jackson, Mr. Branch attended the
quently and generously by all
"First on the
funeral and burial services which
program." shoutgoods cooks.
were held at Gates, Tenn., last
ed Bobby, "is for
•
Thursday.
All
mother."
AVON AllreingliO0001*MON AIN
o adds to the richness of the food for
Ililk asl—
wondered what it
milk is the perfect food that supplies you with the
could be.
--ffain colors or patterned in low
necessary protein, carbohydrate and,
gorgeouS
neck or straight colors. Woll taillamp shade," cried mother, as she
natural form.
ored
and serviceable. _
held it up for all to see.
tag
While still admiring this thing of
W.
•
beauty, Bobby shouted louder than
ever, "something for the governor,
himself. Get ready, pop, for your
surprithi."
"What can the'atrange menage
oink well among the gifts for men
be, for goodness sake?" said fa4?11
'.1:1Ve your every possible
ther, his eyes popping with interwant in 1 hcrn.
est. "Well, I do declare, if it isn't
a golf set. Just what I have wanted far a long time," as he started
to examine it.
"Oh boy, hold out your hands
and catch, Dot, a ducky package
for you, all tied with silver cord.
warh and serviceable.
What is it? Open it quick!"
Dot removed the bright red tissue and disclosed a white wool
skating outfit.
Marelu had been so absorbed.in
We Give Tickets on .the FREE
what the others were recentk^
CHEN ROLET
that she hod forgotten all .sbOittherself, For the first time in many
years she had received the thing&
1
she really adored. With a heart
When you buy a bottle of milk, you assume as obli,
full of appreciation and joy, she
gallon te sewthe• She empty bettie le returned to the route
suddenly, shouted, "Merry Christ.
man or the grocery from which you bought the Milk.
Inas!" The others did not quite
comprehend the extent of Marelu's
enthusiasm, but she, herself, felt,7
soinehow, that this had been the
very happiest, merriest Christmas
she had ever had.
Christmas Headquarters for
la Western ne.senat undo_
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PAGE SIX
••••••-•.--*sbinations, each of which was
tIle
negre mlnatred to be put on in the
We also plan ta have a Chrininas Bonnie Lie Hale and Janata. Japes: •MoSt of the girls have teruKs shoes wath Cuncord Friday night.
superior to 'the visitors. The four
and Miss Erwin has found that
ar'future.
.
the students are _to maw second gradce James Cokeman.
- --taws.
Aces in the game funet..med
names and exchange presents gene Diaraell. Clara Nell Darrell. • same of the Kirksey girls can eplay
Cbristaias Program
By Dorothy Nell Stark, Geraldine 'n,„
smoothly, making deveral nice
the
as
as
boys.
welt
Wilson.
basketball
Mary
and
Suiten
Joette
A
"the
on
hung
rlstxnas
be
be
will
to
are
program
These
Hurt, Mary Elisabeth Johnson
The Murray" boys were
shots.
At our regular meeting last WedSeveral children were out of
given at
e school building WedGrade News --,
taking is lead sfter
extended.
never
and
trumps
pep
nesday
squad
the
decided
with
wtek
last
schotl
primary
the
for
nesday,
23,
roll
honor
DecEm,,ber
beginning at
The
Jaoiler Chapel, Program
minutes and canting
five
first
the
for
work
-some
to
the
drills
out
px.
1
chichen
The
wan
folas
is
easily
Thoroughbred*
o'clock.-month
past
the
for
room
The junior class gave a very
Bkinche Tanner pilaw
quarters and halves of our ball their first basketball game last all the way.
Campfire News
The program wflI. consist of- a lows: Frst grade: Clarice Painter,
interesting program Friday mornThe Campfire Girls have been games. Mr Lassiter seemed to like
ing during chapel. It consisted of pageant, to be given hYntite grades' Martha Mae Perry, Doris Ann Pool,
Friday night trimming Arkansas
Trumbo Snedegar of Bath couna .one-act play, "The Ghost Story". and some of the high: sCatd sttr- -rvon Suiter, Betty Ruth $J,,der- given the privilege of using the i the idea and he gave us a talk on
State 48-7/. before a good 'crowd, ty had a corn yield of 450 barrels
•
for
our
courtesy
to
visitors.
We
neon
at
day
mean
every
by Booth Tarkington and a Bible dents. A mixed chorus will 'sing hill. Charles Bagwell. Bobby Gene gym floor
of land.
Burchett, James Vaughn Edwords, the- purpose of playing basketball. I to give our first drills at the game Coach Cutchins used several tom- on 48 acres
reading by Norville Cole. The cast at Intervals throughout the plaj
play was as follows:
for the
George. an einnest young gentleman. twenty-two, Buren Johnson;
Ahna. a pretty young girl of twenAND•THER, isn't that
ty, Thelma Dale Marine; Mary,
the mast beautiful doll
Beatrice Sue Norsworthy; Grace,
..you`ener saw?" The little
Maurine Rogers, Lennie. Mary
hand tugged at the hand of the
Elizabeth Johnson—three girls of
tall man. He looked,, down at the
nineteen or twenty; Tom. James
childish figure beside Riq. "I wish
Potts; Floyd, Lyman Dixon; Lynn,
I had one like her," the hld said
Vernon Wilson; Fred, S. G. Pool—
In a low tone.
The man mused with a teniis i four youths of about the same age.
small Gasses
eery beautiful deer
ball game with Lynn Grove
—but I thought I heard you say
night was won by the
that you had all of the dolls you'
. The score was 48-16.
Eag
moil care for."
The second team also came out
"Well—I did,- came the faltering answer "but-n-as though an victorious. The. ncore was. 30-31.
inspiration had presented itself—"I This was a hard fought Vine from
could give some away I s'pose." beginning to end.
We have a game scheduled with
The man's clasp tightened on the
Child's hand, and then he reminded Conet.rd. Friday night, December
We think it time to pnt an end
her gently that they must hurry on 18
to the practice of giving "att- gifts"—
F. F. A. Notes
If they were to be home in time for
were
set
a
there
has
well-meant trinkets that all too &inn find their
purchased
Although
those
nhapter
Our
luncheon.
many other* interesting toys in the of boxing gloves with the aid of
attic-or rubbish heap! We think it's lInta•to give
*the
to
way
4.,Jlepartment of the great More, the the teachers and smaller boys and
instead these beautiful, useful gifts for the home—gifts 1.1nkt can
child showed little interest in them, others. We have had a good deal
way
their
work
to
and managed
of excitement since the gloves have
be used by all the family—gifts- that serve as ever-present renitmkers
-back to the object of her affection. arrived.
of your thoughtfulness and good taste!
and stood enraptured before it unWe have made some walks with
remind•
til her grandfather again
the cinders taken from the stoves.
ed her that they really mast be on
Last Tuesday night was our regSecretary
their way home.
.
ular meeting night and we have
- Desks'
As the child reluctantly followed, planned a party.
For Hubby,
the man recallnother dark eyed - Material has been ordered for a
Dad or Brother
-Marcia standing - before just suds
_kat
• a doll and _heard .again almost the
Wife
same words this Marcia .had used
today. "Isn't," she had said, -that
Mother
doll in pink just beautiful' I wish' - 1.- had one like it.". And he heard
Sister
the man beside her reply: "You
-•
have more dolls !UMW than you Imfow
Calloway C- ircuit Court
what to'do with," and he had added, "That is too expensive,any- C., V. McCuiston. Administrator of
at
way." "Oh is it?" the thild had 1. V. .McCuiston. C. V. McCwaton
asked in surprise. "Yet. every- and Wife. Mrs. C. V. McCuiston,
thing-M-'nds store is." He hadn't Ella Hamlin. Montie McCuiston
known whetheil"it was or not, but and Wife, Mrs. Montle. McCuiston,
he had led the. child away. Later Edna Lacks, Rita Thompson and
he asked himpelf many times why Husband, Wade Thompson, Luenle
he hadn't given the doll: to the Thompson- Mid Illistand. 'Norman'
child, and he resolved that never Thompson, Luther McCuiston,
.
again would he be the cause ci a
Plaintiffs
.
hurt look such as he had seen in
Vs. Jtidgment
the little one's eyes that day.'From
Robbie Mccuiston.
Built law to the floor, deeply upDefendant
holsteredchairs of innerspring conEasy
A delighttul piece of furniture, this secretary.
you to be lazy in
struction:invites
By, virtue of, a judgment and
and one you'll be proud -to own. Lots of room
no uncertain terms! Upholstered
order ol sale of the Calloway CirTerms
in the shelves above for your books, anti
tapestry. it's a grand' gift
plenty of Mom in the drawers below.•
cuit Court: rendered at the Nospecial!
•
vember term thereof!. l936.--in the
above cause for _the purpose at
division of property and costa
herein expendeekI shall proceed to
offer for sale if the court house
then on. he determined td- grant
door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
• her every wish that he- possibly
highest bidder at public auction,
coulF1 and so atone for the unnecon Monday. the 26th day of Deessary suffering he had caused.
1936.-at 1 o'clock or thereJohn Grant sat cember,
'Christina, night :
:same being county court
alone before the tire, his- head about
day:, upon a credit of six months,
against the back of the chair,
the following described property,
eyes clbsed and a smile of
tent upon his face. The door opened being and lying in Calloway Counand a young woman's voice called ty. Kentucky, town:
Eighty (80) acres more or less in
softly—"Father."
"Yes, my dear," he answered as the North West Quarter of Section
4, Township I. Range 6 East being
.
he turned toward her."Mother wants- to know if you all of said Section except that
--aren't conking to bed." the young deeded W Wand C. V. McCuiston
..-aren't
said as she came into the on the East and West known as
s_
asis
r
;
my home place. Title to samek
roossin
"Tell yotaln mother I'll be there obtained from P. M.- Elliso
Commissioner. recorld in
In just a minute," the man replied ,ter
It's extremely never—this new idea
Deed Book _N. page 504.
with a laugh.
of having lamps to match! Thres
?'Do you. know, father, I think' For the purchase price the purcandle junior, a
bridge or table lamp
that you have made Marcia the chaser must execute bond with apwith bronze and
happiest little girl in the world to- proved securities, bearing legal
to
onyx bases, delicatenight," Marcia Field said as she interest from the day of sale until
pleated shades-ly
went,, and sat on the arm of her paid. 'and having the force and efan inexpensive b..it
fect of a judgment. Bidders will
fatter', chair.
charming gift!
the modern interpretation cl the
4 4 .imeker brings you this omens:Jurist
Her father put his arm around be prepared to comply promptly
design in walnut finish
Hart,
graceful
S.
'•
'terms.—George
these
her.. "I'm glad if I did." he told with
i rrith burl maple and stripe° walher.
Master Commissioner.'
. at veneer .drawer front, copper"Do you know that doll reminds
lined humidor, chromium trim.
.
. me of one Isortan
Scid many years
Any man will warmly welcothe la
.
.
.
. gift like this!
ago. I thought that rnever would
be happy if I didn't- have that doll."
Marcia.laughed at the_onamory.
..nAnd I wouldn t buy it for you."
.•
je
her father. frowned.
"Why, father do you remember
Calloway Circuit Court
asked iti_surs
'that?" dthildaughter
wr—
prise. •
Calloway _County Lumber Co..
re,have never forgotten it. and. I tricorn..
resolved never to be the cause of
Plaintiff
„ huillngnyou or anyone as I had
Vs.. Tafelgnnent
you that day.".. utns.Wright and Neely, Wright.
"Why, Snau old dear." Marcia
Defendants
laughed as she hugged him. "I
By virtue of a judgment and
haven't thought of it for years." order of sale of the Calloway-CirAnd then she said suddenly as • cuit Court. rendered at the NoAny one would count thernselnn
light of understanding lirroke upon vember term thereof. 1936. niss, the
lucky to receive such a convenient
her, 'ghat is Whywou Slways have above cause for Ihe purpose of
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